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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1901.

THE STATE STORM-SWEPT.
Floods and Freshets Everywhere. Buildings
and Bridges Washed Away, Ball ways Crlp-

1*1011 and Highways Rendered Impassable.
Sunday’s storm was one of the most destructive ever known in Maine. The damage to property runs into the millions. The
great Maine Central railway system was
seriously crippled, mails delayed, and travel
interrupted. The country suffered in common
with the larger places. Highways
were rendered impassable by washouts and
the carrying away of bridges. A Belfast
man who telephoned to the
country for information as to the condition of the roads
was told there
were no roads.
On the
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers booms were
broken and millions of feet of logs went
adrift. gThose from the Penobscot were
seen Tuesday in the eastern bay going
out to sea, where they will be a menThe Kennebec reached
ace to navigation.
the highest pitch in its history. At Fairheld it was four feet higher than any known
record. The heaviest losers there are the
American Woolen Company and the Portland Packing Company, whose aggregate
loss will reach $15,000; hut hundreds of
others were affected. In Gardiner, Monday,
the water was. 18 inches deep on Main
street in front of the Johnson House, and
the basements of all the principal stores
Neither teams, electrics nor
were Hooded.
steam cars could force their way through
the flood which covered the way between
Gardiner and Hallowell. At Farmingdale
the rails of the Maine Central were three
feet under water, and at Vassalboro about
At Halone mile of track was submerged.
lowell, the main floors of business places on
Water street were flooded. The toll bridge
at Madison went out Sunday night, and
passed Waterville Monday morning, together with a long foot bridge from Skowhegan and over one million feet of logs
from Madison and Skowhegan.
The big
pulp mill atJMadison suffered severely, and
and the loss at this place is estimated at
$500,000. The new Ticnic foot bridge at
Waterville was swept away early Monday
morning, entailing a loss of 15,000. The old
covered bridge across the Sebasticook in
Winslow was washed away.
The Sandy ;River Railroad; was tied up
north of Farmington by washouts at South
Strong, and the Franklin and Megantic and
the Phillips and Rangeley railroads were
also held up. Washouts on the Farmington
branch of the Maine Central compelled the
cancellation of all trains.
A special train of an engine and two
cars carrying the bridge inspector of the
Maine Central to the scene of the washout
at Clinton went into a culvert near West
Benton station Monday forenoon.
Engineer Harry Gordon and Fireman Sherman
Smith; were painfully injured, and brakeman Walter Bridges is believed to be fatal-

KING EDWARD’S DOMAIN.

IN

stones, we walked out of the Abbey gate
and into the Abbey Hotel almost simNotes of a Six Weeks* Trip to England and
ultaneously. The time before dinner
Scotland.
was spent in resting, reading or writing,
VII.
and after that meal the ladies gathered
If thou would’st view fair Melrose aright
in the drawing room and told ghost
Go visit it by the pale moonlight;
stories and “such like” until our blood
For the gay beams of lightsome day
Gild, but to flout, the rums gray,
began to creep, and it was unanimously
When the broken arches are black in night,
voted to retire. What the two English
And each shafted oriel glimmers white;
Where the cold light’s uncertain shower
ladies, sitting in sober grandeur on the
Streams on the ruined central tower:
sofa, thought of the party will be a mysWhen buttress and buttress, alternately,
Seemed framed of ebony and ivory;
At any rate during the evening,
tery.
When silver edges the imagery,
while we all were searching our reperAnd scrolls that teach thee to live and die;
Where distant Tweed is heard to rave,
toire for our funniest stories, not a
And the owlet to hoot o’er the dead man's
smile appeared on either face. They
grave,
Then go—but go alone the while—
occasionally exchanged a few whispered
Then view Saint David's ruined pile;
words, but as for their expressions they
home
And,
returning, soothly swear,
Was never scene so sad and fair.
might each have been a piece of statuAlter luncn tne party aiviaea, eacn ary, or a wooden image, from the blank
going his or her own way, to explore look on their faces. Perhaps they mothe

village

or

surrounding country. mentarily expected our war-paint,feath-

Two of us started out to “kill two birds
with one stone”—to

buy a
Leaving

and also to

inspect

the

village they

roll of films for my

along

the hotel we

Cove

The Masonic Hall social appointed for
Saturday evening was postponed to Saturday evening, Dec. 21st.
Capt. William Hopkins, late master of the
sell. Senator Sullivan, is passing the winter

a narrow

were very quaint and entirely unlike twice, once at Newcastle, and we reanything at home. Seeing the familiar gretted we had not thought to bring a
sign “Kodaks” in the window of a drug coal along. It was half-past two when
store, (or rather an apothecary’s shop) we finally arrived at the fine station in
at the head of the street, w'e at once York, tired,
hungry, and, perhaps I
headed in that direction, only to find, to
may add, cross. We were driven directour deep disgust, that we had collided
ly to the “Black Swan,” (before menwith another holiday, and that the shops tioned in the article
“English and Scotch
would be open only between the Hotels”) and when a luncheon in the
hours of seven and eight—the exact coffee room had satisfied our
hunger we
time set for our dinner. Just then we felt
very much more amiable, aud after
saw some of the gentlemen approach- a short rest started out for
York Mining, and the two parties joined forces ster, which is said to be the finest
for further
explorations. Walking Gothic building in the world. Certainly
down the village street, lined with clos- it is a beautiful
structure, and its maged shops, we came at last to a cricket
esty and beauty are almost overpowerfield, and just ahead of us saw two
There is over half an acre of
ing.
boys, with rods and creels, crossing the mediaeval glass in the Minster, and the
bound for the
green and evidently
great East Window is the largest Gothic
river,

it was

of the

party

tne

unanimous

opinion window in the world containing its
fishing expedition original stained glass. “There is a local
delightful way of passing superstition among the poorer classes
that a

would be a
the afternoon,

and we

followed

the

young fishermen down a narrow, shrubbordered path to the river Tweed. Here
we

ensconced ourselves comfortably

Capt. A. C. Batchelder, having hauled up
his vessel in Boston, is enjoying the comforts of a coal fire at his commodious residence this winter, and thinks it more comfortable than coming around Cape Cod,
coal laden.

the Roman Catholics will
session of

it.

If

regain posthe tenure of the

on

Catholics depends upon its completion,
surely their chances will be small, for
fished—by proxy. Perhaps the pres- the fabric is constantly disintegrating,
ence of strangers affected the fish, or
by stress of age and weather, with a

efforts of the two young
fishermen for some time, we found

successful

“A

path by the river, o'er shadowed by-

trees,
Where people may

rapidity that runs the restoration project very closely.”
Ascending the s'tone steps and entering the beautiful doorway, we found
that “Even song” had just begun, and
we procured a seat in the nave, where
the voices of the choir floated out to us
in the silence of the great building.
The services

occupied about half an
hour, and during that time we sat facing the majestic “Five Sisters’ windows,” through whose pale, green glass

the last rays of the seating sun shone
faintly, glorifying all its surroundings.
It is said that five maiden sisters each
chose a window and “framed its delipattern in needle work betore it

cate

constructed in glass. After the
anthem was over we watched the little
was

boys in their white surplices file
two and two, their demure manner

choir

by,

and cherubic faces

giving no hint of
lurking beneath, some of
which, however, we found them giving
vent to on the steps when we were departing. Following these small angels
(?) were the older members of the choir,
also surpliced, whose gray hair and
wrinkled faces were in strange conthe mischief

trast to the fresh and rosy cheeks of

legendary wizard, Michael the little ones whose clear young voices
Scott, is buried near the choir, and Sir had helped to swell the anthem “through
David Brewster in the churchyard. the long-drawn aisle and fretted vault.”
But the stone before the east window- When the last fluttering white gown
which the great Wizard of the vanished into a mysterious door-way
on
North, who weaved the spells of our we rose and spent some time strolling
childhood, used to love to sit, is the about the building, until the waning
head-stone among its ruins,” says Ed- light and a decided chill in the air warnward Lowe Temple, in his delightful ed us that it was time to leave.

dows.

H. W. Chapman, the popular mate of the
steamer Cimbria of the Bangor and Bar
Harbor line, is having a well earned rest at
his home on Beech Hill. “Wain” is also
very punctual and popular at all the suppers
and fairs.

that if the Minster is ever ‘finished’

the stone wall on the river’s bank and

walk, and may talk if
they please,"
which led us back to our hotel by a very
at his flue residence at the Cove.
picturesque route. Aiter resting a few
Miss Annie Rhodes, who was obliged to moments, we roused the custodian
close her school at Beech Hill, went to from his lair, paid our admission fee
C’astine Tuesday to attend the Normal and entered the
grounds of Melrose
school.
Abbey. “It was built by David I. of
Mrs. Hattie Whiting is teaching the
Scotland, and rebuilt by Robert Bruce,
Brainard, Miss Adela Hills the Brown’s whose heart is buried beneath the
high
Corner and Mrs. Nellie Dickey the Doyle
altar, after death had overtaken the
schools.
Black Douglass, while bearing it to the
Admiral Dewey’s opinion, like his deLand. Not much remains but
Holy
struction ol the Spanish fleet at Manila, is
the slender shafts of the choir, with
short, sharp and decisive, and will be actheir elaborate capitals and vaulting,
cepted by a large majority of the American
people as doing justice to the hero of Santi- and the delicate traceries of the wingo.

I alsadly disappointed.
explained to them that we had

were

passed

perhaps they were not hungry, but they
evidently were not anxious to be caught;
NORTHPORT NEWS.
and to the young ladies, at least, standing in water up to the waist, and holding
The W. C. T. U. meets every Wednesday
a fishing rod, seemed afarfrom enticing
at 2 p. m.
sport. A cluster of picturesque little
Mrs. Osgood Woodbury is visiting friends
houses on the opposite bank was imin Boston.
mediately christened “Kobbinstown”
Charles T. -Elwell, mate with Capt. Frank
by one of the gentlemen, who crossed
Herrick, is at home on the sick list.
the nearby suspension bridge for a
Mrs. Lydia Dean closed alvery successful nearer view. After
watching the unof 14 weeks school at the
last

Friday.

most

so

left our national costume in our London
street, bounded on one trunks, but rest rained myself with diffiside by a high stone wall inscribed culty.
and on the other by small cotThe next morning after rather an
tages. Soon little shops in the ffont early breakfast we walked the short
rooms of the cottages, with entrancing distance to the railway station and
window displays of red and white pep- boarded our train. From Melrose to
permint candy or glass jars of “com- York was a long and exceedingly unfets” attracted our attention. They comfortable journey. We changed cars
camera.

ly injured.

term

and tomahawks to appear; if

ers

The

volume

entitled

“Old

World Mem-

un our

way to and from the hotel we

passed through quaint streets, the proon both sides
nearly
churchyard jecting gables
at random, viewing the ruins from dif- meeting over the narrow passage way,
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dickey wish to thank
it extremely dark.
their friends for suggesting a “Golden ferent points of vantage and inspect- consequently making
A black swan calmly reposing over a
Wedding,” but as neither of them is ing the tomb-stones, the majority of
sufliciently recovered from their injuries to which, contrary to their appearance, doorway proclaimed our temporary
entertain company they regret to say to were not ancient, to say the least. One home, and we were not sorry to sit
their friends, please don’t come.
of the party accidentally found the grave down to our dinner, served, by the way,
two tall and elderly waiters with
The “Henrietta H. White Free High of “Thomas Purdie, wood forester, at by
the very personification
School” will begin a ten weeks term Mon- Abbotsford, who died the 29th of Octo- side-whiskers,
of our ideas of English butlers. After
Dee.
30th.
day,
Mary B. Grant, the princi- ber, 1829, aged sixty-two years.” Inside dinner we retired to the drawing-room,
pal, is a very excellent teacher and has the walls were some interesting tombs. where one of the gentlemen entertaintaught more than a hundred schools The following inscription is cut on one ed us for a little while with reminiscences of Ireland in

in Maine and Massachusetts. This is the
thirteenth year that Mrs. White has paid for
maintaining a school for the Cove scholars.
She has expended about $1,700 for schools,
repairs on school-house, out buildings and
books, besides furnishing and maintaining
a free library.
The people of the Cove
ought to, and do, appreciate the generosity
of Mrs. White.
Belfast Weather Report

Following is

summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Weather Bureau for the week ending Dec.
17,1901:
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Wind, Sky, etc.
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23 W Clear.
15
20 S
Cloudy, Rain; .06 of an inch.
40 W Part cloudy.
47 S. to S. E. gale. Rains, change to hale
at 10 f. m. Rainfall 2.10 Inches.
5 N. W. gale. Cloudy.
3
Cloudy. Snow in evening; not
enough to measure.

MORRILL.

Miss Olive Blood closed her school at the
order to take np her
studies at the Normal school in Castine this
week. Miss Alice Dickey will take Miss
Blood’s place in the primary school.Mr.
Ezekiel Merrithew and wife go to Willimantic, Maine, this week to remain through the
winter—We are glad to learn that Miss
Nellie Greer is much better.

village last Friday in

ories.”

We wandered about the

of the largest:

“Here

Lyeth

the Dust of James
Bunyie Portioner of and Mason in
Newstead who Died May 13th, 1794
aged 80 years. Also Jean Willson his
Spouse who died August loth, 1739
aged 50 years. Also nine children.”
In some parts of the ruins whole
families had been buried, and the inscriptions were so time-worn and old
that deciphering them was next to an
impossibility. These little family chapels were intensely interesting, and
some time was spent in making out the

following:
“Heir lues ot Uuid Memorie Dame
Margaret Ker First Wyfe to James
Prmgil of Wodbous And Kfter His Deceis Mareit^ Sir David Home of Wodderburne Knycht Zuba Deceissit The
24 Of Februare Anno 1580.”

song.
Later in the evening we sat at one of
the windows overlooking Coney street—
which, although it is one of the principal thoroughfares, is so narrow that
people are obliged to walk in the middle
of the street—and watched the passersby. It was«almost impossible to realize
that the soldiers of the sixth Roman
legion, who were quartered there in the
second century, had walked that very
street, but as we looked at the natty
Tommy Atkins, whose red coats gave a
touch of brilliant color to the moving
throng, we saw the soldiery of centuries past, of times ancient, mediaeval
and modern,
whose footsteps had
echoed on the paving of that narrow
little street.
M. D. P.
Death of

Harry Ingraham.

SUNDAY’S STORM.

OBITUARY.

Rain, Sleet and Freezing Weather Came In
Sneer zzlon.
Travel Impeded and Mall*

J. Albert Massure, son of the late Josiah
Massure of North Searsport, died
early
Saturday morning, Nov. 30th, at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Geo. IFlowers, aged
55;
years and 11 months. His boyhood, as well
as the last years of his
was
in
life,
passed
this section of the country, but for
thirty
years he was in the employ of the New
Haven and West Haven H. R. Co., now the
Winchester Avenue R. Co., of New Haven,
Conn. Quiet and unassuming, he there,
by
his faithfulness to duty, unfailing
courtesy,
and readiness to oblige, gained the liking
and respect of all with whom he came in
contact. Generosity was a marked feature
of his character and he gave in such a manner that the
recipients of his bounty were
made to feel that it was a privilege for him
to give. In 1896 his health failed to such
an extent that he was
obliged to give up his
position in Connecticut. Since that time he
has made his home in North Searsport with
Mrs. Flowers. All that love and care could
suggest was done, but his malady proved to
be incurable. The long months of pain and
weakness were marked by patient endurance and a constant effort to care for himself.
Mr. Massure leaves four sisters:
Mrs. A. Cox of Massawippi, P. Q.; Mrs.
Annie Lanpher of Eatontown, N. J., Mrs.
Edwin Wood of New York City, and Mrs.
Flowers. The funeral services were held
at the home of Capt. Flowers Monday, Dec.
2nd, and were conducted by Rev. H. W.
Norton of the Searsport M. E. church. The
interment was in the North Searsport ceme-

Delayed.
A much needed rain came last Sunday,
and while it did a great amount of good in
filling wells, cisterns and streams, at the
same time it did much damage, in washing
out railroads, highways, etc. Bain began

falling early Sunday morning, accompanied
by a heavy southerly gale, and continued
through the day, changing to sleet at 10
o’clock at night. During that time the rainfall, according to the U. S. Weather Bureau
measurement, was 2.99 inches, a very large
amount for so short a time. There was but
little frost in the ground, and the rain took
it all out. The snow was practically all
gone before the rain came on.
Sunday
night there was a sharp change, the wind
coming around to northwest and the mer-

cury falling from 48° at 6 o’clock Sunday
afternoon to 10° at 6 o’clock Monday morning.
The wind continued to blow a gale from the
northwest all day Monday, and the highest
point reached by the mercury during the
day was 17°. There were a large number of
washouts on the railroads.
The passenger
train left on time Monday morning, but
found a washout fio feet long and from 10 to
20 feet deep just beyond Thorndike station,
and another was reported at Unity.
No
trains arrived at Burnham from either east
or west during the day, and several bad
washouts were reported on the main line,
which stopped all through trains east of
Brunswick.
The passenger train backed
down from Thorndike, and made the trip to
tery.
that station in the afternoon, returning by
orders
at
4.30.
special
Mrs. Hannah E. Moore, widow of the late
lhe steamer Penobscot went to Bangor Charles E.
Moore, passed peacefully away
Sunday and it was thought at one time from this life at her home on Cedar street
Monday that she could not get out on ac- Thursday night, Dec. 12th. Her illness was
count of the rushing ice and lumber in the
quite brief and was incidental to extreme
river. But she left at 2.30 o’clock and arage.
Although more than 90 years had
rived here at 8.30. The M. & M. made her
passed in her life every faculty was prefrom
to
and
regular trip
Camden
Bucksport
served to the last in a remarkable degree.
back to Belfast. She then returned to CamPossessing a singularly lovely disposition
den, taking several passengers bound to in which peace and trustful faith
abided,
Rockland, and some for Boston via the Knox her’s was a type of the winter of life in its
& Lincoln railroad from Rockland. She most
sunny form. Until very recently she
left Camden at 6 o’clock for Bucksport had been
able to make calls about the city
direct. Her up-river passengers included a and entertain
at home. She was long a
number of delegates to the State Grange at valuable
member of the Orthodox church
Bangor from Belfast and vicinity and Cam- and wa3
keenly interested in everything
den. The Silver Star did not cross the bay. that
promoted the welfare of humanity.
The roads throughout the country were Mrs. Moore was a
loving, dutiful mother, a
badly washed and stages and other teams kind friend and neighbor and lived a useful
were obliged to make long detours.
A sec- Christian life. Like the gentle,
peaceful
tion of the road on Poland Hill in Montville passing of a summer
twilight so was her deis gone for 40 feet about to a depth of 10 parture from this life. She was surrounded
feet.
to the last by the loving care of her daughThere are numerous washouts on the city ters, Mrs. Lenora Holmes of
Ellsworth,
streets of more or less magnitude, but they Mrs. Ellen M.
Collins and Miss Abbie
were all made passable Monday.
Moore of Lypn, Mass., and Mrs. T. B.
The sleet of Sunday night left a coating Dinsmore of this
city. The funeral took
of ice on the sidewalks and walking was place
Sunday afternoon and was very largevery difficult and treacherous.
ly attended despite the storm. The floral
The Boston Sunday Globes were not reofferings were exceptionally beautiful and
ceived here until late Monday afternoon, numerous.
An eloquent funeral address
when C. E. Bowen of Brooks brought them was delivered
by Rev. G. S. Mills.
in. He usually takes them from the train
at Burnham Sunday and brings them by
Ralph Noble Edwards, son of Roseoe and
team to the points along the line and to
Sadie A. Edwards of Brooks, died Dee. 8th,
Searsport. F. G. Mixer who sells the Sun- aged 30
years and 4 months. He left home
day Globes says this is the first time in two at
eighteen years of age and learned the
years that Mr. Bowen has failed to get the
printer’s trade in Boston, working later for
papers here some time during the day Sun- G. W.
Burgess in Belfast. His eyes failing
day. M. P. Woodcock & Son received the he left for
Seattle, Wash., when 21 years of
Boston Sunday Herald Monday afternoon.
and remained there several years. From
The only papers received Tuesday were a age
there he went to Alaska, where he spent one
few copies of the Bangor Daily News reseason, when failing health compelled him
ceived by steamer M and M.
to return to Seattle. Hoping to receive benThe congregations at the churches Sunday
efit he visited California, Arizona and Colorforenoon were small.
Sunday schools
home in July, 1899, in poor
were held at the Methodist and Baptist ado, returning
and gradually failed until his death.
churches and evening services at the Bap- health,
The funeral was held Dec. 11th and was
tist only.
attended by relatives and friends.
All the stages got in Monday except largly
Very touching and impressive remarks
Liberty via. Searsmont, where the roads were made
Gone
by Rev. F. W. Barker.
were so badly washed out that the driver
to Thy Rest,” “Thy Will be Done” and
could not find a passage.
“Cast Thy Burden on the Lord” were beauTelephone and telegraph communication
tifully sung by Mrs. F. W. Barker, soprano,
was not interrupted, the lines working well
Miss Addie Emmons, alto, Mr. Emnions,
in all directions. What breaks there were
base and Mr. Gilbert Morrill, tenor. The
did not interfere with the through work.
pall bearers were Blynn Stantial, Bert
The through mails to and from Bangor
Lane, Eben Miller and Adelbert Bowen.
were sent via the Bucksport
railroad, steam- The floral
offerings were numerons and
er M. & M., Camden & Rockland electrics
beautiful, including a basket of cut flowers
and Knox & Lincoln railroad to Brunswick,
from the Rose family; pinks from Mr. and
beyond which point the main line was open. Mrs. A.
E. Chase; wreath from Dr. and
The Western mail from Belfast was sentout
Mrs. A. E. Kilgore; white chrysanthemums,
via
the Camden stage and electrics
Tuesday
tube roses and white hyacinths from his
to Rockland and the Eastern to Bangor via
Laurence W. Edwards, and wife of
the Stockton Springs stage. Mails are now brother,
from his youngest
dispatched regularly by these conveyances. Salem, Mass.; pillow
Edward B. Edwards.
Postmaster Brown says he is in daily com- brother,
munication with Chief Clerk Marshall of
Letters have been received here announcthe Railway Mail Service, who assures him
ing the death in the west of Major Edward
that everything possible will be done for
H. Keynolds, formerly of Belfast, but the
Belfast and other places similarly situated.
and date were not stated. He was in
There are no trains moving between Gardi- place
i the custom tailoring business here before
ner and Bangor. The mails are made
up by the war and sold out to Henry L. Lord. In
the railway mail clerks according to regular
January, 1862, he joined the 8th Maine
schedules and it would require a complete
Infantry as adjutant and served with that
overhauling of the mails in the pouches in I
regiment more than four years. The regipost offices and postal cars to send it by i ment was at first in
Florida, where it had
|
other routes. There is no
probability of 1 several severe engagements, and was later
regular mail service here, or anywhere east
transferred to the army of the James and
of Gardiner before Friday.
!
took part in a number of prominent battles,
the
M.
& M. was so heavily
Yesterday
including Cold Harbor, Petersburg, Fair
loaded at Bucksport that she went
by BelForts
Gregg and
fast direct to Camden, and there were 200 Oakes,
Baldwin,
people at Camden bound to Bangor. She Appomattox and others. In May 1862, Mr.
had not returned when The Journal went to
Keynolds was promoted to captain of Co.
press.
I
E. C. Freeman, who drives an accommo- A., which commission he held until the
dation line to Camden, says the shore road regiment was mustered out Jan. 18, 1866.
was left in very good
shape for so severe a At that time he had been appointed major
storm. There were no bad washouts bebut had not been mustered in. After the
tween Belfast and Camden.
war he resumed tailoring in Belfast, and
News of the Granges.
subsequently went to Bangor and from

j

Seaside Grange had a dance at their hall
last Thursday evening, confined to members
of the order and invited friends. Fortyfour couples were on the floor.

Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has elected the
following officers for the eusuing year M
Frank Clement; O., N. P. Libbv: L Mrs’
Mary Hall; S., Geo. Nickless; A. S W H
Sprague; C., Mrs. Mary Moulton; T„ J. IL
Vose; See y, Mrs. M. E. Foster; G. K„ G
Bellows; P., Mrs. Ella Libby; F Mrs Addie Nickless; C., Mrs. Annie Clement; L
A. S., Mattie Johnson.
■

Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, elected
the following officers for the ensuing year
last Saturday: Master, Everett H Ward
Overseer, Osmond J. Parsons; Lecturer,’
Fannie Downs; Steward, Reuel S Ward’
A. Steward, Irving Parsons; Chaplain,’
Charles Parsons; Treasurer. Viren N
Higgins; Sec’y, A. M. Higgins; G. Keeper!
D. Whitaker; Pomona, Alma C. Parsons
Flora, Affle Parsons; Ceres, Annie M Ward:
L. A. Stewardess, Maud Ware.

Harry Ingraham, 24 years old, of Rockland, met with a terrible accident last
Thursday
night. The young man, who
Perliaps the most beautiful part of works in the cooperage department
of the
the ruins is the eastern window of the Rockland & Rockport Lime Company, fell
into a steaming vat. The vat is about eight
of
which
Scott says:
chancel,
feet deep and was partially filled with
“The moon on the east oriel shone
hoops. These alone saved the young man
Georgies River Grange, Liberty, has
slender
shafts
of
from
instant death. As it was he stood in elected the following officers for the ensuing
Through
shapely stone
tracery combined;
scalding water up to his waist until drag- year: W. M„ Ralph I. Morse; 0., Claiborn
By foliaged
Thou would’st have thought some fairv’s ged out by fellow workmen.
He suffer- Wellington; S., Thwidore Rowell; Lect“
J
hand
ed great agony Friday, the flesh literally Blanche Moody; A. S., George Palmer, L.
from his body as the wounds were A. S., Marcia Palmer; Chap., Marv San’Twixt poplars straight the ozier wand
Albert Skidmore
ressea. He died Sunday. Within a brief
In many a freakish knot had twined
ford; fieas.
sic
Then framed a spell, when the work was period Ingraham lost his father and Frances Hurd; Ceres, Artie Sanford;
done.
mother and was himself taken down with Pomona, Flora Sherman
Stella
Flora,
scarlet fever.
He had not regained his Lemap; G. K., Percy Knowlton: Ore,
And changed the willow wreaths to stone
After carefully examining the beau- health when the accidental falling into Blanche Cram;f. representative to State
the boiling vat took place. He is a son of Grange, Ralph
Morse; alternate, Arthur
tiful carving of the cloister wall, and Mr. and Mrs. A. J. F. Ingraham, former Ritchie. Last month this grange initiated
of Belfast, and his boyhood was 24 members, reinstated 3, aad there are
searching for the Masonic signs on the residents
more to follow.
spent in this oity.

Seeling

P

■

there to the west. He leaves a wife and
two sons, Frank H. C. Reynolds and
Edward H. Reynolds, Jr.

Capt. Thomas R. Williams, a respected
and honored resident of Islesboro, died very
suddenly Monday evening, Dec. 16th, while
sitting in his chair at home. He was born
in Islesboro, Dec. 7, 1819, a son of Thomas
A. and Lydia (Sprague) Williams.
He
married Sarah K. Hatch, Jau. 9, 1846. She
survives him, with two daughters, Mrs.
Elisha W. Pendleton and Mrs. James Scott.
Capt. Williams was for many years a most
successful master mariner. He never lost
a man or a vessel and had no serious disaster in all his sea-going career.
In all
business transactions his word was as good
as his bond. He was very positive in his
convictions and stood unflinchingly for
what he believed to be right. In politics
he was a Republican. A kind hnsband and
father he will be sincerely mourned
by
those bereaved, and by a large number of
friends in Islesboro and in Belfast
He
was a member of Island Lodge of Masons.
Harriet Haskell Wentworth was born in
her parents moved to Knox
when she was a child. She married Mark
P. Wentworth of Knox and lived in that
town until his death about thirty years
ago,
soon after which she came to Belfast and

Thorndike, and

NUMBER^P
managed a boarding bouse until failing
health obliged her to give it up. She returned to Knox, and died Nov. 22d, at the home
of Daniel Wentworth. Mrs. Wentworth
was possessed of good qualities of both
mind and disposition, which made friends of
all who met her. She leaves one daughter,
Mrs. Hortense Shibles of Searsmont, and
one sister, Miss Sarah Haskell of Brooks.
Death, unrelenting death, had come,
At whose chill touch her spirit fled
And left around us darkest night,
We could not follow in her flight
To where to tell her lips are dumb;
We only know she’s dead.

PERSONAL.
D. N. Bird and Miss Bird spent the first
of the week in Rockland.
Mrs. Lydia Page of Portland is visiting
her niece, Mrs. Helen Crosby.

Harry Condon is at home for his holiday
vacation from Hebron Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Shepherd are
spending the winter in Winchester, Mass.
Miss Nina F. Poor arrived home last
week from Peacedale, R. I., to spend the
holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
0. Poor.

Capt. Ralph Pattershall went to Farmingdale Monday to take command of his
schooner, the S. L. Davis, the ice having

The remains of Mr. Levi Mathews were
carried from Searsmont to Hope last week
and laid beside those of his first wife, who
was Miss Lavinia Bills and who died some
thirty years ago. Mr. Mathews was the
last survivor of eight brothers; one sister,
Mrs. Allen Parker, also has passed the line,
leaving only Mrs. Hiram Hobbs on this
side.
There are now six widows in the

gone

family.

William P. Moody of Lincolnville died in
Camden at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Frank Richards, Dec 9th, after a short illness.
Mr. Moody and his wife were spending the winter with his daughter. For many
Mr.
Moody had been totally blind.
years
Besides his wife and two daughters, he
leaves three sons, all of whom were present
at the funeral.
The services were held at
the Richards home on Chestnut street, Dec.
11th, conducted by Rev. L. D. Evans. The
remains were taken to Lincolnville for interment.—Camden Herald.

Miss Wilda Vose returned Monday night
from teaching a very successful term of
school at Lubec. She left Lubec Saturday
morning and spent Sunday with relatives
in Newport.
The Belfast friends of Horace Chenery
have received the following announcement:
“Mr. and Mrs. Henry Albert Lloyd request
the honor of your company at the marriage
of their daughter, Julia Hendrie, to Mr.
Horace Chenery on Tuesday, the thirtyfirst day of December, at twelve o’clock, at
Three hundred and eighteen West Eightyfourth street, New York City.” Mr. and
Mrs. Chenery will leave immediately for
Japan and will visit Belfast next summer.

PERSONAL.
Axel W. Wiley went to Auburn Saturday
for work.
Hatcil Gott went to Bangor last Thursday
on

business.

Walter

Cooper

was

Elmer E. Bradbury has bought the
interest of his partner, Daniel H. Herrin,
in the Augusta Steam Laundry and the
business will hereafter be conducted by a
corporation known as the Augusta Steam
Laundry Co., of which Mr. Bradbury is
president and treasurer, and Joseph
Williamson, Jr., is clerk. Mr. Bradbury
will manage the affairs of the new company.
—Augusta New Age.

in Madison last Fri-

day on business.
Miss Isabel Towle of this city is teaching
school in Vinalhaven.
Clarence Shuman went to Lewiston Tuesday to visit his brother.
Fred Alexander arrived home last Thurs-

The Howard Times, published at the
Sockanosset School, Howard, R. I., has the
following paragraph in a recent issue:

day from Providence, R. I.
Herbert W. Edgecomb arrived home from
Brockton last
tion.

Thursday

out of the river.

Fred Hollins of Boston was a guest of
Chas. R. Coombs the past week and left
for Boston Monday via steamer M. & M.
and the Knox &. Lincoln railroad.

for a short vaca-

Officer D. E. Sheldon received a merited

promotion from the State Farm to cottage
in charge of cottage No. 1, SockanosOramel Murray, Esq., formerly of Mont- officer,
set School, recently; this on account of
ville, has been re-appointed postmaster at merit as well as fitness. All who know Mr.
Sheldon believe him to be an earnest, sinPittsfield.

cere, devoted worker in the instutitions’
He was at the State Farm over two
years, where he displayed happy gifts in
the management of men, securing their respect and maintaining excellent discipline.
The fact that he was a success there is one
of the very important reasons for his promotion. Besides, it was discovered that he
particularly liked the young. Doubtless ere
this he finds his new duties somewhat laborious, more so by reason of their newness.
As he becomes acquainted he will understand how to do with less wear and tear to
his nervous and physical self. The boys in
his cottage are happy and very pronounced
that they like their new officer.
There are 94 boys from 10 to 14 years of
ago in this cottage, making Mr. Sheldon’s
position one of responsibility. Mr. Sheldon’s home is in Waldo, and he is well and
favorably known in Belfast.

Miss Laura H. Jones of West Brooksville is assisting her brother, Fred D. Jones
of Carle & Jones, during the holidays.

cause.

Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Patterson returned
last Saturday from a visit of several weeks
to relatives in Wakefield and
Cambridge,
Mass.

Capt. Alonzo Batchelder of Northport
has returned home for the winter.
Ilis
schooner is hauled up at Boston for the
winter.
J. Almon McMahan has gone from Boston
to Skowhegan, where his father is employed
and where his mother and sister will move
next week.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Fernald returned
home Friday night, from Portland, where
Mr. F. has been attending the U. S. Court
as

Capt. J.

grand juror.

C. W. Hussey of Waterville has sold his
automobile and will buy one with more
Mr. H. whizzed through the streets
power.
of Belfast last summer.
Wm. K. Keene returned Saturday from
Portland, where he attended the U. S. Court
as grand juror.
lie made a short call in
on

the way home.

Robert S. Davis of Camden, the veteran
wharf builder, has sold his scow and pile
driver to Fred Annis, which probably means
that he has retired from active business.
The annual meeting of the Maine State
Dairyman’s Association was held in Winthrop last week and officers elected. E. C.
Dow, Belfast, was elected corresponding
secretary for Waldo County.
James Welch, Charles Welch and Ralph
Sylvester, who went in the new schooner
Henry B. Fiske on her first trip from Belfast to Brunswick and from Brunswick to
Boston, arrived home last Thursday.
Miss Grace Chadwick entertained

a

small

party of friends at her home on Sorthport
avenue Wednesday evening, Dec. 11th. Refreshments

Secret Societies.

served and the time was
very pleasantly passed with games and
cards.
Miss

were

Ellen

D.

Townsend

*

F.

The Warren Knights of Pythias are talka handsome brick block on
their lot where the Warren postoftice now
stands.

ing of erecting

Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, elected the following officers at the annual meeting Dec. 11th: E. C., William C.
Libby; Gen., Frank 0. Smith; Capt. Gen.,
Elmer Small; Prelate, Frank R. Woodcock ;
S. W-, S. A. Parker; J. W., Chas. O’Connell ; Tr., N. F. Houston; Ree., Geo. I. Keating.
The Knights of Pythias have put in a new
heating apparatus at their hall. The fur-

Josiah S. Paul of Waterville has been
elected delegate from Maine to thebi-ennial
convention of locomotive engineers to be
held in Norfork, Va., in May. Mr. Paul
was engineer on the Belfast and Waterville
freight train a few years ago.
Old Town held a big fair last week in aid
of the library building fund and among the
portraits published by the Bangor Commercial of the Old Town people prominent in
the undertaking was one of J. W. Harmon, a
former Waldo County man. The fair was a

is in the lower ante-room and consists
ordinary cast-iron barrel stove for
wood, surrounded by galvanized iron and
with a hot air pipe leading to the hall above.
The radiation warms the lower anteroom
and the dining hall, and the direct heat
through the pipe is sufficient for the lodge
room. The furnace was made and put in
by Mitchell & Trussed.
nace

of

success.

Roy Pennell of Burnham, who has been
employed at the Maine Central station in
Fairfield for the past year, has accepted the
position of night baggage-master at the
Maine Central station in Augusta, and assumed his duties there last week. He is
succeeded in Fairfield by Howard Brown.

an

Concerning

The friends of Mrs. Helen A. Carter of
this city will be interested to learn that she
has joined a chorus choir of sixty voices at
Tremont Temple, Boston, and is singing

Local Industries.

Granite contracts are still coming this way.
Booth Bros. & Hurricane Isle Granite Go.
will get the contract for furnishing the granite for the main building of the naval academy at A nnapolis—about a #.'500,000 job.

very acceptably. Prof. Boyd considers her
voice and musical experience of great value
and has highly complimented her. Mrs.
Carter joined a choir at sixteen.

Herbert L. Davis is fitting up the store at
No. 60 High street, opposite the K. T. building for a cigar factory and salesroom. He
will manufacture and sell at both wholesale and retail. Mr. Davis has been with
the Standard Cigar Co. at Citypoint the
past two years.

At the election in Boston last week Dr.
K. B. Miller was elected a member of the
School Committee for a term of three years
He was on the Republican ticket and was
endorsed by the Public School Association
and by a woman’s political organization.
Dr. Miller was formerly of Rockland, where
he served as alderman and was a candidate
for mayor.
In Fogg & Brown’s market
Saturday a
hunter was engaged in skinning one of the
two deer that testified to his skill as a
hunter. He had a familiar look, but until
he spoke was not fully recognized as “Will”
Randall, who was so near death’s door a
few months ago, but who has fully regained
his health and strength by a sojourn in the
Maine woods.

The regular meeting of Phienix Lodge,
and A. M., will be held next Monday

evening.

left Satur-

day morning for East Rochester, N. H.,
where she spent Sunday with her sister.
Monday, accompanied by her sister and her
children, she went to New Haven, where she
will spend her vacation.

great

Fessenden

Reappointed Postmaster of Stamford, Conn.
Among the recent appointments sent to
the Senate by President Roosevelt were a
number for Connecticut, including that of
Joshua A. Fessenden as postmaster at
Stamford. The Daily Advocate of that
city of Dec. 10th says :
It is understood that the appointments
were recommended to President McKinley
last March. Mr. McKinley, while favoring
them, did not make recess apointments,
and so it remained for President Roosevelt
to present them to the Senate.
The
of
Postmaster
reappointment
Fessenden was expected. Ilis administration for the last four years has been
marked by progress and improvements of
various kinds.
lie lias made the office
more convenient for carrying on its work,
has extended and improved the carrier
system, has instituted and successfully
established the rural free-delivery system,
and in a variety of ways made the service
of greater convenience to the public than
ever before.
Outgoing and incoming mails
are more frequent, the whole force is alert
and active, the discipline is excellent, and
the office has a high standing in Washington.
Capt. Fessenden gives careful attention to his duties, and in .Mr. Jessup he has
an assistant whose superior would be hard
to find.
For all of which, and many other reasons,
the reappointment of Postmaster Fessenden
is all right.

Austin Whitmore, who has been in the
employ of the Boston A: Bangor S. S. Co.
during the past season, arrived home from
Boston last Thursday.

Rockland

A.

The Condon Manufacturing Co. filled
orders last week for 90 rolls for shipment to
Germany and 45 to England. There are
now in use in Europe and America more
than 5,000 rolls made by this company.
The sales of rolls and brushes are steadily
increasing. They are extensively used in
shoe factories wherever they have been
shown.
The Canal

•

Treaty Ratified.

Washington, Dec. 16. The Senate today ratified the Hay-Panncefote isthmian
canal treaty by the decisive vote of 72 to 6.
The vote was reached after almost five
hours’ discussion behind closed doors. Senator Teller spoke in opposition to the
treaty

GLIMPSES OF IRELAND.

-A Visit to the Great

rocky as our Maine coast, but hills that
almost mountains rise from the
water’s edge, with valleys -here and

The Oldest and Best

Shipbuilding City of

there down which the rivers run and
where villages or groups of houses are
seen.
Out of one of these places came
quite a fleet of red-sailed boats on their
way to the fishing grounds, and welwere
told that the port from which they had
sailed was Baltimore; and that brought
memories of the other Baltimore in
Maryland, and of its hospitable, warmhearted people. The absence of trees
gives to hills and valleys alike rather a
bare and bleak look, and there was no
sunlight to diversify the landscape with
its light and shade. Presently we came
up to and passed Fastnet light; the
Emerald Isle receded into the distance,
and finally sank below the horizon,
while all around us stretched the desolate, illimitable sea.

S. S. S. is a combination of roots
and herbs of great curative powers,
It was a great disappointment that at and when taken into the circulation
the close of our voyage from Portland searches out and removes all manner
without
to Liverpool we passed up the Irish of poisons from the blood,
the least shock or harm to the system.
coast at night. Before sunset we were
On the contrary, the general health
in green water, suggestive of the Emerbegins to improve from the first dose,
ald Isle, but the Irish coast was shroud- for S. S. S. is not only a blood purifier,
ed in darkness, with only the friendly but an excellent tonic, and strengthgleam from the lighthouses to indicate ens and builds up the constitution
We did not know while purging the blood of impuriits whereabouts.
ties. S. S. S. cures all diseases of a
then that fortune was to favor us on the
blood poison origin, Cancer, Scrofula,
or
that
return voyage,
opportunity Rheumatism,
Chronic Sores and
would offer to visit the Irish city for
Ulcers, Eczema, Psoriasis, Salt
which Belfast, Maine, was named.
Rheum, Herpes and similar troubles,
When in Glasgow a study of time tables and is an infallible cure and the only
and tourist literature brought out the antidote for that most horrible disease,
fact that by taking a train at 8.30 a. m., Contagious Blood Poison.
A record of nearly fifty years of
at the station adjoining the hotel, we
successful cures is a record to be proud
could visit Belfast, Ireland, spend a
of. S. S. S. is more popular today
few hours there, and return to Glas- than
ever.
It numbers its friends by
gow some time before midnight. As the thousands. Our medical corresthe round trip covers about 280 miles— pondence is larger than ever in the
Many write
140 by water—it was evident that there history of the medicine.
us for the great good S. S. S.
must be fast boats and fast trains on to thank
has done them, while others are seektins route,
lfut three ot our party ot
ing advice about their cases. All
twelve decided to make the trip—Chas.
letters receive prompt and careful
Fred Joy of Chelsea, Mass., Chas. F. attention.
Our physicians have made
Swift and the writer of Belfast, Maine. a life-long study of Blood and Skin DisWhile in England and Scotland our eases, and better understand such cases
than the ordinary practitioner who
party travelled third class on the railmakes a specialty of no one disease.
ways, the select few booked for Belfast
We are doing great
Belfast.

reveled in the

luxury

of a first class

View Governor.

testant merchants of Belfast are the
envy of the lazier and less ambitious
commercial men of Dublin and of the
southward towns. Belfast grows with
almost American quickness. It adds
twenty or thirty thousand to its population' every ten years. “This great
and flourishing city," says a local
writer, “with all its houses and inhabitants, stands on the territory of one
proprietor, the Marquis of Donegal, to
GENERAL LUKE E. WEIGHT.
after the manner of the middle ages, whom the whole town belongs, and to
whom the citizens pay tribute." BelOur new vice governor of the Philtilted in the lists. Then the blue sea fast was
presented by James I. to Sir
General Luke E. Wright, haa
comes into sight, with the Arrau hills
Arthur Chichester as an insignificant j ippines,
years been one of the ablest Iawbeyond, and soon the pilgrim is speed- village, and would, but for the long ,’for
1 yers of the south.
leases granted by the former proing on his way to the country of the
prietors, have give 1 to the Marquis of j
Irish Scot.”
Fish Facts.
Donegal an income of more than £300,At Ardrossan we were to nave em- 000 sterling annually. The rights and
barked for Belfast on the swift steam-1 incomes of Scotch landlords have been !
One hundred men and one woman are
greatly reduced in recent times, but! engaged in trapping lobsters at Corea, Han.ship “Adder,” according to the
there are many such instances as that: cock county.
tisements, but we found the “Vulture” j of Belfast. The great linen factories j
:
: n waiting, and thought that they were
contain a bustling and somewhat bold ;
New Harbor lobster fishermen think that
launch would be the ideal boat
iot very happy in their choice of names number of operators, who. when there a gasolene
this season.
are burning questions agitated between for their business at
But despite her name the
<m tins line.
ITorth and South manifest broken
liver is frozen over and the
Vulture proved a speedy, well appoint-1 heads with the utmost freedom. Ilun-! Hagaduee
smelt fishermen have their tents on the ice
ed sea-going craft, and the latter qual- j dreds of thousands of spindles are here in readiness for a winter’s work. Small
in times of great de- catches are reported thus far.
ity is necessary, for it is often very j employed ineven
trade. On the river there
pression
this
the
Irish
sea.
On
occa-!
on
rough
A. R. Nickerson of Boothbay Harbor,
are docks and shipbuilding establish-1
sion a still breeze was blowing, there ments out of which the great White Commissioner of Fisheries, says that the restorm wrought thousands of dollars
cent
was quite a heavy swell, and the down- Star fleet,^one of the noblest to plough
damage to the lobstermen along the coast.
the
has
come. A few miles from
ocean,
“smelled
sure
casters were
they
fog.” Belfast is
A JJamariscuua, mins uuuwyuimciii m-Claudeboye, the country-side
on the bay are doing |
Fortune favored us, however, and the of the Earl of
Dufferin, who has had ports that fishermen
The average
well smelting.
sun shone out in time to light up the so full and prominent a career in the exceedingly
catch has been from 25 to 40 pounds per
in
last
and
who
has
The
was
well
Vulture
now,
Irish coast.
twenty years,
day.
times of trouble for the Indian Empire,
supplied with very comfortable steamer been called to the
of ViceThe lobster pound at Bluehill contains
high
position
chairs and we began the voyage seated
32,01X1 lobsters, the number put in this searoy of that great realm.
Next year it will be filled to its full
son.
but
were
soon
on the hurricane deck,
But to return to the present-day
capacity of 150,000 lobsters. A shipment
compelled to seek more sheltered posi- tourists. Before undertaking to “do will be made about the loth of this month.
tions on the saloon deck, and part of
the town” they decided to have dinner;
During the past season 44 Gloucester
the time in the cabin or the smoke room
out fishand in short order. So we entered a vessels and one from Beverly took
forward. The second-class passengers i modest little
ing licenses in Newfoundland, in order to
establishment, interviewed be
bait
there, having paid
allowed to secure
occupied a lower deck, from which there the landlady, who was fat, fair, and the Government for this privilege the sum
was no outlook; and the third class
of $5,512.50.
something over forty, and were ushered
must have been still lower down, for
into a room the walls of which were
Capt. Solomon Jacobs of Gloucester has
a contract with A. 1). Storey of EsThe voyage had
we did not see them.
adorned with family portraits and other signed
sex, Mass., for a new fishing steamer, to be
hardly begun when the tables were laid mementoes, and in due time entered a ready by April 1st. The new craft will not
for dinner in the saloon, but we had j
be a sailing vessel or propelled by a gasoslatternly “slavey” with chops, pota- lene engine,
but by steam, ller dimensions
resolved to dine in Belfast, and did not i
toes, bread and butter, tea, and apple are to be 141 feet over all, making her about
I
feet
134
partake of the steamer’s fare.
keel, 24 feet 2 inches beam, 12 feet
The chops were excellent and
tart.
deep of hold on the main deck and 14 feet
When about halt way across we saw
done to a turn, but the apple tart was on the after deck.
She will have a single
what looked like a large haystack rising not a success.
boilers and a 450 horse
However, we had had screw, two Alina
She will be first used in the
power engine.
out of the water. This was Ailsa Craig. !
dinner, and in Belfast, and after a southern mackerel fishing.
Then, as we neared the Irish coast, ap- short stroll we retraced our steps to
Vinalhaven Fish Company is having
peared two islands, close together, ris- the pier and boarded the steamer for anThe
increase of work at its factory. From
the
like
minia-1
from
sea,
ing abruptly
1889 to 1895 the fishing business in Vinalthe return voyage.
haven was carried on exclusively by the
tore mountains, and these the maps
With evening editions of the Belfast firm of Lane &
Libby, their business
Next a
told us were The Maidens.
papers, and some Irish apples bought increasing a little each year and their plant
and
on
a
cliff:
time to time. In 1895
from
lofty
being enlarged
lighthouse perched
on the pier, we again took seats on the
the Vinalhaven Fish Company was incorthis was Black Head. The country hurricane deck. The
apples could only porated, consisting of the 1 te Edwin Lane,
hereabouts was hilly, hare of trees, and
for
be commended
their keeping T. G. Libbv, J. H. Sanborn, T. E.inLibby
from
and C. S. Libby. The firm bought
divided into Helds by hedges as in Engwere
as
hard as the vessels and sail boats in 1895, 2,500,000 lbs.
qualities—they
land and Scotland. Now the town of heart of an absentee landlord. As we of fish. Business has increased each year
until in 1899 they took in some 5,000,000 lbs.
Carrickf ergus, with the ruins of Garrick
passed down the bay we noticed on the Their factory has been enlarged until now
Castle, comes into view. Beside me
have about 50,000 square feet of floor,
a
whose
all
seemthey
town
buildings
right
and 350 feet of wharf front, and have flake
sat two men from this place, one of
ed to be of bright red brick, a color room to
spread at one time from 700 to 800
them returning after many years abyear 1900 an
rarely seen over here; and this we qtls. of fish. During the
of
the
artificial dryer was put in, and now fish ean
sence, and they had much to say
With Belfast
learned was Bangor!
weather.
of
be
dried
regardless
They
old castle and of other familiar haunts.
just behind us and Bangor on our right employ in the business at the factory, and in
200
125
to
from
to
We were now in a broad bay—Belfast
fish
vessels
them,
running
we felt quite at home.
I
men, having now five large vessels, eaeh
Lough on the map—and soon the steamIt was soon too dark for sight-seeing, carrying from 80,000 to 150,00 lbs. per trip,
er was in a channel marked on either
and too cold on the upper deck for com- besides many smaller vessels and boats.
Their fish find a market not only in Boston
side by gas-lighted buoys. These buoys fort. The wind was
fresh, but was on but all through the west and even in South
extended for several miles, and outside our weather
America and the West Indies.
the
still
fog
quarter,
of them tiie water was breaking here threatened but did not
envelop us, and
and there, indicating shoals or reefs. the Vulture,
Temperance in the South.
making her 16 miles an j
Next we entered a broad canal, with
hour, brought us in due season to the !
To the Editor of The Journal: I
warnings on either side that steamers pier at Ardrossan, where we boarded
thiuk the enclosed item should be published
must not exceed a certain speed. We the train for
i
Glasgow.
by all papers interested in temperance,
were in sight now of the shipyards,
It was about 11 p. m. when we arriv-:
especially in the north. It shows what can
where the biggest steel steamships in ed at the Central Station
Hotel, and we be done to save the country, when an effort
the world are built. There were three did not see the other members of the is made
against the rum element in earnest.
or four alongside the piers undergoing
An Old Subscriber.
party until we met at the breakfast
repairs or having their top-work put on, table the next morning. They affected
Some interesting surprises are noted in
and perhaps a dozen on the stocks in to make light of our expedition, and
glancing at the figures showing the number
more or less advanced stages of conpretended that they had had a most of prohibition counties in the southern
states. Kentucky is a standing target for
struction.
glorious time in Glasgow during our jokes
about liquor drinking because of its
On arriving at the pier we round, absence. But a “little bird”
(it was not immense production of whiskey. But it is a
Irish
the
of
jaunting
an
counties of
array
quite
an English sparrow) told us that mop- fact that of the ninety-four
Kentucky only four permit the sale of
cars awaiting customers, many of them
lamentations
their
and
occupied
ing
liquor except on physician’s prescription.
having the modern rubber tires. The time, and that the day w’as joyless be- The big state of Texas, which has a “wideopen”
reputation in the north, has 120 proseats run fore and aft, inclining to the cause
Joy was in Ireland. Finding hibition
counties. Georgia leads all of its
back to
rear, and the passengers sit
that our trip had aroused so much envy sister states of the south, with 132; Misback and hold on like grim death as the and jealousy we refrained from detail- souri has 84; Tennessee, 70;North Carolina,
00; Virginia, 55; Alabama, 50; Arkansas,
car jolts over the cobblestone paveing the rare enjoyment it had afforded 50; West Virginia, 40; Florida, 30, and so
ments. The tourists preferred to walk, us, and resolved to mention it as seldom on.—Los Angeles Herald.
and had not gone far before they were
moved
But

Kilwinning is famous
as the cradle of Freemasonry in Scotand. and for its ancient ‘shooting at the
popinjay' with arrows, which furnished
Scott with the openingseene in his ‘Old
Mortality.' Eglinton castle, at hand,
of the Eglinton
was the scene in
tournament, when knights in armour,
aldwell.

And

j
j

adver-1

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

j

as

possible.

occasionally,

confronted by the sign “American by some pleasant recollection, one or
Bar.” They kept right on, and were us would begin, “When I was in Iresoon in the principal business street.
land,” only to be warned by the settled
The buildings were all of brick, few of
gloom on the faces of the stay-at-homes
them over two stories, and very ordithat the

Few people were
nary in appearance.
in the streets, as the men were
in
busy in the shipyards and the women
the factories. Perhaps this is as good

seen

a

place

as

any to

give

the

impressions

of a former visitor, Edward King, an
American journalist, author of “Europe in Calm and Storm,” published
He says:
some ten years ago.
Belfast, handsome and industrious,
seated on its pretty slope on Biver Lointo the lake, is
g an just before it flows
a
strange contrast to the shiftless

subject

was a

painful

one—to

We do not blame them, howThey had missed a great deal;
but we were too considerate of their
feelings to tell them of all they had
Next time they will follow
missed.
where Joy leads, for he “never made a
mistake in his life.”
We had another glimpse of Ireland
We left Liveron the voyage home.
pool at dusk, and early next morning
were in sight of the Irish coast and
sailed along it all day. It is not so
them.

Arnold, Matthew.
Literature and dogma.
An essay towards a better apprehension of the Bible
1899. 1136.11.6

IA
CASTOR
Children.
Pot Infant*
Mil

Tbi Kind You Hive Always Bought

ever.

A Card.

The cavalier. A novel. Illustrated by H. C. Christy. 1901.
Clark, Kate Upson.
White butterflies, and other stories. 1900..

253.8

226.26

Colvin, Sidney.
Life of Keats.
Marion.
Witch of Prague. A fantastic
tale. 1899...
Dexter, Almon.
And the wilderness blossomed.

Crawford, Francis

Illustrated. 1901.
Flournoy, Theodor.
From India to the Planet Mars;
a study of a case of somnam-
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NO NEED OF MOM,
A prominent Livermore,
to know the cause.

A New York correspondent says: “Don
C. Seitz, business manager of the World, is
an American with a foreign name.
He
came hither from Maine sixteen years ago
and became a reporter on the Brooklyn
Eagle, whence he gradually rose to his
present position, which is worth $150 per
week.”
The National Printer Journalist says:

134.

F

F 94-4

a Colorado sketch book. 1894.
F 94-2
Fuller, Anna.
A Venetian June. 1896.
F 94-3
Guerber, Helene Adeline.
Empresses of France. Illustrations. 1901. 944.5 G 9
Herkless, John.
Francis and Dominic and the
mendicant orders. 1901.B-F 845 h
Jewett, Sarah Orne.
The Tory lover. 1901.
J 55
Joy, James Richard.
The Roman Empire.
945. J 8
Kirk, Ellen Olney.
K 63-3
Our Lady Vanity. A novel. 1901.
Kuhns, Oscar.
Studies in the poetry of Italy.
II. Italian. 851. M 6
Latimer, Elizabeth Wormeley.
Italian republics. Edited from
the Italian of J. C. L. de Sismondi.
945. J 8
Le Gallienne, Richard.
Love-letters of the King, or the
life romantic. 1901.
L 52
Mackey, M. S. and M. G.
Pronounciation of 10,000 proper
names.
1901.
421. M
Marriott, J. A. It.
Makers of modern Italy. Three
lectures.
945. J S
Miller, Frank Justus.
Studies in the poetry of Italy.
I. Roman. 851. M 6
Parker, Gilbert.
Right of way. A novel. IllusP 2-5
trated. 1901.
Raine, Allen.
By Berwen Banks. A novel.
1899
R 13-3
Ralph, Julian.
Towards Pretoria. A record of
the war between Briton and
Boer to the relief of Kimberley. c 1900. 968. R-l
Riley, J allies.
Songs of two peoples. 1888. 811. R 4
Sime, James.
William Herschel and his work.
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1900

Trumbull, Henry Clay.
Teaching and teachers, or the
Sunday School teacher’s teaching work and the other work
of the Sunday-School teacher.
1001.

full size bottle, only *1.00.
direct to

^

INCORPORATED,

B ranch office for Maine trade.

Long Hair
“About a year ago my hair was
out very fast, so I bought
It
a bottle of Ayer’s Hair Vigor.
stopped the falling and made my
hair grow very rapidly, until now it
is 45 inches in length.”—Mrs. A.

USEFUL Presents for the Holidays.

coming

Boydston, Atchison, Kans.

TO BE FOUND AT

■

sleepers i

There’s another hunger
than that of the stomach.
Hair hunger, for instance.
Hungry hair needs food,
needs hair vigor—Ayer's.
This is why we say that
Ayer’s Hair Vigor always
restores color, and makes
the hair grow long and

heavy.'
If your

send’us

Jl.ot

bottle.

o

All

They

a

Draperies,

having

Three Crow
Cream Tartar

to show their

goods, consisting

of

full line of Upholstery Goods and Supplies,

Mattings

Straw

and Oil Cloths.

the best for the money.

Hoping

our

make it

profitable

friends will

give

us

a

share of patronage we will

try and

to them.

J. L. SLEEPER & CO., 72 Main St.

....Contains Xothing But..,.

Grapes

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.

Th ree CrowCream Tartar

/

For sixty years the NEW-YORK WEEKLY’ TRIRUNE has
been a national weekly new spaper, read almost entirely by farmers, and has enjoyed the confidence and support of the American
people to a degree never attained by any similar publication.;

A

Spitting lint....

THE

Pure Acid irom u rapes

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
is made absolutely for farmers and theii families. The first number was issued November 7, 11*01.
Every department of agricultural industry is covered by special
contributors who are leaders in their respective lines, and the
TRIBUNE FARMER will he in every sense a high class, up to
date, live, enterprising agricultural paper, profusely illustrated
with pictures of live stock, model farm buildings and homes, agricultural machinery, etc.
Fanners’ wives, sons and daughters will liml special pages for
their entertainment.
Regular price $1.00 per year, but you can buy it with jour favorite home weekly newspaper, T11E REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,
one year for $2.25.
Send your subscriptions and money to THE RI.l’l Rl.lt AN
JOURNAL PUB. CO., Belfast, Me.

NEW
Three Crow
Cream Tartar

OLD

7

t

V 5

BIRD

glad

Call and see onr new goods. Don’t forget this is the place to get
ALFRED PEAT’S WALL PAPERS, they are known everywhere for

one dollar and we will express
you a bottle. Be sure and give the name
of your nearest express office. Address,
J. C. AYER CO., Lowell, Mass.

JOHN

and

You will find
also

druggist cannot supply you,

..Contain*

awake,

ment of Screens, Hassocks, Mirrors, Work Baskets, Waste
Baskets. Hampers, Sofa Pillows and Coverings, Sleds, Shoo
Figs, Dolls, Carriages, Card Tables (cloth tops). We have
the Whitelg Exerciser, just the thing to bring gou health.

drofjlete.

Pure Acid from

are

Rugs, selling very low. RisselVs “ Cgco” bearing Carpet
Sweepers,\Bainboo Goods, Screens, Easels, <t'c., large assort-

Venable, William Henry.
llream of empire, or the House

V 2

If he does not have thelmedicine send

LIVERMORE FALLS, MAINE.

Pure Acici trom Grapes

of Blennerhassett. 1801.
Van Dyke, Ilenry.
The ruling passion; tales of nature and of human nature.
Illustrations. l!K)l.

BOTTLE

BUBECK MEDICINE COMPANY,

who wants you to prove
he says advertises the fact
that his word isn’t to be credited—
Chicago News.
man

....Contains Soth-ina But....

268. T

SAMPLE

or a

everything

Spurr, Josiali Edward.
Through the Tukon gold diggings. A narrative of personal
travel. 1900.T 798. Sp
Steele, Thomas Sedgw ick.
Canoe and Camera; a two hundred mile tour through the
Maine forests. Illustrated....
799. St

everybody

..

FREE

per, but also should take into account the
fact that the circulation must of necessity
be limited while the gathering and printing
of the news cost almost as much for two
thousand as for forty thousand circulation.”

The

wants

We want everybody reading the above testimonial to go down to
their druggist or general dealer, to-day, and get a

_

1901.

Maine, citizen elated and

Livermore, Me., October 1,1901.
The Hubeck Medicine Company:
I want to express my deep gratitude to you. also to let the good
of
Maine
know
of the wonderful benefits derived from the
people
use of Dr. Hubeck’* Kirtnev and Liver Cure.
I have suffered
for years with diseased kidneys and other kindred troubles.
Other medicines have not had tae desired benefit. I have taken
but six or seven bottles of your great remedy, and
ray cure is a
wonder to even myself, and I am not taking any medicine now,
for the reason that I NEED NO MORE.
Yours with deep gratitude,
D. F. BLUNT.
_

“Any good local paper that devotes itself
C 85-9 industriously and effectively to advertising
all local interests and giving all local news
is worth $2.00 a year and ought to receive
this amount,' with sincere thanks thrown in,
818. D 5 from
every loyal subscriber. Any intelligent citizen ought not only to recognize the
value to the community of a good local pa-

Send your name and address to the NFW-YOKK I KII5IJNK FARMER, New-York City, and a free sample copy

PAPER

COnPANY,

will be mailed to you.

ESTABLISHED 1832.
Xanf'rs and Dealers in Pure Food Article*

ROCKLAND. ME.
Marine Miscellany.

Spoken. Dec. 7, lat. 34 N, Ion. 75 W, sch.
Ebenezer Ilaggett, from New York for Havana.

The

crew

of the schooner W. II. Card of

Bucksport, Me., previously reported as having been sighted a wreck in mid ocean,

rescued and landed at Bremen Dec. 5
by the North German Lloyd steamer Frankfurt. The Card was abandoned, waterlogged, on Nov. 23, in lat. 40, Ion. 65.
The fishing sch. G. M. Nicholson of Bucksport, from Boone Bay, N. F., with a fare of
fish, has arrived at North Sydney, N. S.,
disabled. She encountered the full force of
the recent gale off St. Pauls Island, and carried away boom and gaff, and lost sails.
Also, had decks swept of everything movable, including a quantity of fish. Will return home after making necessary repairs.
were

built

in

Maine,

me

loiai

tonnage

01

documented vessels launched in the State
this year, outside of government ships at
Hath, is 42,631 tons. The rig of these vessels
is as follows: Ships, 2; schooners, 36;
sloops, 36; steamers, 10; tugboats, 1; naphtha launches, 2; barges, 7. The tonnage
built in the several districts was as follows:
Bath.26,402
264
Portland.‘.
496
Kennebunk.
312
Wiscasset.
Waldoboro. 8,351
Belfast.3,029
Castine. 1,639
19
Frenchman’s Bay.
JIachias. 1,832

Passamaquoddy.

I Soft fl
'

We invite the Public to
Examine our stock of

LAMPS

Harness]

[M

H You can make your harKl ness as soft aa a glove (M
HI and as tough as wire by /■
■ using EUREKA Har- ■
■1 aeaa Oil. You can !■
M lengthen its life—make it if
M last twice as long as it VL
■ ordinarily would.

I EUREKA

Hamest Oil

makes a poor looking harlike new. Made of
pure, heavy bodied oil, especially prepared to withness

|

Ranges, Parlor Stoves, Tinware, Woodn
Ware.

Cutlery, Kitchen Furnishings,

INCLUDING A LAkGE STOCK OF

PEARL AGATE ENAMELED WARE
IN EVERY

VARIETY OP COOKING UTENSIL.

I

FURNACE AND FLUV1BING

f1

stand the weather.

\

Sold everywhere
in cans—all sizes.

A FULL LINE OF—-

I
I

)

The State’s income from the sale of
timber and grass on the State or school
lots in 1900 amounted to >10,835.62. The
gain this year is >2,673.46, making a
Included in the
total of >13,408.08.
above collections is the sum of nearly
>100 received from the sale of permits
to pick blueberries on certain State lots
in the county of Washington. Some of
the lots in this county produce great
quantities of blueberries, but the right

Fittings.

WE OFFER BARGAINS.

nitchell & Trussell,

our

Specialty.

'Tunings I

Mid* by STANDARD 0!L (!0.
...THE...

EUGENE
FIELD’S

67

42,631
Disasters in 1901. Capt. Sumner I.
Kimball, a native of Sanford, Me., and
chief of the life saving bureau in the treasury department, has figured the total of
disasters along the Maine coast for the past
fiscal year.. The figures are for what is
known as the first district, embracing the
coasts of Maine and New Hampshire, but
as the coast of New Hampshire is very contracted the figures are practically for Maine.
The number of lives lost during the year in
wrecks were three. There were succored
at life saving stations along the coast SO
shipwrecked persons, and the number of
days of succor afforded was 119. The number of disasters to ships along the coast of
Maine and New Hampshire during the year
was 81; the value of the vessels involved,
$201,205; the value of their cargoes, $46,270;
the total value, $247,475; and the number of
persons on board, 302. The value of property saved was $185,420, and the value of
property lost, $62,055. The number of vessels was only eight.

to gather them, even though
and grass rights on the same are
to ber
has to be purchased of the State.
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of sold,
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or oold. We also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
A. A. Bowks ft Co.,
W. 0. Poor ft Son.
6m4S

We, the undersigned, do hereby

President Tozier of the National Editorial Association has appointed his committees. Charles A. Pilsburyof The Republican Journal, Belfast, is a member of the
committee on the president’s message.

...

Cable, George Washington.

1901.

journey by train to Ardrossan was in- you to write us if you have any blood
!'or skin trouble. We make no charge
teresting. Crossing the Clyde we had
whatever for this sen. ice.
a view of its shipping, steam and sail.
‘
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. 6A.
Then, to quote from a local publication:
•There is the storied country, beyond
towns of the South. The pushing, proKeilstonof the once turbulent Mures of
<

Book*. November 1900.

Fuller, Anna.
Katherine ,Day. A novel.
Fuller, Anna!.
Peak and prairie.
From

good to suffering
humanity through
our consulting department, and invite

rt is said that only Americans
passage,
and fools travel first class in the Old
Country. We were Americans! The

New

bulism. Translated from the
French by D. B. Vermilye.

/

The New

Newspaper Notes.

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

are

.FOR FINE-

POEMS,

JOBliKKS OK

Table Specialties.

A $7.00
BOOK

CRAIN,
FEED,

New Raisins, all

Grades,

SEEDS and

Prunes,

GROCERIES

Apricots,
Peaches,
Dates, Figs, &c.,

Nuts,
Malaga Grapes

Mixed

Importers of Salt.
dealers in the finest

quality of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith
'Preserves, Pickles, Katchup.

^

>

L03lSi

T0

to each person interested in subscribing to the
Eugene Field Monument
Sun
Souvenir Fund.
scribe any amount desired. Subscriptions as low
as $1.00 will entitle donor
to this daintily artistic
volume
FIELD FLOWERS
••

(cloth bound. 8x11), as :<
certificate of subscrip

tion to fund. Book con
oi
a
selection
tains
Field's best and most
w oikrepresentative
THE Book of the and is
ready for delivery
century HandBut for the noble con
illus- tribution of the world
somely
trated' by thir- greatest artists this hook
ty- two of the could not have been
World’s Great- manufactured for less
est Artists.
than $7.00.
The Fund created is divided equally between the family of the late Eugene Field
and the Fund for the building of a monument
to the memory of the beloved poet of childhood. Address
Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fund,
(Also at Book Stores)
194 Clinton St., Chicago
If you also wish to send postage, enclose 10e■

Mention this Journal,
Contribution.

as

Adv. is inserted

hmokb

bIound.

339 359 37 Front St.♦ Belfast. JMe
TELBFHOhfE 4-2.

as our

TAXES FOR 1901.

»

Boston Terrier

Itf

GORGONZOLA.
SAGE.
PLAIN.
EDAM.
CREAM..

^

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

By-BEST

Canned Goods

Given Free

So.

Cljftir.

GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,
...BOSTON, MASS.

the tim-

agree

Give us a call
and see for yourself.

SWIFT 4 PAUL,

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE.
A discount of two per cent, will be allowed
I
on all taxes paid on or before January l, 1902.
shall be in my office In Memorial Building daily
from 8.30 to 11.30 A.and Saturdays from 1.30 to
4.30 p. M.
M. C. HILL, Collector.

For Sale at

a

Bargain

That desirable and well located real estate at
the foot of Main street, known as the Daniel
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close
the estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor.
Belfast, Deeember 19,1900.—61t

LAST

HOURS IN AFRICA.

Morocco

By Lantern-Light. Lives of Wo*
men whose Sole Chance for Happiness
Lies in the Power of Pleasing* Men. The

Ghetto in Gala Attire.

[Special Correspondence of The Journal.]

City of Mohocco, Nov. 2, 1901.
Since little is to be seen of Mohammedan

except

women

bundle of white

shapeless
woolen cloth, so ara

ranged over the head and face as to
leave only part of one eye exposed, as
they shuffle about the streets in heelless slippers, or ride on donkeys led by
eunuchs—one cannot judge of their
“looks,” except as reflected in the children. Strange to say, some of the
small folk have perfectly white complexions; and though most of them
would be vastly improved by the application of soap and water, they have
the loveliest eyes imaginable and an expression of intelligence and great amiability. Babies of the middle and lower
classes are carried around in sacks, on
the shoulders of their mothers, their
bodies encased in little jackets, like
.Joseph’s coat of “many colors,” each
so tightly girded as to remind one of a
well-stuffed sausage.
Of course the Jewish women do not
veil their faces. They are usually of

type, with magand stately bearing,

the intense brunette

nificent dark eyes
very handsome while young, but, like
most of their race in other parts of the

world, inclined to take on fat at middle
age, with moustaches and excessive
oiliness of the skin. To see African
Jewesses at their best, one must go

"Any fool can take a horse to water,
but it takes a wise man to make him
.drink,” says the proverb. The horse
feats when hungry and drinks when
Jthirsty. A man eats and drinks by the
clock, without regard to the needs of
nature. Because of
careless eating and
drinking R stomach
trouble” is one of
commonest of diseases. Sour and bitter risings, belchings, unnatural fulness
after eating,
dizziness, headache,
and

many other
symptoms mark the
beginning and progress of disease ot
the stomach.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery cures diseases of
the stomach and
other organs of digestion and nutrition.
It cures
the stomthrough
ach diseases of other
organs which have
their origin in a diseased condition of
the stomach, and
allied organs or digestion and nutrition.
It strengthens the stomach, purifies the
blood, cures obstinate cough and heals
weak lungs.
MI

was taken with
heart and stomach

which resulted in
trouble,M writes Mr. T. R.
Caudill. Montland, Alleghanev Co. N. C.
*»I
was unable to do anything a good part of the
time. I wrote to Dr. Pierce about my condition,
full
confidence in his medicine. He adhaving
vised me to take his Golden Medical Discovery,’
which I did. Before I had finished the second
bottle I began to feel better. I have used nearly
six bottles. I feel thankful to God for the benefit I have received from Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I can highly recommend it to
all persons as a good and safe medicine.’*

Grippe,

Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets keep the
through Ghetto, or Jewish quarter of
bowels healthy.
the town one happens to be in, on the
Sabbath, lour Saturday', when all the
pretext or another. If no more conshops are closed and business of every venient means
to the desired end sugkind suspended, the woman and girls,
gests itself, the man is ordered to do
in their gala attire, squatted on the flat
something, like conveying treasures;—
roofs of their houses. All wear long,
to obey which order means death, and
straight gowns, without drapery of any to
disregard it is to lose his head.
kind, but of the richest silk, in gorgeAs to evening amusements in Morocous shades and combinations ot orange,
co—I can tell you of them only by
purple, crimson and green. Each dress
as in these partk women must
is confined at the waist by a gold-em- hearsay,
in doors after nightfall. The genstay
broidered girdle, nearly a foot wide;
tlemen of our party have made the
and the wearer is also decked with a
limited rounds, tall in one short evenof
round
chain
wound
pure gold,
heavy
and below is the result of their oband round her neck and falling far ing,)
servations: Convoyed by a guide, cardown in front, armlets of gold and silrying a lantern, they set out at eight
ver, and many rings, both on fingers
o’clock. There is no twilight in these
and toes. Her stockingless feet are enregions and by that time the narrowcased in colored, pointed slippers, which
streets were pitch dark, not a ray of
she drops off when sitting, probably to
light anywhere from the windowless
ease the
pressure of the toe-rings. houses. First
they went to the princiWhen abroad she wears a plain band of
pal cafe—a dingy old place, in which
w bite linen bound about her chin, and
are several rooms, and “music by the
a black silk scarf folded tightly across
baud” is the order of every evening.
the forehead and falling down behind,
The rooms were tolerably tilled with
a great jeweled ornament keeping it in
Mohammedans, tall sitting on the carplace at the back of the head. There pet, having left their shoes to one side),
are fully three thousand Jews in Modrinking black coffee, or tea with peprocco city, and it is said that not one of
permint in it, smoking keef and playthem is poor, though, of necessity, they
ing chess, but grave as automatons
live outwardly like beggars. Mussulmen and
saying seldom a word to one an-

measured clapping of their, hands.
PROBATE COURT.
The transparent veils revealed sparkFollowing is an abstract of Hie business
ling, kohl-darkened eyes, softened and
beautified by the pink light. The dance of the Probate Court for Waldo county, De*
itself was merely a series of rapid poses, cember term, 1901:
Estate of Julia Kane, Frankfort; P. H.
all graceful, joined together by the Kane
appointed administrator.
Estate of Harriet H. Mason, Monroe;
filmy floating veils, intertwining above
Pattee appointed administrator.
Joseph
and around the dancers. Suddenly, to
Estate of HannahT. Nichols, Searsport;
the amazement of the staid, middle- John W. McGilvery appointed admimstrator.
aged and strictly Orthodox spectators,
Estate of Albert J. Bowen, Monroe;
the gay outer garments of the girls Estelle E. Bowen appointed administratrix.
Estate of Edgar P. and Ernest B. Clark,
began to fall behind them, like leaves
Knox, minor heirs of Gardiner Philbrick,
from an overblown rose; till at last Thorndike; Mary P. Clark appointed
they danced in the pink light, envelop- guardian.
Estate of Maria A. Mitchell, Freedom,
ed only in the now rapidly twirling Adnah J. Mitchell appointed administrator.
Estate of Bainbridge H. Knowlton, Belveils, which cast a blur over the figures,
and in an instant they had disappeared
and the performance was over.
One more call completed this Arabian Night’s entertainment, and that
was at the house of some Moorish dancing girls. Public sentiment is so strong
against Mohammedan females appearing unveiled before “Christian dogs,”
that there
in the

really

was a

excursion and

ployed

as

spice
the

of danger
guide em-

much caution as if on a mis-

sion of

burglary. Passing through
court-yard, several women were observed squatting about the floor, all of
them instantly veiling their faces when
the strangers passed through,, though it
was too dark to distinguish features.
a

An old woman led them to an inner

apartment and shut them in, disappear-

ing

with the

guide. Presently two very
Moorish girls came in, veiled

young
with white lace and

carrying tamboThey danced in time to their
music, and finally uncovered their

rines.
own

faces—an act which to them meant
much as

as

donning of tights to an
American "variety” girl. They are not
pretty, except for glorious eyes, and
their dancing was as bad as their music.
Worst of all, they wore the forced, unattractive smile of women whose only
chance of happiness in life depends upon their power to please male creatures.
These poor things, though by no means
thin, were not fat enough to come up
to the Moorish standard of beauty; else
they would doubtless have been luxuriating in some harem instead of being
reduced to the dreadful necessity of
dancing before “dogs of unbelievers”
in nightly fear of the police.
the

Fannie B. Ward.
Relief in Six Hours.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases
relieved in six hours by“XEW Great South
American Kidney Cure.” It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves retention of water almost immediately. If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast Me.
Iy47
Will Wear

Famons

Gem.

One of the sights of King Edward’s
coronation wttl be the famous jewel,
the Kohinoor. which will be worn in

consider them “unclean animals” and other. To the left was the music
room,
enemies of God, and therefore heap
where chairs were placed for the forof
insult
and
oppression eign visitors. The band included a
every species
upon them. If it is mistrusted that a rebic, which is the Arabic ancestor of
son ol Israel lias prospered ana may
the violin, and two broad instruments,
have ready money ill his house, the
half-guitar, half mandolin, while anplace is inevitably looted, under pre- other man rattled castinets and a third
tence of

tax-gathering

in the name of

tlie Sultan: and the poor fellow may
consider himself extremely lucky if he

gets off with nothing

worse

than the

clapped

his hands in time to the dis-

they played, at first
apparently interminable repeating
of the same phrase, very loud and monotonous, then suddenly bursting into
cord.

All sang as

an

bastinadoing that
actually cripple him for life. indescribable lire and animation. The
K very night the Jews are securely locklisteners were enraptured, and the
ed in their own walled quarter,—known
said the musicians were singing
guide
as the Mellah, or place of damnation,
about the good old times in Spain,
and are not permitted to go outside
which Moors and Arabs dream of by
till after sunrise, whatever happens.
night and day, always with the hope
When abroad, the Jews must always
return them to their
that Allah
loss ol' his cash and a

does not

black clothes, in token of misfortune and humiliation; and go bare foot
wear

_nohinngr_

original form

j

lest

may

heritage.
Another cate-concert was held

m

even

to enter a street in which one is

the

situated,

means

Whenever a

death to the offender.

Jew

meets a “true be-

liever,” he must step

so

far aside that

by no possibility can their garments
touch; and if he has occasion to enter

musicians
in
Oriental
while the
costumes, sat cross-legged on the ground
in the middle. Coffee and pipes tilled
w'ith Turkish tobacco were served; and
at intervals the band made hideous

instruments, or
the presence of any official, he must resang with a nasal twang a monotonous
peatedly salaam till his forehead refrain in the miner key; wind instrutouches the ground, kissing the hem of
ments were occasionally introduced,
the ruler’s burnous and making otherand the effect was like a Chinese 11
confessions of degredation.
Vet the
symphony, or a cat concert on the back
despised and hated Hebrews are such fence.
useful citizens that

laws

have

noises on

their rude

been

The next place they visited seemed to
require extraordinary caution, though
else can build a
why there was need of it our friends
house, make or mend a lock, manufac- had no idea. The turbaned guide, in
ture gold and silver trinkets, weave
his white cotton robe and yellow slipsilk and woolen cloth,—all of which
pers darted down the street that was, if
occupation the lazy Moors and Arabs
possible, narrower and darker than the
regard with supreme contempt, inside others.
Peering anxiously to right and
their houses, when the day’s work is done
left, he finally knocked at a door; a
and the gates of the Mellali securely
shutter was cautiously opened, a brief
locked for the night, the Hebrew gentleparley ensued and the party were
man is altogether a different character
admitted, the door being instantly shut
from the shabby and cringing creaand bolted behind them. Perhaps they
ture to be met on the street. He dons
were going to be robbed and murdered,
a rich robe, long and flowing, a green or
and each of the Americans derived
purple turban, gold-embroidered waist- what comfort he could from thoughts
coat and sash, ample trousers caught
of his trusty revolver. Across a dark
with jeweled bands below the knees,
court-yard and up a' short tiight of

passed forbidding
country.
-Nobody

them to leave the

blue silk stockings and sandals of red,

green or yellow Morocco. He is bountiful hospitality personified, and his

nightly guests partake of good cheer,
including raki, or Jewish wine.
Speaking of the Sultan's levies on his
compelled-to-be-dutiful subjects—-bis
treasury is located at Mequinez. It is
called Beit-el-me (House of Funds) and
is believed to contain money, jewels,
bullion, etc., to the amount of fifty or
sixty millions. Nobody knows for certain, however, as the mysterious and
impenetrable structure is guarded,
night and day, by two thousand blacks.
Besides, the Sultan has the uncomfortable habit of putting to death, imme-

diately afterwards, all the persons
ployed in depositing treasures in
House of Funds.

em-

the

No wonder that

so

people prefer the nomad life of
the desert, to living in the towns of
many

Morocco!

To attract the Sultan’s notice in any way is generally fatal. He

sets about
is

likely

enquiring whether the

man

to have any money; and if so,

is bound to get it out of him,

on one

stairs they proceeded, into a moderately sized room which had no furniture

I

Present torn

rftbeliohtiHWr

the crown of Queen Alexandra. It Is
one of the largest diamonds in existence. Queen Alexandra will be the
latest of a long series of queens who
have worn it in various lands and In
the course of a period of time which
extends back to the ages of fable.
SWAN VI LI.E.

Swan Lake was so low before the rain
in that no water was running
through
the open gates.The welcome whistle of
C. R. Nickerson’s new steam mill greeted
for the first time Dec. 9th.
our
ears
This mill is situated directly at the foot of
Swan Lake and Mr. N. has made many additions and improvements. A man of strict
integrity, he richly deserves the large share
of patronage he has always enjoyed_The
schools in town began Dee. 9th with the
following teachers: No’s. 1 and 2, Miss
Katherine Nickerson; :i, Mr. A. T. Nickerson; 7, Mr. P. L. Nickerson; 9, Mr. Herbert Seekins.... A certain young man in the
vicinity went to spend the evening with a
lady friend not long ago, and hitched his
horse too near an inquisitive calf which
whiled away the “we sma’ hours” by gnawing the horse’s tail. Now that young man
drives a bob-tailed nag
Miss Katherine
Nickerson came home from Bar Harbor
Dee. 6th.We are glad to learn that
Mrs. A. S. Nickerson is still
improving_
Mr. /.. I). Hartshorn has closed a successful
term of school and is at home for a short
time.
set

They
began a slow, graceful dance,
suppling themselves with music by
singing a sweet, wavering Hebrew
melody, the rhythm of sound and
motion accurately maintained by the

Estate of Lemuel Greer, Morrill; Laurin
Greer of Lawrence, .Mass., and F'rank W.
Woodbury of Morrill appointed executors.
Estate of Hannah McGray, Freedom; Laforest McGray of Villard, Minn., and
Adriana Kelley of Freedom appointed
executors.
Estate of Frederick W. Miller, Chelsea,
Mass.; Susan IS. LI. Miller appointed executrix.
Estate of Elmer A. Fletcher, Monroe;
executrix’s inventory returned.
Estate of Melissa C. bpratt, Palermo;
administrator’s inventory returned.
Estate of Rosetta W. Ritchie, Winterport;
administrator’s inventory returned.
Estate of Peleg LI. Griffin, Liucolnville,
administrator’s inventory returned.
Estate of Oscar F. Heal, Belmont; administratrix’s inventory returned.
Estate of bilas T. Burgess, Palermo;
administrator’s inventory returned; first
and final account presented.
Estate of Adoniram lloffses, Morrill;
executor’s inventory returned.
Estate of Van R. Turner, Palermo; first
account of executor allowed.
Estate of Caleb Lamb, Belmont; account
of distribution allowed.
Estate of Abbie I. Drinkwater, Northport ; guardian's inventory returned.
Estate of Theodore M. Richardson, Stockton Springs; first and final account of trusI tee allowed.
Estate of John P. Perkins, Palermo; first
and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Ann M. Warren, Jackson;
second and final account of trustee allowed.
Estate of John P. Haddocks, Swanville;
first and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of John B. Lamb, Montville; first
and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Mabel A. Fernald, Lincolnville;
first and final account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Nancy R. Clifford, Stockton
Springs; first and final account of executor
allowed.
Estate of Harry L. Kilgore, Belfast ;'first
account of guardian allowed.
Estates of Chester E.and Willie Twitchell,
Freedom; fourth account of guardian allowed.
Estate of Oliver G. Critchett, Belfast;
second account of executors allowed.
Estate of James McGilvery, Searsport;
first and final account of administrator allowed ; petition presented for determination
of collateral inheritance tax; petition petition for distribution presented.
Estate of Frederic 11. Francis, Belfast ;
first and final account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Freeman W. Baker, Liberty;
first and final account of A. J. Skidmore,
surviving partner of firm of Skidmore A
Baker, allowed; firsi and final account of
administratrix allowed.
Estate of William S. Brannagan, Belfast;
final account of executor allowed.
Estate of Mary Ann Ross, Rockland; will
presented; Leonard B. Ross named executor, without bonds.
Estate of William S. Dodge, Islesboro;
| will
and codicil presented ; petition presented for appointment of Lincoln N. Gilkey
administrator with will annexed.
Estate of Mary E. Manning, Lincolnville,
will presented; Jsadore C. Manning named
executrix.
Estate of Charles Glidden, Freedom; first
and final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Sarah E. Doe, Burnham; first
and final account of administrator present-

Henry Manning, Lincolnville,

first and filial account of administrator presented.
Estate of Harriet A. Lane, Brooks ; first
account of administrator presented.
Estate of Joseph E. Elms, Belmont; first
account of administratrix presented.
Estate of Ruby A. Drink water, Northport; first and final account of administrator presented.
Estate of Manley Clark, Frankfort; first
account of administratrix presented.
Estate of Jennie L. Carpenter, Providence, R. I.; will presented; Horace A. Carpenter named executor.

Important

hobby.

The un-tenderest passion is love after
it has burned itself down to the edge of
indifference.
A much abused word is “unfortunate.”
It often covers a multitude of
deliberate iniquity.
Five years are' five centuries when
are registered upon the face of untoward circumstances.
It is rather foolish to take an Utopian
view of life, but better that than to
have a canker ip the mind.
Heredity has a deal to do with both
mind and body, but a haughty spirit
may always be toned down.
It’s all well enough to stick to your
guns, but only a fool will stand still,
gun or no gun, and be stabbed in the
back.

they

Decision by Law Court.

Steamers for the West

of Gardiner’s death.

The

was

never

An

Evangelist’* Story.
“I suffered for years with a bronchial or
lung trouble and tried various remedies but
did not obtain permanent relief until I
commenced using One Minute Cough Cure,”
writes Rev. James Kirkman, evangelist of
Belle River, 111. “I have no hesitation in
recommending it to all sufferers from maladies of this kind.” One Minute Cough Cure
affords immediate relief for coughs, colds
and all binds of throat and lung troubles.
For croup it is unequalled.
Absolutely
safe. Very pleasant to take, never fails
and is really a favorite with the children.
They like it. R. 11. Moody.

’Tis easy to smile when the

too,

Half a Century Service to Humanity.
In the year 1S51 Dr. J. F. True started in
a small way selling a preparation for the
cure of worms. In the 30 years that have
elapsed since this most modest beginning
was made, an enormous business has been
developed, and True’s Pin Worm Elixir has
become famous all over the world for its
curative powers. The remedy was pushed
primarily as a worm medicine, but it was
soon found that it was of great value as a
general tonic, and mothers learned that
even if a child did not have worms, the
Elixir proved greatly beneficial through its
gentle laxative qualities and tonic effects.
The proprietors of Dr. True’s Elixir take
great pride in the volume of letters that
have come to the firm from all sections of
the county, telling of the wonderful cures
that have resulted from the use of the Elixir.
That it has been a great blessing to children, saving life and establishing good
health, is a fact that can be easily verified
by reference to a booklet “Children and
Their Diseases,” which describes the
medicine and its cures.
This booklet
should be in the hands of every mother.
Send for a copy'. It will be sent free.
Address, Dr. J. F. True & Co., Auburn, Me.

It ig human nature to deBire to be
to your superiors and superior to
your equals.

world! smiles, equal

And you walk with a joyous heart:
Bnt give me your smile when the whole
world frowns;
Can yon smile when the teardrops start?
—Boston Post.

As

soon

begins

to

education.

girl gets married she
acquire a supplementary

as a

tjfL

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

The United States Steamship Comwhich is to make direct steam
connections between Boston and the
West Indies and also ports on the gulf
and in South America, plans to have
pany,

eventually

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

14

vessels in its service.
capacity of about 10,000 tons each,
six of 5500, and the
remaining four of about 1500 tons each.
The four large steamers will connect
with South American and Mexican
ports; the six “middle-sized” steamers
will run to Cuba and Porto Rico, and,
assisted by the four smaller boats, will
cover the several ports of these islands.
The first sailings will probably be the
last of next month.

Four will have

New

a

Hampshire

Farm Values.

The KM You Have

agriculture for New
announced by the census
bureau, show that of the total land area
of 9,005 square miles, more than 62 per
cent are included in farms. On June 1,
1900, the date of the enumeration, there
were 29,324 farms with a value of $70,124,360. The value of farm implements
and machinery was $5,163,000, and that
of live stock $10,554,646. These values,
added to that of farms, make the total
value of farm property $85,842,096.

Hampshire,

CASTORIA

GENUINE

The statistics of
as

In Use For Over
THl

CENTAUR

COMPANY.

TT

ALWAYS

Bought
Always
30
Years.

MURRAY STREET. NEW VORR CITY.

HARO KNOCKS

RHEUMATISM

WHEN

tfllNARD’S
My RHEUriATISn CURE Is Just as

certain to cure rheumatism as water f
is to quench thirst. No matter what
part of the body the pain may be in
or whether it is acute or chronic,
flUNYON’S RHEUriATISn
CURE
will drive it out in a few hours, and
fully cure in a few days.—11UNYON.
Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure will cure any case of
indigestion or stomach trouble.
per cent, of kidney complaints, including
Ninety
the earliest stages of .Bright’s Disease, can be cured
with Munyon’s Kidney Cure.
Munyon’sCatarrhCurewill cure catarrhofthe head,
throat and stomach, no matter of how long standing.

_

Nervous affectionsanddiseases of the hrartarecontrolled andcured by Munyon’sNerve and HeartCure.
Munyon’sCold Cure will break up any form of cold.
Munyon's Vitalizer rostores lost powers to weak
*
men. Price $i.
The Guide to Health (free) tells about diseases
and their cure. Get it at any drug store. The Cure*
are all on sale there, mostly at 25 cents a vial.
Munvon, New York and Philadelphia.
VUNYON’K INHtLER LURKS CATARRH.

LINIMENT 15 APPLIED
Large Bottles 25centsand HOO all Druggists.
MINARD LINIMENT MFG. COMPANY
BOSTON. MASS.

_J

FRED ATW00D,Winterport'M6.
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests
what

you eat.

This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food, ltgivesinstant reliefand never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stomach, relieving all distress after eating
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to taka

good

Chicago.

The th bottle contains 2 Y% times the 50c. size.

tried,

but was
sent up to the Law Court to see if such
an action could be maintained.
That
tribunal in to-day's decision declares
that it can be.
The decision affects the liquor interests of the State.
case

and has been made under his per.
sonal supervision since its infancy.
/7'
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
—

Indies.

Augusta, Dec. 11. The Supreme
Court to-day handed down a decision
drawn by Chief Justice Wiswell in the
Washington County case of Gardiner
vs Day.
The plaintiff in the case, a Mrs. Gardiner, alleges, that she was deprived of It can’t help
her husband’s support by the defendbut do you
ant’s selling him liquor, the alleged Prepared only by E. O. DeW itt & Co.,
cause

The Kind Ton Have Always
Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
signatnre of

Between deliberate rudeness and
mock politenees there is but a hair’s
breadth of difference, always in favor
of the rudeness.

ii.quuib.oiockiou springs;

executor.

of

To interest a woman, arouse her curito interest a man, praise his pet

osity;

B3TSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.Security Bonds
tors. Administrators and Trustees

tor Cashiers. Ccrlin
| Correspondence solicited | Real estate bought and sold*

Removal
To the

Allyn BLck, formerly

I take

oc-

R. H Cocmbs & Son.

cupied by

announcing tliat^I have

m

pleasure

re-

This store will be

moved to No. 70 Main street.

occupied by

FURNITURE,

H. E. MCDONALD,

glad to welcome our
friends whenever it is possible for them to call. I
have a very complete line of
and

myself, and

we

shall be

A LARGE LINE

Builders’ Hardware of the latest style,
Mouldings, Floorings in all Woods, in-

cluding Parquet .Samples, Mantels, Tile,
Fire Sets, Doors, Sash and Blinds, Stair
Posts, Rail and Balusters. Window Glass
Cut to

R. H. MOODY.

any

Trusting to

size.

see

main

my friends and customers, I
Yours very truly,

re

C. B. HALL.

Our Up-Hats

W. H. Coombs & Co J

hOl*DAy

: DEALERS IN :

Second-Hand Goods j
--

{

[OF ALL KINDS.
(
having FURNITURE,
CARPETS,
J
STOVES, or'anythingto sell;
by sending us a card will receive a prompt!
call. Antique Furniture a specialty.
Parties

STOCK HAS COME.
We have the
ensures

the

Variety

that

easy choice.

For newer, better

goods

fairer

any other

prices

than

5

HOLIDAY TRADL

(

..

(

—

except a pile of cushions at one end
and two large lamps, shaded with pink
tissue-paper suspended t roni tlie ceiling.
The gentlemen had hardly time to
settle themselves among the cushions
when an elderly Jew ess appeared, which
The Smile that Counts.
seemed to be the signal for the guide to
’Tis easy to smile when the sun smiles, too.
retire, as he shuttled out in haste.
And the sky is a held of blue;
Then at the far end of the room, But give me your smile when the sun is
gone
through a door concealed by a rug on
And the sky is of leaden hue.
three
entered
the wall,
tall, magnificent ’Tis
easy to smile when the flow’rs smile,
Jewish girls, attired in the costume of
too,
And
you walk in their odors sweet;
to
the picBluebeard’s wives, according
But give me your smile when the flowers
tures. Their loose trousers were gatherlie dead
And the thorns prick your
ed at the ankles, their bare feet encased
weary feet.
in retrousse slippers; gauze kilts extend- ’Tis
easy to smile when the birds sing
cheer
ed to the knee; small close-fitting
And you hark to the rippling rill;
sleeveless jackets exposed the arms, But give
me your smile when the #aters
and long, silken but perfectly transAnd
tfie
songs of the birds are gffl.
parent veils covered their faces.
at once

instate oi Isaac

order of distribution issued.
Estate of Joseph L. b. Coombs, Islesboro;
order of distribution issued.
Estate of Chas. F. Gordon, Searsport;
will approved; declination of E. LI. P.
Nickels to act as executor received; Chas.
G. bheldon of Exeter, N. H., appointed

ed.^
Estate

by any chance they be guilty court
yard of a caravanserai over
of the unpardonable offence of setting
which a temporary roof of bamboo had
sacreligious shoes in the vicinity of a been thrown.
Divans were placed
Holy house; while to pass a mosque, or around the outside for the
guests,
ed,

fast ; license issued to sell real estate.
Estate of May L. Kuight, Belmont; license issued to sell real estate.
Estate of Darinda A. Spinney, Stockton Springs; allowance of $159.50 granted
to the widower, ffm. Q. Spinney.
Estate of Horace N. Monroe, Lineolnville petition for allowance presented; license issued to sell personal estate, administrator’s inventory returned; estate represented insolvent, Arno W. Knight and
Nathan D. Boss appointed commissioners;
petition presented lor license to sell real
estate.

Observations.

33 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

j
J

PRICES TO FIT THE PURSE.
OCODS TO SUIT ALL TASTES
IT COSTS

TO LOOK THEM OVER.

Dwight P. Palmer,
Masonic

Wonderful

Truly

how

Quickly

CHAPHAN’S

anu

fry

US.

Golden Crown Oil
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.
S6o.

Poor & Son.

PEH

AT THE

The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot, will be sold at a bargain.
DUNTON £ DUNTON.
Belfast, Sept 30,1900.—38tf

DRUG STORES.

FOR

RECEIVED!

FRESH

...Vaccine Lympli!...
Fresh from the National
ment at Washington.!

POOR S

LEWIS’
INHALANT

FOR SALE.

BOTTLE

Temple, Belfast, Maine

’JUST

RELIEVES AND CURES

house,

NoTHINO,

ANU IT MAY PLEASE YOU

FHTH1SIC

The only patent medicine in the world that gives
universal satisfaction. It never fails to give immediate relief; It never fails to greatly lessen the
severity of attacks. Many distressing cases of
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a f:i ult found
nor a failure reported iri thirty-eight years.
Sent by mail. Price *1.00.
Iy4»
Patented.
J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor,
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville, Mass.
A. A. Howes & Co.. Agents Belfast, He,

Establish-

SON, Druggists.

A DMINISTHATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscrit et
hereby gives notice that she has beeD duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ALBINE H.

CURTIS, late of Winterport,
Waldo, deceased, and given
directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement,
and all indebted thereto are
requested to make

[n
ij16 County of
bonds as the law

immediately.
SARAH
Winterport, Nov. 12,1901.

payment

E.

CURTIS.

TO BlPDBUCill JODRUAL
BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19,
Published

1901

Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Pub. Go.
CHARLES A.

PIL8BUBY,

{ BusuBSjger.

Si bscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
inch length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

The relations of Argentina and Chili
are

becoming chilly.

Washing day
There

were

came

good

a

early this week.
many wash outs

Sunday.
A Maine sea
of small pox

captain who had a case
on his vessel
thirty.five

years ago says he cured it with “a liberal dose of rum and molasses." This
may be called “an old-fashioned reme-

dy."

m.; address by the pastor at 7.15 p. m. in
the main auditorinm; subject, "Immanuel.”
There will be special music at both morning
and evening services.
At the evening service the Unitarian choir will assist Hr.
Thorndike, soloist.

IKED
i.
JOHNSONS
Glenwood -»~TALL WINTER^-Ranges^
CLOSING OUT SALE OF DRY GOODS
Make

There will he special Christmas services
at the Unitarian church next Sunday morning, conducted by the new pastor, Rev.
Harry Lutz. The following musical program will be rendered:
Batiste
Offertoire,
He Shall Reign Forever,
Simper
Stewart
Hymn of the Nativity,
Mr. Brooks.
Solo,
Davidson
Gloria,
Solo, The New Born King,
L’espoir
Miss Sullivan.
Carol, March On, March On,
Bailey
Gounoa
Solo, Nazareth,
Mr. Thorndike.
Tempo Di Marcia,
Capocci
Miss Blanche Sullivan, Soprano; Miss
Alice Poor, Contralto; Mr. E. C. White,
Tenor; Mr. E. 0. Thorndike, Basso;
Mr. C. C. Brooks, Soloist; Miss Mary

AND

Cooking Easy

MITCHELL & TRUSSELL, BELFAST, ME.

Faunce, Organist.

THE NEWS OF
We
some

BELFAST.

^The Entire Line of Holiday Novelties^

are indebted to Spencer & Wilson for
very handsome calendars for 1902.

There will be a Christmas tree at the
Methodist church Tuesday evening, Dec.
24th.

The Schley court of enquiry was evidently organized to convict, but they
The stores will close Christmas day at 12
reckoned without Admiral Dewey. The o’clock and remain closed until the next
country will indorse the verdict of the morning.
hero of Manila, who does simple justice
The Sea Breeze, Brackett & Co. publishto the hero of Santiago.
ers, made its appearance this week with a
The American Tobacco company has
discontinued its advertising
in small towns and is concentrating its
work in the large cities. The consequence is that the rural dealer does not
push the company’s goods.—American

practically

Press.

This affords its

rival, the Continental
Company, an opportunity of
will no doubt take advantage.

Tobacco
which it

A murre, one of the rarest of birds in
this part of the world, as it is a native
of the North Pacific region, was caught
on the bridge Thursday, being stunned
by flying against the wire. Two specimens of this bird have previously been
taken in this State. The murre is a sea
bird, and is sometimes known as the

guillemot.—Gardiner Reporter-Journal.
The murre must be abundant on the
coasts, of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and

adjacent islands,

for small

schooners laden with the eggs in bulk
used to come to the market wharf in
Halifax and retail their cargoes.
The
eggs are large, the shells white, yellowish or blue, with brown spots, and are
not. as might, be supposed, fishy in taste.
At least that is the writer's recollection

of them.
of books about cats there is no end.
Artists have won fame and fortune by
painting portraits of puss, and the once
despised and ill-treated feline now occupies an exalted position in many a
household. Indeed, if not already so,
bid fair to become a nation of catlovers. All the books about cats are
we

more or

less

interesting and instructive;

but if you want to know the history of
the cat from the earliest time to the

present day you should read Miss Agnes
Kepplier’s latest book, “The Household Sphinx,” published by Houghton,
Mithin & Co., Boston. Miss Repplier
is known to a wide circle of readers as
the writer of most delightful essays,
and those who have read her tribute to

Agrippina,

of her

pet cats, and to
whose memory this book is dedicated,
will know that literary skill and love
for the subject were not wanting in the
making of this altogether charming
one

volume.

really
thing
hackneyed tlieme the
w eather. What might be called a second
edition of summer, with only a slight
lowering of temperature, remained
with us until the fall ploughing was all
It s"ems
on

necessary to say some-

that

done; and then, all at once,
ter.

The

landscape

was

came

win-

covered with

the towns were called upon to
roads, the mercury went down
below zero, and those who had neglected to put on their double-windows and

goodly show of holiday advertising and
nicely illustrated as usual. On the first
page is an excellent portrait of President
Roosevelt.

published for

The
24

Sea

Breeze

has

been

years.

It is earnestly desired that all members
of the Belfast Improvement Society who
are in arrears for the annual fee shall hand
the same to any ore of the following collectors : Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher for Congress
St.; Miss Maud E. Barker for Cedar St.;
Miss A. F. Southworth for Court St.; Mrs.
C. II. Walden for Church St.; Miss Louise
Hazeltine for Upper High St.; Mrs. F. H.
Welch for Northport Ave.; Miss Mary
Faunce, High St.; Mrs Bancroft H. Conant
for Main St.
Those interested in the Sewing School
desirous that more children should
avail themselves of the excellent opportunity afforded little girls who have busy
or sick mothers to learn plain sewing and
retain for their own use the garments they
make. It meets every Saturday afternoon
in the Memorial building, Miss Abbie McDowell teacher.
They are in need of
cotton cloth, calico and percale and would
like to have it left with Mrs. A. 1. Brown in
the Marshall house opposite the North
church, or witli Miss Carrie Cutter on High
street.

4 C. C. SHOE STORE.*

New Advertisements. The Dinsmore
Store advertises a slipper sale for men,
women and children.
Just the things for
Christmas gifts. They have them all styles
and prices... Spencer A WTlsou, Coliseum
Building, call attention to their large and
complete stock of furniture, in which may
be found many useful and desirable articles
for Christmas—A. A. Howes A Co. have
eniisted the services of a poet to sing a song
about their great smoke sale_Notice the
pretty doll in the C. C. C. Shoe Store, and
the line display of doll’s shoes. You will
find Christmas slippers here also in great
variety—Swift A Caul, Masouic Temple,
have candies and other sweet things for
Christmas.. Carle A J jue«advertise handpainted Limoges China at j price. See
what they offer for three days only—Dec.
Roscoe Black offers
lath, 20th and 21st
for sale or rent a house and 11 acres of land
on Searsport avenue, one mile from Belfast
post office.Annual meeting of the stockholders of the Belfast National Bank
January 14th, 1902 at 10 a. m.Fred A.
Johnson’s closing out sale of fall and
wiut r dry goods will include the entire line ■,
of holiday novelties, now on exhibition_j
You will find all the fixiugs for your Christmas dinner at Wadsworth’s market.
—

snow,

Transfers in

Real

nice

Tuesday evening.
The subject of the prayer and conference
meeting at the North Church this, Thursday, evening, will be “Good Homes and Bad
Habits.” The services of Christmas Sunday will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor at 10.45 a. m.; subject, “The Wise Hen
and the Shepherds ;”Sunday School at 12 m.;
y. p. S. C. E. missionary meeting at 6.15 p.

HOLMY-SUPPER

SLIPPERS!

Kessand
In;all

us a

call and look them

over

CHRISTMAS
DRUG

All New

^

STORE.

sumption.
A bunch appeared on the left "side ot
my neck. It caused great pain, was lanced,
and became a running sore. I went into a

Traveling Cases,

Imported

Cuff and Collar Boxes, Etc.

I

A full line of Celluloid and

Ebony Goods, Razors, Knives,
Shears, Scissors, Razor Strops,
Brushes and nugs, Mirrors,
Hair Brushes,Cloth

Brushes,Etc.,

AT 87c.f

and Domestic Perfumes

From 10 cents to $1.00 an ounce <<

Perfume Atomizers,

sii bottles my neck

was healed, and
had any trouble ot the kind
Mrs. K. T. Snui£r, Troy, Ohio.

Hood's

Fancy

TEN DIFFEREN1

Cut Glass Bottles,

slipper

Pressed Glass Bottles, Etc.
Silver Soap and Puff Boxes

and Pills
will rid you of it, radically and permanently, as they have rid thousands.

are

WORTH 75c.,
trimmed, serviceable and handsome.

A I

COST.

^HUYLER’S FRESH CANDY.^H
<

don’t fail to call and see my line of

*

Books

and

*

*

WORTH SI.25,

;

^

Perfumes.;

93 ma,n street,
Citv
Bruc
tvri V)
VI
uo Store.
0pp Belfagt Nat., Bank

at

STYLES
very low

a

choose from.

to

All colors, black, russet, wine.

An

exceptional

price.

]
I

AT 98C.,

WE HAVE ADDED to

our

WORTH 81.50,

regular line about 50 pain> of sample slippers.

fact that samples of any line of merchandise

slippers
for a pair.

are

no

exception

to the rule.

are

Many

Women’s Fur Trimmed and Crocheted

It is

a

well known
stock. These

much better than the regular
slippers in this lot worth as high

WOMEN’S FUR TRIMMED WARN SLIPPERS at
■

as

$2.50

colors—

0#

Black and Red

Slippers, colors, Black, Brown, Green and Red,

-^SPENCER & WILSON,^

THE DINSMORE STORE,33

57c.

IS.

FURNITURE
Stands in the foremost rank of worthy and
presents. It is so

lasting

DURABLE, USEFUL and HANDSOHE,
that it is

sure

*

to

factory

shopping

SPENCER & WILSON.

I have
since.”

Sarsaparilla

prices

;

Toilet Water, Violet Ammonia,

general decline. I was persuaded to try
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and when I had taken

never

our

A full line of the above goods....

Chatelain Bags,

Pocket

49c.f

MEN'S VELVET and LEATHER SLIPPERS patent

OF PARIS.

Pocket Books,

AT

<

I Roger & Gallet

A large line of Leather Goods,

usual

as

the lowest.

that you visit our store and see what we have to
offer. It rests with you to select the comfortable in
furniture as your gift. We have it in many forms,
and feel confmdent it will be one of the most satisplaces you can find to do your Christmas

bunches in the

AN OPPORTUNITY that will pay to take
advantage of. If there is one thing more than another
that has the tendency to give comfort and good cheer in a household it is a
pair of slippers. Slippers are associated with the holiday season as with no other time of year.
Always appropriate and desirable, a pair of slippers is ever welcome.

WE HAVE AN 1 vlMENSE STOCK of these desirable holiday gifts, and

since time immemorial.
neck, disfigures the skin, inflames the mucous
membrane, wastes the muscles, weakens the bones, reduces the power of
resistance to disease and the capacity
for recovery, and develops into conas ever

causes

..JEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN....

C. C. C. Shoe Store, “"“Si*.

CITY

FOR*

*

before you buy.

An Ancient Foe
ugly

SALE

the LATEST STYLES and LEATHERS.

%

Give

masonic temple.

for the children.

present

please the heart of everyone. We
can show you hundreds of pretty and inexpensive
pieces that will appeal to you, and earnestly (request

It

JOHNSON,

MADE OF SOLID LEATHER and every pair WARRANTED. The only leather doll shoe on the market. A

The

as

The services at the Baptist church next
Sunday will he as follows: Sermon by the
pastor, Rev. E. S. Philbrook at 10.45 A. m. ;
subject, “Preparation for Eternity;” Sunday school at 12 m. ; young men’s meeting at
The annual meeting of the Christian
3.30.
Endeavor Society, with election of officers,
A Christmas concert
will be held at 6.30.
will be given in the evening. There will be
a social and Christmas tree in the vestry

Biggest Yalnes for Yonr Money.
FRED A.

break Out

following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Dec. 18,1901:
storm doors regarded the outlook with
Silvia E.
Grant, Winterport, to Ellen
dismay. Meanwhile the absence of the Power,
Winterport; land and buildings in
usual fall rains had caused a drouth.
Winterport. Jesse Stinson, Waterville, to
Ponds and streams and wells were low, Frank D.
Pullen, Bangor; land in lslesboro.
and in some cases it was necessary to Frank D. Pullen to Louise J.
Sawyer, Banhaul water a long distance. The drouth gor; land in lslesboro.
Jesse Stinson,
Waterville
was broken Sunday.
et als., to Louise J. Sawyer; land
Such a downpour of rain is seldom witnessed in this in lslesboro.(3deeds.) Ruth B. Nickerson,
section. It came down in buckets full Limestone, to Susan H. Sargent, Brewer;
land and buildings in Northport. Harlan
father than in drops. There was water
P. Sargent et als., Brewer, to Sarah G.
everywhere and to spare. And now, Blai'sdell, Bradford, Pa.; land and
buildings
what next?
in Northport. Nancy A. Rhoades, Northport, to Harriet E. Banks, Boston; land in
THE CHURCHES.
Northport. William Conant Brewer, Newton, Mass., to James F. Bacon, Boston; land
There will be religious services at the
in lslesboro.
James F. Bacon to Alice
Citypoint schoolhouse next Sunday evening Warren
Brewer, Newton : land in lslesboro.
at ii.30 o’clock.
Judson E. Hall, Montville, to Wesley W.
There will be a Christmas tree for the Peavey, Waldo; land in Waldo. Thos. H.
of
the
North
Church
children
Sunday school Park, Searsport, to Peaslee Bros., do.; land
in the vestry at 3.30 o’clock on the afternoon in Searsport. Lucy E. Payson, Lincoln<of Christmas day.
ville, to Holman McKusick, do.; land in
The annual meeting and roll call of the Lincolnville.
Baptist church will be held this, Thursday,
Yachts and Boats.
evening. A picnic supper will be served at
It is expected that ail members
0 o’clock.
A 56-foot steam yacht for Bishop Codman,
will be present or send a letter.
designed by Crowuinshield, is to be built by
Rev. G. E. Edgett will give a special ser- Rice Bros, of East
Bootlibay. This firm
mon appropriate to Christmas at the Methoalso has orders for six racing yachts to be
dist church next Sunday forenoon, and a delivered in New York in
April.
Christmas sermon for the young people in
The December number of The Rudder is
the evening.
Both services will be in the
interesting as usual—perhaps we should say
audience room.
more interesting. We like to read cf cruisc3,
The services at the Universalist church and the editors talk is
always breezy and to
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 A, the
point. The plans for iceboatsAre seasM., special Christmas service: preaching by
onable.
the pastor ; subject of the sermon, “The
Nativity.” There will be special Christmas
music. At 12 M. Sunday school; at 6.15 p.
A cordial inm., young peoples’ meeting.
To health and happiness is Scrofula—
vitation is extended to all.

It is Here that Yon Will Find the

DOLL SHOES!

Fancy Stationery.

Estate.

Exhibition.

on

K'~i*VWmfmZ'mFZ'mrWtrWrWWtrVtr9'7rWWr

are

Christmas
Ball
in
Searsmont.
Misses McCorrisou and Knight will give a
Christmas ball in Searsmont
Tuesday
evening, Dee. 24th. If stormy that night,
the ball will be given Wednesday night.
This will be the last dance for the present
season under their
management.
They
will begin the season of 1902 May 1st. It
has been a very successful season.
The
attendance has been large, and they have
had but one stormy night. No pains will
be spared to make the Christmas ball a
success in all respects.

Now

at the

FOR RENT
Mce cottage, eight rooms, city and
well water ho. 138 Main 8t. Enquire of
GKO BOB W. BURKETT.

Belfast National BankTbe annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Belfast National Bank for the choice of directors
and the transaction of any other business that
may legidly come before them, will be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January u, 1902,
at 10 o'clock a, m.

Belfast, December 13,1901.—4w51

Patent Medicines,
Toilet Soaps,

Perfumes, etc.

Suits,
Reefers
AND

our store in Odd Fellows’ block must be sold, and
prices have been reduced on everything in stock. We are offering
great bargains in staple and fancy groceries and in our drug depart-

All the goods in

Overcoats
AT A GREAT REDUCTION.

ment.

THE FACTS ARB THESE :
We overbought on this line of
anxious to reduce our stock

goods, and are
greatly before
the first of the year.
TWENTY per cent,
is a big discount, but we are actually going to
amount
to move them fast
cut them that
Wouldn’t a boys’ suit or overcoat make about
the nicest kind of an Xmas present? I think
you will agree with us; and sensible, too.

NEW STORE IN JOHNSON BLOCK
m

r

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

'

The New Store, 83 rtain Street,
CMMua, Taller* sad Oatfltter*.

At our.

I

We have a FULL and FRESH stock of groceries, all
since the fire, including ffuits, candies, etc., for

#CHRism\s#
A. A.. Howes

bought

|

Co.

Ibe Young Men's Fortnightly Club of tbe
North church will give a supper and <-uteitainment in the vestries on Friday eve iirg.
Dee. 27th. The public Is inv ted. Full pa.ticulars next week.

^

I

f

HERE

70 varieties of tea and

arc

about 4

grades in each; or 280
kinds. By combining, thousands of different teas are produced. Between the
*

best and the poorest there is

difference. Yet

they

cost

an enormous

almost the

same

in the cup because it takes very little of

high-grade

& Sanborn

high-grade

are

teas

their delicious
a

cent.

strength. Chase
the largest distributors of

tea to

Try

secure

in the world.

tea costs

it!

only

j

A cup of
a

quarter of

"original fackagb”
TEAS.
Orlopf (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Breakfast).
Orangb Pbkob (India & Ceylon).

THE

The first bloaters of the season were in
the market Monday at 2^ cents apiece.

NEWS OF BELFAST.

The VV. C. T, U. will meet this, Thursday,
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, with Mrs. S. G.
Bicknell.

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Original, widows, etc., Emily Bowden,
Washington, $12.
V. P. Clements of White’s Corner, WinThere will be a grand ball at McGray’s
rport, is packing and shipping his apples, hall, East Knox, Christmas eve., Dec. 24th.
lie raised over 400 barrels this year.
Music, Townsend’s Orchestra.

telephone
The East Belfast Christian Endeavor yesterday announcing the death in Auburn
Society will have a sociable and Christmas of Mrs. Henry O. Archibald, and the reof Albert Nickerson, mains were to be brought to Belfast.
tree at the home
Wednesday evening, Dec. 25th.
The mails between Belfast and Islesboro
Geo. A. Gilchrest has put a galvanizing have been changed from the steamer. Silver
ink into the blacksmith shop of C. W. Star and are again carried by the Camden
|
ooinbs. All the iron work of the dredg- stage to Nortliport and thence to Islesboro
ng steamer is to be galvanized, and a large ji by boat.
of copper is to be used.
feet long.

imount

The tank is

j!

Chase & Doak have the order for the
High school Sophomore class pins. The deKnott Cates of Thorndike has a handsome sign is diamond shaped, the face of garnet
yoke of oxen girting nearly eight feet, for i enamel, and the bordering and letters “B.
1
which he has refused an offer of
II. S. ’04” in gold.
George P. Higgins of the same town has a ; rhe bounty Commissioners are holding
j
pair of grade Herefords, eight months old, their regular December term at the Court
which girt five feet.
house. All persons who have bills against
Parties who use city water for making the county should present the same as soon
-team in boilers, especially when used for as possible.
power at high pressure, find a great imThe North church Y. P. S. C. E. will
provement over the miscellaneous sources
provide a Christmas tree at the Girls’ Home
of supply formerly used, in the absence of
Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock and the Home
boiler scale, which has now come to be
children will have a literary program. All
almost unknown here.
interested are invited to attend.
Alvin T. Condon is manufacturing aline
Advertised list of letters remaining in the
if doll shoes at his home at the corner of Belfast
post office Dec. 17th: Ladies< uurt and Miller streets.
He has eight ma- Miss Emma Murry, Mrs. Eugenia Bobbins.
chines of his own invention for different Gentlemen—Capt. E. A. Eames, Mr. w. M.
processes of the manufacture. His place is a Thurston, Mr. W. F. Wilson.
miniature shoe factory.
Samples of his
The retail price of eggs reached 37 cents
work are on sale at the C. C. C. Shoe Store.
Monday, the highest in many years. The
The fire companies of Dexter are to hold
price occasionally reaches 3b cts. for a few
a fireman’s jubilee this week. This, Thursdays in the winter,Jbut rarely exceeds that
there
will
be
a
enterday, evening
variety
figure. Last year the prices Dee. 17th were,
tainment, and Friday evening a genuine Old eggs, 32 cts.; corn, 55 cts.; this year, Dee.
Folks’ Ball, with music by an old-fashioned 16th, eggs, 37 cts.; corn 82 cts.
orchestra of six pieces, led by Prof. Jerry
Steamer Notes.
The Penobscot re1
Whitten of Belfast, 78 years old, Maine’s
maided in Boston until 12 o’clock Friday
veteran violinist and dancing master.
night on account of the storm. She arrived
Arthur Young, the mail carrier on the here at 5 o’clock
Saturday afternoon and
1
gulden line, saw a deer dying by the road- remained until
Sunday morning when she
side on the Bullock hill near Duck Trap proceeded to Bangor. She narrowly
escapHe notified game ed being frozen in there, but got down
Saturday morning.
warden K. T. Rankin, who went to the river Monday afternoon.The new Ellsdace and fouud the animal dead. It was a worth, Tremont and Stoningtnn Steamship
medium-sized buck, that had evidently rup- company has sent a man to Boston to
tured a blood vessel, as she had bled to inspect the Atta'iua, 100 feet long and of 12
death internally and there were no wounds knots speed, for their proposed line_The
to be seen on the outside.
Frank Jones will not lay up at Rockland"
Edward H. Haley has sent to Belfast this winter, as usual, but will be taken to
friends the Christmas advertising folder of Bath and have her boilers overhauled and
his firm, Bonner & Haley of Norih Sydney, other necessary repairs made to put her in
( ape Breton. The firm say, “We are not first class condition for next season busirunning a department store, but we confine ness— The Castine and Marjorie are haulour energies to selling everything to eat.” ed up at the railroad wharf, Belfast.
They have an up-to-date grocery, bakery
Shipping Items.
Schooners Thomas
and market.
They vary the American
salutation by wishing their patrons “A Hix, Julia Edna and Annie May are hauled
happy Christmas and prosperous New up at the lower bridge—Sell. Maria
Year.”
Mr. Haley was formerly with Webster took a cargo of hay from the Belfast Fuel and Hay Co., to Mt. Desert^last
Howes & Co. of this city.
Capt. Kendall of sch. Kit
The assignments of the justices of the Thursday
for New York, was landed
Supreme Judicial Court for the ensuing Carson, Bangor
at Boothby Friday, sick. The vessel will
year have been made. For Waldo county
in charge of the mate—The bark
they are as follows: January term, Justice proceed
Rebecca Crowell, which has been stripped,
Emery: April term, Justice Fogler; Septemand recalked at Rockland, left
ber term, J ustice Savage. The assignments metalled
Bark Herbert Black,
for the law term are: Bangor, first Tues- the railway Friday....
built at Searsport in 1873, is to end her
day in June—Chief Justice Wiswell, Jusin Boston harbor as a floating grain
tices Emery, Whitehouse, Fogler, Powers career
The Boston Towboat Co., Thursand Peabody. At Portland, fourth Tuesday elevator.
the bark at Philadelphia, {and
in June—Chief Justice Wiswell and .Jus- day, bought
she will be towed to Boston to be converted.
tices Strout, Savage, Fogler, Powers and
_The Bangor schooner Celia F. is being
Peabody.
repaired at Darien, Ga., having lost her
A visitor to The Journal office last week
rudder and a part of her stern post from
had a well-lined pocket book, and it was
bumping on a bar coming out of that port
that
he
ran
some risk of losing it.
suggested
several weeks ago—Bark Olive Thurlow,
In reply he said he once had his pocket
Capt. Jere. Hayes, reported last week as
picked and lost his pocket book, but it only overdue on the voyage from Baltimore to
had a quarter in it. “And” he added “I got
Guanica, P. R., arrived at Mobile from the
the other fellow's pocket book, which conAnother Searsportlatter port Dee 12th
tained six dollars and a half.” This hapbuilt craft has ended her career on the
pened on the ferryboat between Washing- ocean. Ship John C. Potter, built at Searston and Alexandria. A party of soldiers
port in 1869, has been bought by a Victoria,
were out sight-seeing and had a volunteer
B. C., firm and will be dismantled and confor
whose
services
had
but
guide,
they
paid,
verted into a hulk....The Belfast Fuel &
who thought to make a better thing of it by
Hay Co. is to load the sch. Minnie Chace
picking their pockets. Our friend caught with hay at Winterport for Vinalhaven....
the fellow at his pocket and retaliated in
The vessels frozen in at Farmingdale, inthe manner above related.
cluding the Sarah L. Davis of this port,
The Odd Fellows’ Building Association were released by the thaw Sunday and
and the insurance adjusters were unable to sailed Monday for their destinations.
Norman sailed Tuesday morning,
agree on the amount of damage to the Odd Sch.
Fellows' block in the recent tire, and accord- light, for Brunswick, Ga., to load lumber.
ing to law the matter was left to referees. _It is not very clear at this writing what
The insurance companies chose M. C. has become of the schooner
Chanticleer,
Foster of Waterville and the association which capsized off Camden last week, lumchose Allen H. Miller of Linoolnville. ber laden. As reported in The Journal the
They selected the third member, C. B. Hall crew were rescued and brought to this port
of Belfast. The referees met Dec. 11th and and left later on the tug Bismarck for the
The up-river
of disaster.
papers
awarded $1230. The carpenters began the scene
reported that the schooner must have sunk
work of repairing last Friday, and the as the tug was unable to find her. Our
admasons Monday.
Steel ceilings will be put vices were that the Chanticleer was on the
miles
below
two
rocks
Lincolnville
Beach
in the stores of A. A. Howes & Co. and
and breaking up.. Subsequently Camden
Geo. W. Burkett.
parties advertised that they had picked the
schooner up off that port and claimed salTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
vage ; and still later the Boston papers reTake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. Al- ported that the vessel bad been found a few
below Lincolnville and that she had
duggists refund the money if it fails to miles
broken in two. The story we printed last
cure. E. W. Gr ove’s Signature on each box week was
apparently correct.

|

|

—

—

Every day
in the Week.

The Brotherhood of Andrew and Phillip
had a very enjoyable meeting in tbe Baptist vestry Dec. 11. Over fifty young men
and youths were in attendance.
The
supper and social were arranged and carried
out entirely by the members. They prepared the chowder and coffee, but solicited the
rest of the menu. Toasts on topics relating
to the Brotherhood were responded to by
members and invited guests.

1 GEORGE W BURKETTS I

Veterans’ Meeting. The Waldo county Association will meet with Dana R.
Carter Post, Freedom, Jan. 2, 1902.
No
postponement on account of weather. The

us; as we had placed our order on Christmas goods
later than usual and did not receive them until after the Are. We
are now daily receiving NEW goods for the Holiday trade, and shall
close them out at the nj
that charac^ —
terises the rest of our Dl£ rv.CUUC'l.IUH stock. Comprises

say come on. Beans and coffee will
be hot, no matter how cold the weather.
Comrades, once more let us meet the boys
of Freedom, where we always meet with a
warm welcome. Every meeting makes one
less, and perhaps the last for some of us.—
A. Stinson, Sec.

Handkerchiefs, Towels, Napkins, Fnrs, Toys, Baskets,

Judge Emery, who is to hold the January
term of Supreme Court in Waldojcounty,
has notified the officials, attorneys and
jurors that the grand jury will begin its labors Tuesday morning, Jan. 7th. Tuesday
afternoon and Wednesday will be devoted
to divorce hearings and other matters for
the Court, and the traverse jurors are to
report for duty Thursday morning, at which
time cases must be ready for trial.

Stationery, Silver Ware, Table Covers, Rugs, Boston
Bags, Umbrellas, Stamped Goods, a whole 'array of

.Our Prices!!
Competition does

pection of

he bites and the

the

more

“

kick.

makes the other

worse.

thin

A

blood.
thin

body

Thin

other

to be a
come

change

the

help

“

“

7c.,
quality Ginghams, 10c.,

we

7c.

now

8c.

“

5c.

“

8c.

SPECIAL DAYS FOR EACH DEPT,

5 l-2c.
6c.

“

Dress

P. D. French

a

50c.,
Corsets, price $2.75,

now

0UR SPECIAL SALE WILL BE IN

Dress Goods and Trimmings.

25c.
$1.50

now

Silk Waists, former price $5.50,
Jackets at manufacturers’ price.
Furs at 40 per cent, reduction.

going

FRIDAY

5c.

Dress Goods sold at

$3.98.

now

SATURDAY,

must

from outside.

THIS

Scott’s Emulsion is the ri<jht

help.

“

force of thirteen clerks

entirely unable to serve the crowd that thronged our
Every effort was made to give attention to all, it
was an impossibility, however.
We advise our patrons
who wish a share of the Bargains offered to call early in
the morning or after 4 o’clock P. M., as that time we are
less crowded.
Everything marked down preparatory to
removal from the building for repairs.

con-

now 50c. and 55c.
Carpetings worth 65c.,
quality Floor Oil Cloths, price 45c.,
now 25c.
now $1.69
Smyrna Rugs, large size, worth $2.50,
Best Shirting Prints,
3 |„2c.
“

If there is

worse.

them will force

a

store.

Best

makes the

Each

body.

on

regret to say that with

were

All Wool

Each

makes

We
are

skeptical.

Lockwood 8. Cottons,
Good 40 inch wide Cotton,

more

makes thin

blood

stock, and the prices

“

Best

he bites

you

more

them, consequently arguments

Best quality Outings,'price 10c.,
“
“
Good
8c.,

He bites you and you kick him.
you kick the

^

MOTHER Bl(i DROP 0 PRICES, i

dog and he bites you.

more

our

viction upon the most

KICK A DOG
The

not like

OUR IMMENSE FIRE SALE now on and will continue
until the immense stock is CLOSED OUT. The first
day’s sale was unparalleled in the history of our business.

started calculated in make our patrons doubt the genuineness of this great mark down sate.
We simply ask an in-

Rev. Chas. H. Vail and wife of Jersey
City, N. J., lectured on Socialism before a
small audience in Memorial Hall last Thursday evening. They advocate carrying
the idea of combinations or trusts into
department of business, but think
every
it should begin with the laboring people, and extend to all things, business
social, etc. They advocate the maximum of
law and government control, while the
anarchist would do away with both.

a

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S.

Novelties too nnmerons to mention.

Christmas Shopping.
Not for many
years, if ever, did Belfast offer such inducements to the Christmas shopper as this
season.
The bargains offered include all
lines, the useful and ornamental. The window displays are worth coining to town to
see; and if you see yon will surely buy.
The leading dealers in town advertise in The
Journal, and you will make no mistake in
Read their announcepatronizing them.
ments in other columns.

Kick

of Bargains ever Offered in Belfast
Or Eastern Maine at.

Fortune favored

boys

Bueksport’s liquor agency question has

T. A. Gushee of Lincolnville has a new
neon settled in favor of those who insist ice boat on Pitcher’s Pond, and other new
ipon the necessity of a place where liquor! ones are ready when the opportunity comes.
ran be obtained as a medicine.
A
message was received here

Bargains,,

SALE WILL

Jackets, Furs, Skirts, Waists.

CONTINUE EACH DAY UNTIL

THE LARGE STOCK

IS

ENTIRELY CLOSED OUT.

It breaks

up such a
First it sets the

combination.

GEORGE W. BURKETT.

MONDAY,

right. Then it enriches
the
blood.
That
the
strengthens
body and it
begins to grow new flesh.
A strong body makes rich
blood and rich blood makes a
strong body. Each makes the
other better.
This is the way
Scott’s Emulsion puts the thin
body on its feet. Now it can
get along by itself. No need
stomach

Carpets, Oil Cloths, Straw Mattings,
Rugs, Pillows, Bedding, Blankets,
nil fMho
vil

vlUUIbj

No. 1. best quality.
OCa per
Marked down from 45c to LisJ\) yard.

of medicine.
This picture

represents

the Trade Mark of Scott’s
Emulsion and is on the
wrapper of every bottle.
Send for free

samf>le*
BOWNE,

SCOTT &

409 Pearl St,.

At 2-3
It’s

Price.

fault of the goods that we cut the price in two. We have more than we need and
you the benefit. The following prices include some of our very best
selections and are worth what we originally asked for them, but
for THREE DAYS ONLY

will give

New York.

50c. and $1. all

no

druggists.

THURSDAY, )

»ay,[ December
CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

JSl OSITS SOLICITK)
Safe

deposit toxestor
•8

Our
and
and

new

vault Is

rent at
a

$3, 90 |6,fi

LIMOGES CHINA FISH SET.$4500
1 CHINA VASE.
12.oo
1 LIMOGES CHINA TETE-A-TETE SET.
20 00
1 GOLD PLATED MEXICAN ONYX TABLE. 25 00
1 ONYX TABLE.
8 50
1 CUT GLASS PITCHER.
3 50
1

an<

year

unequaled InlEasterni VtMt e
in security against f*r

UNEXCELLED

1
1
1

burglary in the country.

'T’ho^e

renting boxes can have the exc1u*«*<
privilege of taking their boxes to and from tt e
bank

1
1

1

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Otis Cornforth of Unity, in the county of Waldo, State of Maine, and Olive J. Cornforth, wife of the said Otis Cornforth, by their
mortgage deed dated November 14, A. D. 1894,
and recoi ded in book 241,
page 172, conveyed to
me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of
land situated in Unity, county of Waldo aforesaid. Bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at an elm tree opposite of Ruel Mussey s buildings; thence easterly on said Mussey’s
land to land of Jane Stevens; thence south-easton said Stevens line to land of
Joseph Farerly
well; thence westerly on heirs of Robert Cornforth land; thence at right angle on said heirs
line to Joseph Far wells land; thence southwesterly on said Farwells and Magees line;
thence northerly along line of John Thompson
and O. J. Farwell, to land of
George Varney;
easterly on said Varneys line; thence northerly
to the place of beginning. Hereby
meaning to
all
the land I now own in the Trueconvey
wortliy farm, so-called, reserving the highway
over said land, the above described lot of land
containing ninety-seven acres, more or less, and
whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
JANE STEVENS.
Unity, Maine, Dec. 7th, A. D. 1901.

For Sale

or

to Let.

1
X
1
1

DXECUTKlX’8 NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that she has been duly appointed
in the county of Waldo and State of
Maine, of the last will and testament of
FREDERICK W. MILLER, late of Chelsea,

Executrix,

Massachusetts,

deceased. All persons bsvlng demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
SUSAN B. H. MILLER.
Chelsea, Maw, Dee. 10,1901.

10.00

LIMOGES
4.00
PATTER.
200
TOILET SET, CHINA.
30o
ROUDALSTADT VASE.
HAND PAINTED DARK RED COLOR LAMP.
looo
BROWN COLOR LAMP. 10.00.
GREEN
9.50
TWO-PIECE SET SUGAR AND CREAM. 6 00

,^50

1

4.00

FRENCH CHINA ASPARAGUS DISH.
7.50
1 CLAREMONT HAND PAINTED BERRY SET. 10.00

1

8.00
18.84
16.67
5.66
2.32
2.32
6.67
2.67
1.32
2.60
2.32
6.67
6.67
6.32
400
2.67
5.00
6.67

There will be other articles not listed above, including some of our BEST
lamps displayed on this table and will be sold at just TWO-THIRDS the regular price for the above three days only.
yg

’vst*

WE ARS OVERSTOCKED ^
i>
Inc ifioiSEy. *<&>*

/,

A

A

a

Underwear, Small Wares, Corsets,
Ribbons, Hosiery, Etc.
THURSDAY,

Cotton

Underwear, Petticoats, Umbrellas, light Robes, Stamped Goods,
Portieres, Demins, Silkolenes, Cretonnes, Wrappers, Etc.

This is an exceptional opportunity to get some of our best goods at a good
big
discount and at the season when your friends are looking for something in this
line. We have a large line of

Celluloid Goods and

Pictures,

that we are selling very low, beside our regular line of FANCY CHINA—A
stock that is seldom equalled in this State.

Fancy China, Tops, Dolls,Games, Books, etc.,
A complete line for the

Holiday shopper.

House and eleven acres of land, with good
orchard, situated on Searsport avenue, one mile
from Belfast postofflce. House is suitable for
two tenements. Terms reasonable: enquire on
the premises.
R08C0E BLACK.
December 18,19ol.—3w5l*
JLJ

$80.00

a 50

BOWL.
PLATTER.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

WEDNESDAY,
NOW

WAS

$33,000

ou^ special sale will be in

Linen Goods, White Goods, Towels,
and Domestic Goods of all kinds.

19, 20-1,

We will sell any of the goods listed below as follows. These
goods we have
placed on one table and marked them in plain figures.

Established In 1836

SURPLUS,

TUESDAY

Yours truly,

AND

rvt

DUUlCr,

CHICKENS, CELERY, CRANBERRIES

and

wish it understood that

will be sold each

by

our

day,

still

goods from every department

special

force to the class of goods

attention will be
on

days

as

given

mentioned

WF1The people

^Wadsworth’s Market.
XmaS

we

above.

CARLE & JONES.

WE HAVE ALL THE
FIXINGS FOR YOUR

While

TURKEYS

of this county know we do not deceive them
WE
by ay, FROTHY ADVERTISEMENTS.
HAVE THE GOODS and in sixty days you will have
them, at prices that will not deplete your prcket book.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

VEGETABLES.

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK.

AN EXPERT HATCH-BREAKER.

Distress after eating, belching and nansea
between meals are symptoms of dyspepsia,:
which Hood’s Sarsaparilla always cnres.
I

BY SUSAN BROWN

ROBBINS.
“You always used to know' how to
get a fellow out of scrapes, Olivia.”
“And you were always a master hand
at getting into ’em, Cousin Jason.
What is it now?” Miss Olivia asked, as
Jason did not seem inclined to go on.
“I’ve seen all day that there was something on your mind. Out with it.”
“It’s about Jessie.”
“A smart little girl.” Miss Olivia
commented. “You are lucky to have

such

a

“Do you think that literature is on the decline in this country ?”
“I don’t know,” answered Miss Cayenne.
“If half the books are as clever and convincing as the advertisements of them I
should say that we have entered upon a remarkable era of genius.”—Washington
Star.

Bought

Burt of 26 Broadway, New
“I am surprised and delighted
for the better in my case in
from the use of Dr. Agnew’s
Catarrhal Powder. It worked like magic—
there’s no excuse for a person suffering
pain with this remedy within reach. 50
cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
Howes & Co.—ti.

York,

competent housekeeper. Well,

attractive daughter as she is, and
keep her to yourself till the end of
time. I thought you had more sense.
Young people will marry—it’s human
nature.”
“It isn’t that, Olivia. It’s the young
man in the case.
He is not what I
should like for a son-in-law.”
“I see. You said it was Jessie, and I
did not understand. If he isn’t worthy,
why don’t you put a stop to his attenan

“He’s a brute!” Jason cried, vehe“Even now he does things to
hurt her feelings.
What will it be
when they are married? Besides, he

Kittie—“W’ell Harry Slocum has at last
asked Miss Waitleigh to marry him.”
Jane—“You don’t say?
When was it?”
Kittie—Night before last.”
Jane—“And what did she say to it?”
Kitey—“Not a word. She was speechless
with delight.”— Detroit Free Press.

bad," Miss Olivia admitted.
“She probably thinks she will reform
him. But don’t you worry, Jason. I’m
going to stay a week or two, and I’ll
see how the land lies.
Something can
probably be done, and I will find out
what it is. Jessie is too good a girl to
he sacrificed. You leave it to me to
“It looks

and
want-to-be-left-alone
feelings, blues, and hopelessness,
they should remember there is one tried and true remedy. Lydfca E.
Pinkliani's Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.
Refuse to buy any other medicine, for you need the best.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to health. Address, Lynn, Mass.

gone,”

her.”

All during her visit Jason watched
his cousin furtively. There were times
when he had a suspicion that she was
playing him false. Why else should
she seem so cordial and friendly when
Homer Elkins came over? Why should
she get him out in the kitchen where
J essie was at work? Why should she
try to have the two young' people talk
together as often as possible? Why
should she speak so well of Homer before Jessie?
Jason saw that Olivia was very observant. He was even aware that he
himself came in for a. share of her
sharp scrutiny. As time went on, he
became convinced that she had gone
over to the enemy, and was taking the
part of Homer and Jessie. He tried to
talk to her about it, but she gave him

-1

[Written for The Republican Journal]
Woodland Echoes.
When the goddess of the seasons.
Caine in robes of russet brown,
Wore no more her wreath of roses,
But a shining, golden crown,
In her quiet woodland rambles
Bore a torch of glowing fire,
Lighting tree and bush and bramble
To a flaming funeral pyre,
Wondering birds in sorrow listened
To her footsteps drawing near,
And w hen evening starlight glistened
And the air was crisp and clear,

chance.

Gathered, whispering to each other,
“She hath come our homes to blight.
In the early dawn together
Let us southward turn our flight.”

Finally, one evening, she asked Jason
to take a little walk with her.
“1 want
to go down to the big rock near the
spring hole," she said. “There used to
a seat in the rock that just suited me,
and 1 want to try it again.’’
.1 n silence they went across the moonlit fields. Olivia settled herself in the
niche in the rock, and Jason sat near
her.
"I got you out here,” she began, “because 1 knew it would be some time before we could be alone in the house,
and I don’t want to be broken of my
sleep, as I have got to start early in the
morning. 1 said I’d help you out of
your trouble about Jessie.”
“Yes.” Jason grumbled,
“and it
seems to me you’ve made things a great
deal worse than they were before.”
“Perhaps you would rather not have
my advice,then,” she said coolly. “Usually, when people call in a doctor
they leave things' to him and trust his
judgment. Shall I say what I came
out here to say, or shall we go back?”
“Oh, go on,” he said, hastily. “I
don't mean to find fault. I'll keep still
now till you get through.”
“Very well. That sounds better.”
She settled herself comfortably.
“I had to study the people concerned.
I got Jessie to give me her whole coniidence. I found out just what kind of a
fellow Homer is, and there were lots of
other things that had a bearing on the
1 shall not tell you half what 1
case.
learned, only just enough to show von
how to go to work to break up this
match. It’s so simple that anybody
but a man would have known without
being told. I’ll tell you in live words,
and then explain
afterward.”
She

How the leaves in terror rustled!
Ah, they knew not where to flee.
By the rude wind torn and hustled
From the clinging parent tree.
Lingering oak leaves—last to sever,
Scattered, driven far and wide,
Some upon the flowing river,
Helpless, drifting with the tide.
Some

with storm fiends wrestle,
But, where nature’s treasures sleep,
'* »th their loved
companions nestle,
Wrapped in silence dark and deep.
no

more

Leafless branches sway and murmur,
“In this bleak world left alone,
Born to gladden one brief summer.”—
(List to Hope’s sweet undertone.)
“Blessed mission! while they perish
From their night of grief and pain,
Spring the germs that warm and nourish
Summer’s bloom to life again.”
Troy, Nov. 1901.
S. J. S.
Bints

on

Table

Etiquette.

LITERARY MEWS AND NOTES.

The department of illustrated cookery in Table Talk is becoming more

valuable to houskeepers.
The halftone pictures are large, showing disthe
of
the
finished
tinctly
appearance
dish. The illustrations in the Christmas number are especially prepared for
the Holiday festivities. Among the
timely articles are: “The Conventional
Way of Setting the Table,” by Mrs.
Burton Kingslaud, an eminent authority. “What are Household Economies;”
“Dining Table Decorations;” “A Chrismas Thought;” “The Christmas FeastAll
ing,” by the cooking editor;
through the Year;” “Novelties and
Holiday Menus.” The December number appears to have made itself especially lielpful to its readers during the
Christmas time, by its menus, suggestions and illustrations. It is a valuable
assistant to the housekeeper because it
is practical and reliable and is the acknowledged American authority in its
field of endeavor. Recent issues will,
on request, be sent free to our readers,
or the Christmas number for 10
cents,
by sending to Table Talk Publishing

Co., Philadelphia.
During the fifty-eight years .of its
existence that sterling weekly maga“I don’t see how you can waste your time
zine The Living Age has steadily main- j
such nonsence as you put into your
tained its high standard. It is a thor- j writing
speeches!” said the overeandid friend.
of
the
oughly satisfactory compilation
“Humph!” rejoined the orator. “Don’t
most valuable literature of the day, criticise me. Look at all those
people who
and as such is unrivalled. As periodi- waste their time listening to it!”
cals of all sorts continue to multiply,
Ordinary household accidents have no
this magazine continues to increase in tenors when there’s a bottle of
Dr.
value; and it has become quite indis- Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the medicine chest.
Heals
to
the
American reader. By
burns, cuts, bruises, sprains. Instant
pensable
relief.

its aid alone he can, with an economy
TO A BAKED FISH.
of time, labor, and money otherwise
Preserve a respectful demeanor when you impracticable, keep well abreast with I
are brought into the room ;
the literary and scientific progress of
Don't stare at the guests while they ’re eat- the
age and with the work of the ablest
ing, no matter how much they con- living writers. It is the most
compre- Ii
sume.
hensive of magazines, and its prospec-1I
TO LETTUCE.
tus is well worth the attention of all
The humblest are counted the wisest, the who are
selecting their reading matter
modest are lauded the most;
for the new year. To all new subscribDon’t have a big head because sometimes !
ers for 1902; the publishers offer free
I
you sit on the right of the host.
the
seventeen
weekly issues for
TO LAMB CHOPS.
the four months September to DeIf there are only ladies at luncheon,—it becember, lfKfl, inclusive, until the ediing a feminine feast,—
I
You then may appear in curl-papers; no tion is exhausted. Intending subscribers should hasten to avail themselves of
one will object in the least.
this generous offer. The Living Age
TO THE MORNING PAPER.
Co., Boston, are the publishers.
By the family you’re welcomed at breakfast, your presence, indeed, they expect ;
Reflections of a Bachelor.
But pray do not come in your wrapper—it
isn’t considered correct.
—The Century.
A man’s income isn’t nearly so important to him as his outgo.

j

paused impressively.
“Pay attention to her yourself.”

She waited for this remark to have

4

The

President’s

Pastor.

President Roosevelt is a worshiper a#*
Grace Reformed church, an unpretentious little structure about half a mile
from the White House. The pastor.

When a man borrows money the man
who lends it to him borrows his enmity.

got friends

You’ve

you’ve got

with.

to burn when
money to do the same thing

Family connections are the ones we
didn’t have; relatives are those
proud of.
“The kind of garments women speak
of in the plural are mostly the kind
they don’t speak of.
wish we
we are

When

has done another a
wrong, first he has remorse, then a
one

man

greivance against him.

No woman can consider her engagement a success if it makes her regret

that

some

When

other

man

doesn’t regret it.

some
have ridden in the
same st reet car with a great man
of him as if he were a familiar

people

speak
acquaintance.
Nothing makes a man so proud
he has been losing money in

Stop speaking
Be polite to him

they

when
Wall
street as to go home and hear his wife
that
the
is
to
be a
predict
baby
going
Croesus, because he is so much like his

ather.—New York Press.

REV. JOHN M. SCHICK.

John M. Schick, is an earnest, scholarly man. He is about fifty-three year*
of age. He is a minister of the German Reformed church, while President
Roosevelt is a communicant of the
Dutch branch of the denomination.
The Cause of the Plague,
In the middle of the fourteenth century the city of Paris passed an ordinance enjoining the cleansing of the
and the shutting up of swine. It
as neglected, as usual, and a terrible
was the consequence.
The
faculty of medicine, called upon for a
remedy by the Icing, sent to inform
him, after long discussion, that tbe
was the result of a hostile conction of the planets Mars and Jo-

Kreets

fplague

«fue

Miss Olivia saw Jessie again. After
they had talked for some little time the Piter.
elder woman inquired for Homer Elkins.
OAIPTOHIA.
“I don’t know how he is, I am sure,”
The Kind You Haw Alwiyt BofM
said Jessie a little coldly. “We never Baa tu
see him now.”
After a pause she said: “There is
another one of the neighbors who has
From the way some fathen sympabeen very friendly of late.” She colored slightly, then added, looking up thize with themselves over it you would
demurely, “and pa seems to like him think it was they who were teething,
and not the baby.
very much.”—Springfield Republican.

T

Bowdoin College

Catalogue.

The catalogue for Bowdoin college
for 1901-1902, just issued, shows a total
enrollment of 345, of which number 254
are in the academic department.
The
enrollment
in
the medical school,
is
smaller
than
usual; but
ninety-one,
this is explained by the fact that the
recent change in the length of the
medical course from three years to four
causes the school to be without a fourth
year class this year.
The catalogue is larger than those of
previous years. New matter has been
inserted, such, for example, as the
names of recipients of degrees in 1901,
the latest college regulations, etc., etc.
Saved

His

Ufe.

“I wish to say that I feel I owe my life to
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure,” writes H. C.
Chrestenson of Hayfield, Minn. “For three
I was troubled with dyspepsia so that
could hold nothing on my stomach. Many
times I would be unable to retain a morsel
of food. Finally I was confined to my bed.
Doctors said I could not live. I read one of
vour advertisements on Kodol
Dyspepsia
Cure and thought it fit my case and commenced its use. I began to improve from
the first bottle.
Now I am cured and
recommend it to all.” Digests your food.
Cures all stomach troubles.
B. H. Moody.

fears

Deep Water Vessels.

of

Life is mostly
regrets.

made up of

desire and

“Now, Johnny,” said the Sunday school
teacher, “you may tell us what a prophet

BARKS.

Subjects
of

“Aren’t you afraid ?”
“Not a bit.”
“What are you going to do?”
“Frighten them away. I’m going to the
head of the stairs ahd call down to them
that if they don’t leave instantly you will
come down and give them a
talking to.”—
Washington Star.

lows.
when

war folA man’s stomach rebels,
abused, and indigestion
follows.

TRUE “L. F.” ATWOOD’S BITTERS
reorganize the system and
restore you to health.
35 cents a bottle.

Something wrong
Many children who are troubled
with indigestion, sour stomach,
griping pains above the navel,
convulsions and similar symptoms of worms, are many times
treated for other diseases. The
one remedy that will relieve
^ them is True’s Pin Worm

may be worth to you more than $100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontinence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once. $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47
-—---—

A New

Departure.

FARM AND HOME elsewhere advertised
in connection with this
paper, with its nearly half a million subscribers, has inaugurated a new departure in agricultural journalism. It takes hold of matters by the
business end.
It not only tells its readers
how to raise the best and largest crops, the
best treatment of stock, etc, but devotes
special attention to the marketing of crops.
It shows how farmers may
co-operate to secure a larger share of the
price which their
produce brings in market. This is the dollar„market that every farmer is striving for.
A fine Art Calendar for 1902, with weather
forecasts for every day in the year, and five
beautiful pictures, 9x13, each a gem of art,
is included in each
subscription.
The Christmas Dinner.
In spite of the fact that the word dyspepsia means literally bad cook, it will not be
fair for many to lay the blame on the cook
if they begin the Christmas Dinner with
little appetite and end it with distress or
nausea. It may not be fair for any to do
that—let us hope so for the sake of the cook!
The disease dyspepsia indicates a bad
stomach, that is a weak stomach, rather
than a bad cook, and for a weak stomach
there is nothing else equal to Hood’s SarsaIt gives the stomach vigor and
parilla.
tone, cures dyspepsia, creates appetite, and
makes eating the pleasure it should be.
Tenderfoot (on Texan ranch)—I should
think it would be a lot of trouble for a man
to pick out his own cattle from among so
many.
Cowboy—Oh, that’s an easy matter. The
trouble begins when he picks out some other
man’s cattle 1 See ?—Chicago Hews.

Do you eyer have any trouble with
jour digestion? Doea your head aohe?
Do you feel dizzy? Do you realize the
fact that what you eat does not nourish
as it should?
If this is so, stop for your own sake
and consider the danger you are in. It

you

■

will only take a few minutes of your
time to consider what we have to say.
Buy a bottle of VINOL and see if it
does not do you good. If you find that
we have overstated our belief and after
a fair trial you find Vinol is not all we
claim let us know and we will refund you
what you have paid for the medicine.
Here is a letter on this subject:
“I had severe distress in my stomach,
dizziness, then a numb feeling all over.
Finally I was sick in bed. Then I tried
VINOL. I have now taken three bottles
and I am again around the house attending to my duties. Mrs. C. F. Lewis, 95
Pool St., Biddeford, Me.”
VINOL accomplishes the good that it
does by acting directly on the digestive
organs and by enabling the stomach to
obtain for itself the necessary element^
that are required to build up the body.

A. A. HOWE & CG,

Elixir.

P

It is the best rem-

the world for worms.
|\ edyin
It is
as a

unequalled

tonic
and restorative of vital
energy. For 60 years the
standard liousehold remit
edy for children. Absolutely liarmless. Give tt to
the children to guard against

jO
jM
fg

^
■

1

I

Sold by all drugSend for booklet.
gists,
DR. J. F. TRUE A CO.,
Auburn, Me.
worms.

36c.

WILL CURE IT

Hale’s
Honey of
Horehound
and Tar

In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

corner ot

One mil

Price, $676.
PLEASANT

STREET.

Price, $1500.
BAY
About

&

a Piano

By Renting It.
Our

Rental Purchase Plan makes
buying a piano easy. If you are interested,
write us ana we will quote
special prices
on new or second-hand
pianos and fully
describe our system of Renting Pianos,
allowing rent paid to apply toward purchase. Good square pianos to learn on
$50 and upward. Call at our warerooms
andexamine our stock of over 200
pianos,
or send for our list of
bargains.

Ivers & Pond pcT
Boylston St., Boston.

On anti after Oct. 8, 1901, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

j Boston,

run as

CHURCH.
Price, 8,->o each.

50.

grist mill, etc., occupied by Swai

Sibley Company.

PERSONAL
Seven

PROPERTY.

hundred shares of stock in Mainifac

facturing Real Estate Company. Par value sio.
These shares are one third of all the stock issued
The corporation owns the building and real estan
connected with the shoe factory, is out of deb:
and in no way involved in the embarassmentof the Critchett, Sibley Company. When lie
shoe factory starts its rental will pay a
good dm
dead on this stock and it will be worth par. v
present it is for sale in blocks of one share ,n
more at
$5.00 per share.
shares stock Maine Condensed Milk Co.
Price, $1.50 per share.

Ten

Seven one hundred and twenty-eighths
schooner Charlotte T. Sibley. Price, with earn
iugs from date of sale only, m>OO.
One top carriage. Price S15.
For further

particulars call

on

EDWARD
••

or

SIBLEY, Belfast, Maine.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Administrator, Augusta, Maine.

A Gnat

Clubbing Oftai
Till BepiHican JotI
AND

at

will

STREET.

VIEW

one

Price, $250.

Pike's Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

114 and 116

own,

Will alwin

BROOKS.

The Best and Most Practical Farm and family
Paper Published
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Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

sold

at

$5 00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. W. George
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Bootiiby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, October 10, 1901.

niipici
Winter Reduced Rates.

A BEAUTIFUL ART CALENDAR
FOR 1902

For

Only $2.00

i* t-dionii
Relit ving that every one of our I
have at least one good farm and fa:
jourm.
! :• by w
we have perfected arrangements
'•'urna.;
can send that practical and instr.a
Farm ani> Home, in connection w n
I'm lii
i! a;
|p 1’iiLiCAN Journal, including a rbelow
(useful Art Calendar for 1902 as dot a
ui.i
all for only S2.0O, the ju ice of Tin in
bn:
can Journal alone. We are unable to ui\
a brief description of the contents < f K\hm
and Home, which is nnequaled for variety n
excellence. Prominent among its many
ments may be mentioned the—
■

Farm and Garden
Market Report*
Fruit Culture
Mechanical Devices
Fashions and Fancy Work
The Apiary
Feeding and Breeding
Talks with Our Lawyer News of the Day
Household Features
Dairy and Creamery
The Poultry Yard
The Quest ion BoxPlants and Flowers
The Veterinary
The Horse
Sheep and Swine
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s sub
scription making a volume of over 600 pages,
teeming with all the latest and most reliable in
formation that experience and science -can
supply
No better proof of its popularity can be offered tnau
its enormous circulation, which extends into ever,
state, each number being read by no less than a
million readers.

THE ART CALENDAR
Combines a portfolio reproducing in color
one of the greatest of modern paintings and
four other masterpieces in single tone, each
9x13, suitable for framing.
It also includes Weather Forecasts for every <1.
inthe year, space for Daily Memoranda, Month
Guide to Work Outdoors and In, When to Buvan
Sell, How to Combat All Pests of Home or Farm.
Household Helps, Census Returns, Statistics, etc.
The Calendar proper comprises aS pages, oxi,;.
and is embellished by a beautiful reproduction
all its original colors of a most charming and 1*
mous painting entitled “Writing to Papa,” the p;
ture representing a little girl seated at a table w:'1
in hand and diligently writing her first letter
er fond
Four additional masterpieces
papa.
single tone are also included, separate from the
text of the Calendar, each 9x13 inches.

Een

BELFAST TO BOSTON, $2.25.

Do not delay

or fa*l to ^a^e advantage of this
great offer, for never before was
much offered for so small a sum.
Remember we
send both papers a full year, including the Calen
daras above described, all
at the very low
postpaid,
Address all orders to
price stated

REP. JOURNAL PUB

Commencing Monday, December 2,1901, steamleave Belfast, (weather permitting):
For Boston, via. Camden and Rockland, at
about 2.00 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays,
For Bangor, via. way-landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 8.00 a. m., or upon arrival

ers

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
Bangor, via. way-landings, Mondays and
Supt., Boston

500 Other Artciles

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New York.

STOPPED FREE
IBpaa
■ ■
Penueaentlr Cured tn

DR. KLIME’S BREAT
I I jk nerve
w

FARM ON MILLER STREET.
Nine acres (under good cultivation,
Miller Street and Lincolnville avenue.
from post office.

cure

Buy

city
Will

Price $300.

One fourth

Silverware, Watches, and

quickly.

™

MAIN AND FEDERAL STREETS.
Corner lot in the (business heart of the
4,150 feet. Level and good building snot.
be worth $1,000 inside of five years.

CO..

Belfast, He

A FREE PATTELN
(your

own

scriber.

select <-hU

Only 50

to every subcents a rear.

"MS CALL'S^
MACAZ1NEW
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
A

rem; beautiful

colored

platrs ; latest
l.i
>
S
fiction, rti.
for latest copy
Send for terms

fashions; dressmaking

economics

work; household hints;
scribe to day, or, send 5c

Ely’s Cream Balm

I I

FOOLER HOUSE,|HIUH STREET.

NORTH

your cold before more seritrouble ensues.
2 5^, 50?, $1.00
the
largest size cheapest.
per bottle;
Refuse substitutes.
A.t all druggists.
will

11.00 a. m.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l

1

s

Five thousand square feet of land and a cosy
convenient brick house. Formerly owned and
occupied, during his residence in Belfast, by Justice William H. Fogler of the Maine Supreme
Judical Court.
Modern conveniences.
Price
subject to mortgage of $1500 to Belfast SavingBank, »r,oo.

Thursdays at

the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

™

desired.

Pews No. 30 and

ous

From
From

cleanses, soothes and heals

restorer

No Pita after first day

GIVEN

AWAY

By selling 10 lbs. best Oolong or Eng. Breakfast
Tea;at 50c. .pound and 10 lbs. best Mocha and
Java Coffee at 35c. pound, you can obtain onelialf dozen silver knives ana one-half dozen silver folks absolutely free.
Numerous other articles given away. A grand chance to get Christmas
presents without cost. Write for circular.
COLONIAL TEA COMPANY,
lm50*
186 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

"

ss^TSs^S^WLlnt^SSSSSS:
unirch Street. PMMBhtaT^CS%

I
Lady &gen wauled.
8tylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

MS CALL 41%

Patternsw,
AM Seams Allowed and Perforations show
the Basting and Sewing Lines.
Only 10 and i$ cants each—none higher
Ask for them. Sold in nearly
Md town, or by mail from

every city

Freedom Notice.

THE McCALL CO..
113-115-117 West 31st St. **W YORK.

This is to certifythat I have this day given to
my son, Chester H. Norton, his time auring his
minority. I shall claim none of his earnings nor
pay any of his bills after this date.
Palermo, Dec. 9,1901.
3wfi0»
B. C. NOETON.

The Republican Journal and McCall’s Magazine with free patterns, will be sent one year tor
12.10 in advance. Address
Rep. Journal Pub. Co..
Belfast, Me.

a aao.

personal or hr Bail; treatise aad
•» TRIAL BOTTLE FRBB
(a Pit patitata who pay ospreaeafo oaly on delivery.
J’tarBMenl Curt, not only temporary relief. Hr all NerConjnUtation,

all modern conveniences!
The grounds extend from High to Union streets
and contains about one acre. Tennis court. Nice
orchard.
Within a few rods of Belfast Bay of
which it commands a fine view. Especially adapted for summer home or fashionable boarding
house. Six thousand dollars buys it this fall. ft
will be worth more in the spring. A potion of
the purchase money can remain on mortgage if

Price, $250.

RETURNING:

CATARRH

places in Belfast. The buildings
brick residence with ell, a
stable and carriage house

half acre of level land adjoining
tidewater, about one-eighth mile below stenmhon'
wharf. Suitable for cottage. The best location
for a wharf south of Commercial street.

of steamer from Boston.

Nasal

One of the best

are a large two story
new and commodious
and a smaller stable;

The mild days of early spring make
you careless and then you take cold.

Dr. Emmons’

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds or anxious women. There is positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed. The most difficult eases successfully treated by mail,and beneficial results guaranteed in
every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars
and free conftdential advice. Do not put off too
long. All letters truthfully answered. Remember, this remedy is absolutely safe under every
possible condition and positively leaves no after
ill effectupon the health. Sent by mail,
securely
sealed, $2.00. Money letters should be registered.
DR. J W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston.

SIBLEY,

in common with Hon. W. H. Swan.
rent.

Off Your Guard

WORM

ELIXIR

A. C.

following real estate is offered for sale:
HOMESTEAD ON H1UH STKtET.

the

Undivided half of two houses and lot

TRUES
PIN

To close tile estate of the late

DRUCCISTS.

1

I

FOR SALE.

If It Ever Gives You Trouble, Try Vinol
Bn Our Guarantee and Get Wall.

TO BELFAST.

“Just one,” he pleaded.
“Only one?” she asked coyly.
“Only one,” he said.
“You’ll be satisfied with just one little
one?”
“Yes,” he answered, drawing her closer.
“In that case,” she said coldly, “you are
utterly lacking in the modern accumulative
spirit that brings prosperity, and I do not
feel that my future would be safe in your
hands.”—Chicago Post.

$1( 0-Dr. F. Deletion's Anti-Dlurellc

Sovereign

a

“Itching hemorrhoids were the plague of
Was almost wild.
Doan’s Ointmy life.
ment cured me quickly and
permanently,
after doctors had failed.”
C. F. Cornwell,
Valley Street, Saugerties, N. Y.

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy47

*W

rebel, when abused, and

is.”

“Why,” replied Johnny, “it’s a fellow
that’s always lookin’ for a chance to say ‘I
told you so.’ ”—Philadelphia Press.
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup seems
especially adapted to the needs of the children.
Pleasant to take; soothing in its influence ; it is the remedy of all remedies for
every form of throat and lung disease.
“Leonidas,” said Mrs. Meekton, “there
are burglars in the house.”
“I’ll get right up and see about;it.”

YOUR STOMACH,

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, arrived at Cape Town
C. G. H., Dec. 5, from Port Townsend.
A G Ropes, D. Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Dec 6 for Queenstown.
A. J Fuller, arrived at Newcastle, N. S.
W. Nov. 17 from Cape Town.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, Baltimore for
San Francisco; spoken July, 17, lat 33 N
Ion 43 30 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at Port
Townsend Oct 29 from Nagaski.
E B Sutton, J P Butman, sailed from
Yokohama Nov 1 for New York via Kobe.
Fort George, Chas. C. McClure, sailed
from Port Townsend Oct 7from Chemainus,
for Port Pirie.
Gov Robie, sailed from Everett, Wash.
Sept 1 for Sydney, N. S. W.
Henry B Hyde, arrived at San Francisco
June 13 from Baltimore.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Manila Oct. 7
for Newcastle, N. S. W.
Mary' L Cushing, arrived at Newcastle,
I?. S. W. Nov. 25 from Cape Town.
Manuel Llaguno, D C Nichols, sailedfrom
Hong Kong Oct 25 for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
b J) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Tacoma, Wash. Nov 1 for Honolulu.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from Manila
Nov. 18 for Seattle.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, at Hong
Kong Oct. 25 for New York.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at San Francisco Pec 9 from Honolulu.
Wm II Macy, arrived at Port Gamble
Nov. 21 from San Francisco.
Wm U Conner, 11 F Colcord, at Hong
Kong Oct 25 for Baltimore and New' York.

Alice Keed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Montevideo Oct 23 for Barbados.
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco
Aug. 17 from Honolulu.
Ethel,
Podge, arrived at Portland July
What’s the 1 rouble?—Is it Sick Head- 20 from Charleston.
ache? Is it Biliousness? Is it Sluggish
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, arrived
Liver? Is your skin sallow? Do you feel at Philadelphia Nov. 8 from Rosario.
more dead than alive ?
Mabel I Meyers, N Meyers, sailed from
Your system needs
toning—Y'our liver isn’t doing its work— Montevideo Dec .3 for New York.
Don’t resort to strong drugs—Dr. Agnew’s
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia Dec 3
Little Pills, 10 cents tor 40 doses, wilt work from Havana.
wonders for you. Large vials 23 cts. Sold
Olive Thurlow, sailed from Baltimore
by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. Oct 31 for Guaniea.
—43.
Penobscot, arrived at Cape Town Sept 3
from Freemantle.
“Y'ou are verbose,” he said, by way of
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, at Bucksport,
criticism.
repairing.
she
“I
have
to
be.”
“Unfortunately,”
said,
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Naturally he was curious.
New York Dec 8 from Fernandina.
“One must live up to one’s reputation,”
arrived at New York
Sachem,
she explained, “and you know the reputa- Feb 28 fromNichols,
Hong Kong.
tion of my sex.
It is very trying to have a
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Vinerecord to maintain.”—London Fun.
yard Haven Dec 11 from Rosariofor Boston.
Willard Mudgett. J II Monroe, sailed
Have You a fkm Oise, se?—Tetter,
from Turks Island Nov 23 for Boston.
Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, EczeSCHOONERS.
ma, Itch, Barber’s Itch, Ulcers, Blotches,
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Chronic Erysipelas, Liver Spots, Prurigo,
St. Pierre, Mart., Nov. l4from Philadelphia.
Psoriasis, or other eruptions of the skin—
Henry Clausen, Jr, cleared from Apawhat Hr. Agnew’s Ointment has done for
others it can do for you—cure you. One ap- lachicola Dec 6 for Boston.
H B Colson, arrived at New York
Gladys,
plication gives relief. SB cents. Sold by Nov. 16 from Fernandina.
Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—44.
John C Smith, McDonald, sailed from BalBridegroom—1 don’t see anything of your timore Nov. 30for Mayport.
father’s $10,000 check.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from
He promised it
didn’t he? Bride—Yes, but he saw that Pensacola Nov. 26 for Irvington, N. Y.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Philyour father had already given us one, and
he knew we didn’t care to have any dupli- adelphia Nov 29 for Jacksonville.
R W Hopkins, Hicliborn, arrived at New
cate presents.
York Nov. 18 from Montevideo.
A lazy liver makes a
R F Pettigrew, arrived at New York Dec
Burdock
lazy man.
Blood Bitters is the natural, never failing 10 from Port
Spain.
for
a
remedy
lazy liver.
Willie L Newton sailed from Key West
Friend—I see you have a dress suit case. Dec 6 for Tampa.
Going away for over night ?
Of Benefit to You.
Vermilye (on automobile)—No; only for
an hour or so. That isn’t a dress suit
I). S. Mitchell, Fulford, Md.: “During a
case,
it is my repair kit.—Brooklyn Eagle.
long illness I was troubled with bed sores,
was advised to
try DeWitt’s Witch Hazel
In reply to Inquiries we have
pleasure Salve and did so with wonderful results. I
111 announcing that
Ely’s Liquid Cream was perfectly cured. It is the best salve on
lialm is like the solid preparation of that the market.” Sure cure for
piles, sores,
admirable remedy in that it cleanses and burns.
Beware of counterfeits.
R. II.
heals membranes affected by nasal catarrh. Moody.
There is no dry ing or sneezing.
The
Liquid Cream Balm is adapted to use bypatients who have trouble in inhaling
through the nose and prefer spraying. The
price, including spraying tube, is 75 cents.
Sold by druggists or mailed by Ely Brothers,
5(> Warren Street, New
Jork.

$5000 FORFEIT IF THE ABOVE LETTER IS NOT GENUINE.
When women are troubled with irregular, suppressed or painful
menstruation, weakness, leucorrhoea, displacement or ulceration of the
womb, that bearing-down feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache,
bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, or are beset with such symptoms as dizziness, faintness, lassitude,
sleeplessness, melancholy, “allexcitability, “irritability, nervousness,
”

drinks.”

me

was goin’ to talk five
quit right now if you’ll
de change in cash.”—Washington

Heart Disease Relieved In 30 Minutes.
—Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the Heart gives
perfect relief in all cases of Organic and
Sympathetic Heart Disease in 30 minutes,
and speedily effects a cure. It is a peerless
remedy for Palpitation, Shortness of Breath,
Smothering Spells, Pain in Left Side, and
all symptoms of a Diseased Heart.
One
dose convinces. Sold by Edmund Wilson
and A. A. Howes & Co.—42.

while health and happiness is my daily experience now. You certainly have one grateful friend in Emporia, and I have praised your
Vegetable Compound to a large number of my friends. You have
my permission to publish my testimonial in connection with my picture.
Yours sincerely, Miss Marion Cunningham, Emporia, Kans.”

mently.

and talk with him when he comes over
to the house.
Be so pleasant to Jessie
that when Homer does things that are
not pleasant they will stand out conspicuously. Then try to do things for
her.
Take her riding, get her little
things she wants, talk to her about
whatever she is interested in, and get
her interested in new things.
Take
her to the theatre or to concerts once
You may not want to
in a while.
spend the money or time, but you
ought to be willing to deny yourself as
long as it is to save your daughter
from a life of misery. Last of all, let
her have a chance to see really worthy
young men. If you do all of these
things faithfully, I think I can safely
promise that Jessie will never marry
Homer Elkins. Now we will go back.”
In silence again they recrossed the
fields. Just before the door was reached Olivia paused and held out her hand.
“Will you do it, Jason?” she asked.
“Yes,” he answered huskily, and he
took her hand and wrung it hard.
it was a little less than a year when

give

Star.

—

-all.”

thing sharp or unkind.
slightingly of Homer.

true dat your time is worth a hundred dollars a minute?”
“Yes, sir,” answered the millionaire,

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
Your Vegetable Compound cared me
of womb trouble from which I had been a great sufferer for nearly
three years. During that time I was very irregular ar.d would often
have intense pain in the small of my back, and blinding headaches and
severe cramps.
For three months I used Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, and aches and pains are as a past memory,

tions?”

change

“Mister,” said Meandering Mike, “is it I

M iss Marion Cunningham, the Popular
Treasurer of
Woman’s
Club of Emporia, Kans., has This to Say of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

Jason's face was troubled. “I tried to,
but they are both headstrong, and 1
can't do anything with them. I’ve done
everything 1 could think of, and, it
don’t do a bit of good. 1 did make her
promise to wait a couple of years before she marries him. The time is half
gone now, and she seems just as anxious to have him as she did at first.”
“What is the matter with him? Perhaps he might make her happy, after

its effect and then went on.
“If a man is going to marry a woman,
people expect him to exert himself a
little to make her happy. Hut if a man
has a daughter, nothing of the kind
seems to be loo.ked for.
I’m not saying
that you abuse Jessie. I think you" are
kinder to her than Homer would be
after they had been married awhile, but
you see she does not think of that. He
is nicer to her now than you are, and
she thinks it will last. This is plain
talk, Jason, but we used to talk plainly
to each other, and I don’t see why we
should stop now.
“You spoke of his saying tilings to
hurt her feelings. Well, you say things
that hurt her feelings, too, and if she
hadn’t got used to it from you, why the
things he says would seem" a good deal
worse.
I have noticed that you say
unpleasant things to her about him.
Don’t you know that is the very worst
thing you can do? It makes her side
with him against you. She thinks that
everybody is down on him, except herself, and that makes her feel more
tenderly toward him.
“Now I’ll tell you what to do. Stop
finding fault with him. Never say any-

says:

at the
one day

going to lose my
competent housekeeper.”
I
are
not such a sim“Oh, hope you
pleton as to think you can have such

no

Yesterday—Cured To-day.—

Mrs. 0. C.

what about Jessie?”
“I’m afraid I am

save

1

Register
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The State asMaine Matters.
sessors havecommiLied the semi-annual i
hanks and loan and
tax on the

savings

This
commitment was $17,(!(><> higher than |
the dune commitment, and the total |
tax for the year will be $500,723, as
against $448,827 for 1900, an increase of j
$51,905. This increase is partly due to
the increase in the number of deposits
and to the sale of government bonds,
.exempt from taxation), and the investment of the proceeds in securities
which are taxable.At the head of a
party of about 50 of his followers, Rev.
1'. \V. Sanford of the “Holy Ghost and
i s" band, with headquarters at Shiloh, !
sailed from Boston on the steamer New
England, Dec. 4th, bound for England.
The travelers will do evangelistic work
for some time before proceeding to the
Holy Land.A verdict of murder in
the first degree was returned at Dexter
Dec. 4th against Henry Lambert, the
voung French Canadian guide and
woodsman, charged with the murder of
the Allen family at Shirley, last May,
after one of the longest criminal trials
in the history of the State. The jury
was out less twin two hours.I. b.
Dorsey, formerly of Ellsworth, but
lately in the hotel business in Eastport,
is the head of a “hotel trust” formed in
Maeliias. The several hotels and livery
Maldes in Maeliias have been bought up
'iv the combination, and will be carriep
oil under the same management.
Ubert ITayden of Presque Isle, a
iowdoin medical graduate, crazed from
verstudv, dived out of a window in a
11. ,v A. train Dec. 4th near Crystal
station but was saved by the deep snoiv.
lie was taken to Augusta.The incomes; city government of Portland will
mud seven Republican aldermen and
\\ s' I lemocrats, 20 Republican common
"iincilmen and seven Democrats.
i here are 1800 registered guides in the
state at the present time. 1780 of whom
'..■in Maine, while 11 are non-residents,
.ast year there were 1824 guides regisrcd.' So that this year, there is a fallc off of 24 in the number duly authorizGott of the
d to guide.Keeper A.
ml Island light station says the gale
* Nov.
loth was the most severe he
experienced during the eight years
has been in charge of the station.
'. t one time the tog bell, 35 feet above
water mark, was covered by the
a.
which took away the sidewalk
mud the dwelling house and flooded
cellar also.Warren is happy on
c
prospect of the extension of the
ckland, Thomaston A Camden street
dway from Thomaston to Warren.
iuoseiiead Lake is closed to navigam.Don. P. U. Vickery. Mrs. Vicklier sister. Mrs. C. A". Smith of
abody, Mass., and Percy V. Hill, will
Dec. 20th for Los
■ave
Augusta
After they are fairly
\ngeles, Cal.
;iled for the winter Senator A'ickery
I return home, returning for the
-t of the party in the spring.Halloveil's "Grand Old Man,” Judge II. K.
’■iker. celebrated bis 95th birthday
nuiversary Dee. 2nd and greatly coved the calls of friends. His mind
-nil retains its clearness, and he is as
ueh interested in public affairs as

building

ASTHMA
Asthmalene

associations of the State.

*

Brings Instant Relief

The report of the (State registrar of
ital statistics, just issued, shows that
I number of divorces granted by the
Maine courts has grown from 552 in
sag to 700 for the last year, an increase
>t 43.11 per cent.
In nearly two-thirds
of the cases the basis of the suit is
given as either cruel and abusive treatment or desertion. It is declared that
the charges of desertion are made in
many instances with the collusion of
noth’parties to the suit and the same
is true of the allegations of
cruel
and abusive treatment.
i lie laws 01 tne state are very liberal
tlie matter of divorces, and, apparently, their interpretation by the courts
-•

gradually growing

more

advantage-

to persons seeking freedom from
Matrimonial ties upon trival grounds,
the statistics for the last year show
at only seventy-one suits were sucI'.ssful in which adultly was alleged,
a
this number the husband was the
liellant forty-six times and the wife
wenty-five times. Out of the whole
umber of divorces granted the wife
was the libellant 579 times and the husand only ill times.
The complaints alleging extreme cruelnumber only four, aud in each in,
wince the complainant was a woman,
this charge is set up only when it is
possible to prove personal violence,
lows upon the body, and actual injury,
intoxication was alleged in ninety-four
-nits, of which only five were brought
igaiiist wives.
For some time the growth in the numer of divorces lias been apparent and
he Legislature has been asked to make
the divorce laws more stringent. Ac"lding to lawyers the divorce laws of
Maine are as liberal as those of any
'tate in the Union, with one or two exceptions. [New York Sun.
ms

Health aud Beauty.
poor complexion is usually tlie result of
torpid liver or irregular action of tlie
bowels. Unless nature’s refuse is carried
■If it will surely cause impure blood. Pimples, boils and other eruptions follow. This
nature’s method of throwing off the
poisons which the bowels failed to remove.
1 leWitt’s Little Early Risers are world
amous for remedying this condition.
They
-timulate the liver and promote regular and
ealthy action of the bowels, but never
■ause griping, cramps or distress.
Safe
pills. R. 11. Moody.
\

A

Woman

Scalped.

Physicians are watching with much
interest the case of Minnie French,
who had the scalp torn from her head
m the mill of the Edwards Manufacturing Company in Augusta Saturday
orenoon.
The shaft which caught her
''•alp tore it entirely free from ihe
'hull and left it hanging to the mahinery in two pieces. She was carried
in her home and on the arrival of the
physicians it was found that no one had
thought to bring the scalp. Dr. L. J.
( looker went to the
mill, took the
scalp, cleaned it and half an hour after
the accident commenced stitching it
pack in place upon the girl’s head.
Before he had gone far he found that
another piece of scalp was missing, a
piece some three or four inches in size,
lie sent again to the mill, found the
missing piece and an hour after the accident stitched it into place. The operation required the taking of one hundred
stitches and hopes are expressed that
it will prove successful.—New Age.
for Over rut) Tears.
Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over fifty years by millions of
toothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhma.
1 s pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.
An

Patient—What would you think of a
climate for me, doctor ?
Doctor—Good heavens, sir, that is just
what I am trying to save you from!—
Punch.

warmer

FREE.

and Permanent Cure

wbo

There is

HAINCD

FOR TEN
YEANS

1

relief,

even

nothing like Asthmalene.
in the worst cases.

It brings instant
It cures when all else

falls.
The Rev. C. F. Wells of Villa Ridge, 111., says: “Your
trial bottle of Asthmalene received in good condition. I
cannot tell you how thankful I feel for the good derived
from it. I was a slave, chained with putrid sore throat
and asthma for ten years. I despaired of ever
being
cured. I saw your advertisement for the cure of this
dreadful and tormenting disease, asthma, and thought
you had overspoken yourselves, but resolved to give it a
trial. To my astonishment, the trial acted like a charm
Send me a full-size bottle.”
Htis
We want to send to every sufferer a trial treatment of
Asthmalene, simi'ar to the one that cured Mr. Wells.
We’ll send it by mail postpaid, absolutely free of
charge, to any sufferer who will write for it, even on a postal. Never
mind, though you are despairing, however bad your case, Asthmalere will
relieve and cure. The worse your case, the more glad we are tr end it.
Do not delay. Write at once, addressing J)R. TAFT BROS.’ MEDICINE
CO., 70 East 130th St., N. Y. City. Sold by all Druggists.

E.

M. C.

Seminary

Societies.

Little

The literary societies of the E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport, have elected officers as
follows:
The Ki'i.ai.ian Society.
President,
Eva L. Mayo; Vice Pres., Gertrude Perkins; Sec., Alice Haskell; Treas., Marian
Hutchins; Executive Committee, Gertrude
Perkins, Ethel Ilarriman, Hattie Cook ;
Question Committee, Grace Ramsdell,
Helen Page, Mary Sails.
The C alouhetom An Society. Pres i
dent, \Y. It. Itoix; Vice Pres., George Mont
gomery; Secretary, A. B. Luce; Treasurer
Raymond Fellows; Warden, W. 1). Rhoades;
Chaplain, R. II. Elwell; committees as follows:
Ways and Means, Roix, Wiggin,
K ndell; Executive, Rhoades,
Bridges,
Sawyer; Music, Farnham, Fellows, Mont-

Photo

recent

photo by Pach, New York.]

GROVER

CLEVELAND.

Princeton
the
university and its
friends will no douht see much more of.
him. He has shunned society of lato.

Maine

In Xortliport Dec. nth, Lura E. Glidden, the wife of Mr. F. !>. (Hidden, closed
he 1 earthly existence at the age of 01 years
:> months and in days.
She was the second
child and oldest daughter of the late Horace
and Athenia Titus of Union, where she was ;
born on the 25th of August, US-10, she came I
to Xortliport about 2<s years ago with her
first husband, the late ('apt. Thomas Phil
brook, from Viualkaven, and had resided
there ever since, and an here she was again
married about ten years ago.
Besides her
husband she leaves a brother, Mr. 11. N.
Titus of Appleton, the only survivor of the
family. The acuteness of the disease
(dropsy) caused intense suffering, but
through it all she complained not, but bore
it an it li courage that ay as truly heroic. Amid
it all she w as ever cheerful and spoke words
of comfort and consolation to one she kuew
she w as about to hid good-bye. As the last
hour drew near, and the angel of death
kissed down her eyelids into calm and peaceful sleep, it was a great relief not only to
the sufferer and to him an-ho held her hand
as she passed calmly into the great beyond.
The funeral occurred at her home Sunday
afternoon, and ay as largely attended by
friends and neighbors, Avho came to pay
their last respects to a truly good and deserving woman. She was a firm believer in
the religion of spiritualism, and for is
years was a constant attendant at the meetings at Temple Heights.
Nothing could
SAverve her from a belief that brought to
her such sweet contentment in this life and
the full frutition of a more glorious one in
the new life she has now entered up >m
Plain and unassuming in manner, affable 1
and courteous to all, kind and benevolent
in disposition, she was ever ready to stretch
forth a helping band to the distressed ami
atHicted. In her home her worth was deeply prized and highly honored. She was a
kind, devoted wife. Mrs. Martin Gray of
Belfast officiated and spoke very feelingly
Her words were well
of the deceased.
chosen and very appropriate, and came with
that sincerity of truth that could not fail to
find a responsive throb in every heart, and
all felt that
“The best will come in the great “To be
It is ours to serve and wait;
And the wonderful future Ave soon shall see
For death is but the gate.”

/HF

Roofing Tin

was

has lasted 50 years, on houses
sea

NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.

Things

in

I

more

T h1
trademark li item pad J
aeobV^raheet of the genu- 1
Aak your dealer, or
write f W. C. GRONIMIYIR, Agent,
to i Oarnegla Building, ntteburg,
for llluatrated book on roofing,

on

lne.

Dressing.

the most popular for the time being.
range in price from seventy-five
cents up.
Linen collars are from two inches and
a quarter to two inches and half wider
AJBusy Maine Author.
than
they were last season, and the
ts
Holman F. Day is keeping busy, turn-over designs are preferred.
Black velvet belts are quite fashionthese clays, along with various lines of
able, and will be worn with both silk
literary work. In answer to calls from and cashmere waists.
Leather belts
several magazines he lias of late been
; should not be worn with silk waists.
writing a number of short stories, and
The new sleeves are made flat and
Aiuslee’s, Everybody’s, the Youth’s tight to the elbow. From the elbow to
Companion and others have accepted j
and will publish during the coming the wrist they are slashed, puffed and
plaited into many sorts of fullness, but
year over a dozen short stories from
finished with a snugly-fitting
his pen.
For another publication he | iuvarably
has written articles on “A nay in the ; buttoned cuff.
The little turnCollars and stocks.
Life of a New England Farmer” and !
“A Day in the Life of a liiver Driver” i over collars are this season edged with
corded
linens
and
are made in every
which will he elaborately illustrated. 1
Stocks and collars are
Some of his short stories are typical possible shape.
which are lined
Maine yarns, and one or two are" built made with double bows,
J with contrasting colors. December
around incidents in Maine
politics. I Ladies’ Home Journal.
Others are human interest stories with
a dash of
humor; one is based on a
Shiloh happening, one is a Fourth of
July tale, another a yarn of the coast,
etc. He is now doing no syndicate
work, but occasionally furnishes a TT7ALDO SS.—In Court of
Probate, belli at Belletter or an article fora Boston or New
Vt fast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
administrator
Alberts.
on the estate of
York paper. Mr. Day’s publishers are
Higgins,
Glidileu, late of Freedom, in said county,
urging him to undertake a novel, and | Charles
deceased, having presented bis first anil final acthis he will probably begin upon in the count of administration of said estate tor allownear future.
He has a wealth of ance.
material and will doubtless make it a
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
successively, in the Republican Journal,
Maine story from cover to cover. In weeks
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
verse he is now writing less along the that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
humorous line that gave him fame and bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
next, and show cause, if any they
is doing more serious work with most of January
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
gratifying results, His “As BeseemA true Copy. Attest:
eth Men” in the Saturday Evening
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
Post of recent date was a

to the

favorable conditions.
It will protect your
house the better part of two generations—
costs less than slate or tile.

built below Stonington,

That Count

exposed
atmosphere—even longer under

The skirts this season are decidedly
shorter than they were last.
Rough and loosely woven materials

|

York.

new president of Columbia
university,^
Is classed with the foremost educators
of the country.

AMSRIOAN
TIN PLATS COMPANY
NSW YORK

are

They

_

j
j
|

The Chrestomathean Society. Pres- !
ident, C. A. Preble: Vice Pres., J. A.
Larsen ; Secretary, S. E. Preble; Treasurer, :
:
A. L. Harris; Committees—Question, N. C.
Maynard, A. L. Harris. .1. W. Tripp; Executive, J. A. Larsen, Prof. F. U. Ward, R.
I). Thurston, Prof. E. A. Cooper, C. R. Fulj
ler; Athletics, W. 1). Bragg, .1. W. Tripp.
The Achyi.i.ian Society. President,
j
Mattie Smith; Vice Pres., Alyce Bell; Sec- !
retary, .Tosie Sipprelle; Treasurer, Faye
Littletield; Executive Committee, Misses
Webb, Myrtella Smith, Bell: Music Committee, Misses Sipprelle, Webber, McDonald; Question, Misses Staples, Maude Littlefield, Sue L. llineks.

OBITUARY.

by Gewford, New

DR.

Question, Luce, Elwell, Bolt;
Athletics, Kendell, Wiggin, Higgins.

a

before it is offered for sale.

and as far as known was never occupied by a patient. A keeper has been
always there and the large, lonelylooking building has been the wonder
of tourists in summer.

gomery:

[From

It

,

M F Roofing Tin (the genuine oldstyle teme process) gives the most complete protection to a house and lasts much longer than any
other form of roofing.
M F is made by hand
labor exclusively and every sheet must pass a
rigid examination and be perfect in every way

Island has been the wonder of passengers who pass from Bockland towards Bar Harbor. During the yellow
fever epidemic some years ago Congress appropriated a large sum for the
erection of a hospital in eastern waters.

House

a

is the roof.

was

ument to Dorothea Lynde Dix at Hampden, Me. Several ladies of Maine are
urging the latter project and in times
gone by Congress has received many
memorials regarding the same.
The hospital building at Widow’s

__

Cleveland. Trustee.
Now that ex-President Grover Cleveland has been appointed a trustee of

Tin Armor of

President Washington’s first
of war. He likewise has insecretary
troduced a bill providing for the conveyance of Widow’s Island to the State.
Years ago a Marine Hospital was erected on this island, which was never occupied for some reasons. Mr. Littlefield would like the property conveyed
to the State so that it may be used for
one of the elemosynary institutions.
Another bill introduced by Mr. Littlefield provides for the erection of a mon-

SENT ABSOLUTELY FREE ON RECEIPT OF POSTAL.

■

Divorces in Maine.

*

The Widow’s Island Hospital
Colombia's lew President.
but thirty-eight yean Ctl
Mr. Littlefield already has bills in for
Ige. Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, the I several Maine projects one of them being the erection of a monument at
Thomaston to Maj. Gen. Henry Knox,

Although

in All Cases.

■

ever.

CURE

i

j
|

1

—

j

Manufactures.

Maine manufactures have undergone
abnormal development in the past

particularly

an

Ilis
six
series
of
strong effect.
ALDO S' S.—In Court of Probate, belli at Bel
ten years, to judge from the census “Ballads of the Banks” now
ended in WJ
VV fast, on the 10th day of December. 1901.
bulletin. There is nothing singular in the
Post will be Alfred E. Nickerson, administrator on the estate
Saturday
Evening
the fact that the number'of establish- followed
of Abagail Nickerson, late of Swanville, in said
by a series of six “Ballads of county,
deceased, having presented his first and
ments has increased just under one- the Drive” in the same
final account of administration of said estate for
publications.
third and the capital has increased a Ilis second book of
allowance.
verse, containing
little more than one-half, but that with his best efforts since
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
“Up in Maine”
this increase in establishments and
will be published in the weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
appeared,
number
of
the
published in Belfast, in said County,
newspaper
average
persons spring by
capital
Maynard, Small & Co. The that all persons interested may attend at a Proemployed has increased no more than title is not yet selected. Air. Day bate Court,
to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
ti.5 per cent., and that with so small an believes that the
January next, and show cause, if any they
only inspiration is in of
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
increase in the number of persons the bard work
he sits
and,
every
morning,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
whole amount of wages paid has in- down at his desk and
A true copy.—Attest:
grinds away uncreased 24.3 per cent., are alike striking til the results suit him.
Chas. P. H azeltixe, Register,
As a reader
deviations from the course of things in from his own verses he is also
winning
It may be conjectured
other States.
distinction both in Alaine and beyond
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthat the increase of manufacturing in its borders.—Kennebec
fast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
Journal.
I
Maine has been chiefly along the line
Charles E. Sherman, administrator on the estate
of Sarah E. Doe, late of Burnham, in said County,
of timber products, and especially of
Electric Roads in Maine.
deceased, having presented his first and final acwood pulp. Such lines of production I
count of administration of said estate for allowi
involve a large investment in machinery
It looks as though the friends of the ance.
with the employment of a relatively electric railroad interests
thereof be given, three
in Maine in- 1 Ordered, That notice
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
small amount of labor. If the propor- j tend to do a
large amount of business a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
tion of highly skilled labor lias consid-! the
coming season. A gentleman who that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
erably increased in the ten years it knows what is going on in electric road bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
would account for an increase in the circles said to a Boston Herald corre- of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
amount of wages paid so much greater ;
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
spondent last week: “I think it is perthan the increase in the number of emA true copy. Attest:
safe
to
that
before
the
fectly
predict
Chas. P. H azeltixe, Register.
the
in
increase
in
Lewiston
ployes.
close of 1902 Augusta and Rockland
manufacturing capital was not much 1 will be connected with an electric line. ;
IITALDO SS —In Court of Probate, held at Belover 2r> per cent, and in Portland it j Did
you ever stop to think that in all
V?
fast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
was only trifling.—New York Journal
in a comparatively short John R. Dutnon, adu inistrator on the estate of
probability,
of Commerce.
time, that it will no doubt be possible Henry Manning, late of Lincolnville, in said
having presei ted his first and
for a man to ride from Augusta to Port- County, deceased,
final account of administration of said estate for
Kennebec Fisheries.
land by electric road, and that it will allowance.
also be possible to go by electric loads 1 Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
The annual report of warden Abner from the
Republican Journal, a
capital city to Bangor. The weeks successively, in inTheBelfast,
in said County,
C. Johnson, forwarded to the State fish
newspaper published
coming season an electric line will be that
all persons interested may attend at a Proand game commissioners Dec. 9th, built from
to Winthrop, and bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
Augusta
shows that during the year 1901 the then
only a short distance will have to of January next, and show cause, if any they
fishing industry has brought over $75,- be built to take the road to Lewiston, | have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
000 to the fishermen of Kennebec coun- where it will
connect with the LewisA true copy. Attest :
ty. Mr. Johnson’s report contains the ton, Brunswick & Bath road. The comChas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
following items of interest: Clams, ing season there will, without any
shipped to Boston from Kennebec river doubt, be a link buijt which will conSS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
in the shell, 2,767 barrels, 1,085 more nect the
fast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
latter road with the Portland
than 1900, value $4,611; smelts, 79,056 street
Charles E. Lane, administrator on the estate of
railroad system.
Harriet A. Lane, late of Brooks, in said County,
pounds, value $5,800.98; herring, 962
“After a line is built to connect with deceased, having presented his first account
of
barrels, 5,680 less than 1900, value $962; the Rockland
of said estate, together with his
administration
system there will have to
shad caught at New Meadows, and Ken- be
claim, for allowance.
private
a
few
short
links
make
built
to
only
nec rivers, 1800 barrels, 1,411 less than
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
a continuous line to Bangor.
The elec- weeks
successively, in the Republican Journal,
1900, value $10,475; alewives, dipped at tric roads in Maine are
destined to in- a newspaper published in Belfast, in said CounN equasset and Winnegance creek, 1098
crease, and before long they will all be ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
barrels, value $1,098; mackerel, 403 bar- under one
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
management. These roads day of January next, and show
cause, if any
rels, 537 barrels less than 1900, value are to be a great
attraction to the sum- they have, why the said account should not be al$3,038; salmon, 3,702 pounds, value $009,- mer visitors.
lowed.
means
of
these roads
By
GEO. E. JOHN80N, Judge.
39; eels, 34,984 pounds, value $2,239.24; connections will be had with lakes
A true copy. Attest:
lobsters, 122,734, being 24,159 in number where the
is
of
the
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
best, and
fishing
more than 1900, with the same number
of the most beautiful resorts
of fishermen as last year, value $16,708,- many
be reached in the same way. How
88.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel74: codfish, fresh, 930.810 pounds, a gain may
can the tourist better enjoy
himself
fast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
of 518,042 pounds over 1900, value $20,than by making trips on these roads, Emma D. Elms administratrix on the estate of
E. Elms, late of Belmont, in said County,
044.28; hake. 535,449 pounds, a gain of
Thanksgiving in Pittsfield.
stopping when and where he pleases? Joseph
deceased, having presented her first account of
228,866 pounds over 1900, value $5,673.- The electric road business in Maine
is administration of said estate for allowance.
value $1187.Thanksgiving was duly observed in this S3; haddock, 70,822 pounds,
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
only in its infancy, and, if the present
92; pollock, 196,438 pounds, value $1,555- business outlook
continues there will be weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
A
number
went
usual.
as
large
away 80;
place
a
published in Belfast, in said County,
cusk, 5,740 pounds, value $75.79.
newspaper
within two years many more miles of that all
and no doubt as many more cante home to
persons interested may attend at a ProShort lobsters liberated, 1,227; short
electric
road built in Maine, and the bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
with
lather
and
eat Thanksgiving turkey
lobsters seized, 357.
much talked about electric line which of January next, and show cause, if any they
the said account should not be allowed.
mother, brothers and sisters, perhaps with
will connect Portland and Boston will have, why
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
What
a
home
children.
happy
coming to
Money Making Schooners.
be found to be no dream.”
A true copy. Attest:
many! J. S. Davis and wife spent Thanks
CfiAs. P. Hazeltine, Register.
As bearing
on the money-making
Maine’s Danger from Smallpox.
giving with their son, J. 11. Davis, and wife
abilities of the large schooners now
SS. In Court of Probate, held at Beland their daughter and her husbaud, Dr.
used in the coasting trade,
fast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
generally
The
State Board of Health has taken
W. C. Warden. The day was very cold, but and which had their
W.
Whittier, administrator on the estate
origin in Boston, the wise course in calling the attention Joseph
oi Silas T. burgess, late of Palermo, in said Counpeople did not mind that when the meeting and New England, says the Boston of the local boards through the State to ty, deceased,
having presented his first and final
with loved ones was in prospect. Mr. Augus- Commercial Bulletin,
of administration of said estate for alsome
figures the danger of a smallpox epidemic, and account
lowance.
wife
took
and
dinner
on
which
have
been
tus Libby
that day
compiled by Frank N. is advising free vaccination. It is hoped
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thre®
with Mr. Libby’s son, 11. F. Libby. Mr. Tandy, general marine agent of Boston, this course will be followed promptly weeks
successively, in the Republican Journa1*
will
be
of
interest.
Hr.
Tandy has through the State, for it is one of those a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
and Mrs. B. I). Bowden had a pleasant
taken
the
that
all
statements
of
four
persons interested may attend at a Prooccasions
when
of
an
ounce
large
prevention bate
gathering at their home Thanksgiving day.
Court, to be held at Belfast on the 14th day
schooners, two four-masters and two is worth at least a ton of. cure. That of
and show cause, if any they
Among the guests present were Charles 11.
January
five-masters, which have been used in the danger of smallpox is very immi- have, why thenext,
said account should not be allowed.
Bowden and wife of Dover and Deputy the Atlantic coast trade and in a
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
very nent is plain to all, since Boston,
A true copy. Attest:
Sheriff C. W. Farrand and wife of South full table clearly shows what vessels of with which all
parts of Maine are in
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Norridgewock. Miss Winnefred F. Haskell this type are capable of earning, even daily connection, has hundreds of cases
of Augusta passed the day with the family when freight rates are as low as they of this dreaded disease, and it also ex- \F7ALDO 88.—In Court of
Probate, held at Belists in New Brunswick on the other
TV
of her brother, L. 0. Haskell, in Pittsfield. are at present.
fa*-t, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
1
Robert F. Dunton, administrator on the estate of
Vessel
No.
made
12
conside
of
us.
Our
Maine
cities
not
voyages,
have
C. E. Vickery, dry goods dealer, entertain- I
Ruby A. Drinkwater, late of ^rthport, in said
suming 512 days to date. It paid divi- forgotten the scare of three years ago, County,
ed his force ot merits at his home.
A dends from
deceased, having presented his first and
$10 to $84 per 1-04 each trip, for, although there were few fatal cases final account of administration
of said estate for
pleasant family gathering was held at the the total for the 12 trips figuring up then, there was much interruption to allowance.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman White on $442 per 1-64, and she
That
notice
thereof
38.8
be given, three
Ordered,
per cent. business and in various ways the expaid
Journal,
Washington street. The following children 1 of her cost in that time. The vessel perience was both expensive and un- aweeks successively, in inthe Republican
in said county,
published
Belfast,
newspaper
and friends of the family were present: i cost $72,900; gross tonnage is 1904 and pleasant. The State must now be on its that
all persons interested may attend at a Proguard, since cases have already been re- bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Palmer and daughter, her carrying capacity is 3,000 tons.
The three other vessels from whose ported in at least two of our cities, and of January next, and show cause, if any they
Rhea, Miss Lizzie White, Alton L. White, statements data are
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
compiled paid from should take every precaution.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Miss Edna White, Arthur White and Miss
A true copy. Attest:
$12 to $100 per 1-04 each trip and the
Mae Taylor. Many such gatherings came average for the fleet shows a dividend
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
i
OASTOXtXA.
under pur observation, but time and space of 33 dollars per 1-64 each trip and a
NUTiCJfi. The subscriber
Bought
forbid mention of them all.
yearly profit of 27-5 per cent, on the in- Bean the
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed Administratrix of the estate of
Mr. J. S. Davis has had quite a hard time vestment to the owners. The net earnNANCY T. HALL, late of Winterport,
with the prevailing cold, but is getting ings have so far averaged 42.9 per cent,
of the gross receipts and 18 9 per cent,
about again.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
the
of
total cost of the vessel has so
Elsie—All right. We’ll play grand opera, bonds as the law directs. All
Our doctors have been kept very busy. far been
persons having deand I’ll be the boss.
paid.
mands against the estate of said deceased are
Dr. W. C. Marden, who was brought up,
Willie—No, you can’t. It takes a man to desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payOld Lady (to district visitor)—It’s my be the manager.
we believe, in Swanville, Me., has built
up ’ead that’s
been troublin’ me so, miss, but
Elsio—Oh, you may be the manager, but ment immediately.
a large practice here and has been
suc8ARAH £. CURTIS.
very
the doctor he says, “Tou take these ’ere I’ll be what they call the bella-donna.—
1
Winterport, Nov. 12,1901.
cessful.
Philadelphia Press.
pills and you’ll soon shake it off.”—Punch.

WALDO

j

j

j

WALDO

WALDO

WALDO

ADMINISTRATRIX'S

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the 10th day of
December, A. I). 1001
TOHN W. McGILVERY, administrator of the
tj estate of James -leGilvery, lat of
Searsport,
in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying that this court may determine who are entitled to the balance of the esOrdered, That notice be given to all persons in- tate now in bis bands for distribution and their
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pub- respective shares therein according to law' and
lished three weeks successively iu the Republican order the same distributed accordingly.
Journal, published at Belfast, that they may apOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, all persons interested by causing a copy of this orwithin and for said County, on the second Tues- derto be published three weeks successive! v in The
day of January next at ten of the clock before Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
same should not be proved, approved and allowed. to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County,
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
on the 14th day of January, A. 1). 1!>02, at tenof
A true copy. Attest:
the clock before noon, and show cause, if any t hey
Cbas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
have, wh> the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E.*JOHNSON, Judge.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
A true copy. Attest:
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
Chas P. Hazeltine, Register.
December, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Alary E. Manning, late 11/ALDO SS —In Court of Probate, held at BelVt
fast, on the loth day of December, 1901.
of Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deSarah H. Clark, administratrix on the estate of
ceased. having been presented for probate.
Clark late of Frankfort, in said County,
Manly
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons indeceased, having presented her first account of
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pub- administration
of said estate for allowance.
lished three weeks successively in The Republican
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Jo irnal, published at Belfast, that they may ap
weeks
in The Republican Journal, a
successively,
at
a
Probate
Court,
to
be
held
at
Beiiast,
pear
within and for said Comity, on 4 lie second Tues- newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
day of January next, at ten of the clock before that all persons interested may attend at a Pronoon, and show cause, if any they have, why the bate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 14th day
of January next, and show cause, if
same should m»tbeproved,approved and allowed.
any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Atruecipy. Attest:
A true copy.
Attest.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
!
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and l or
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument, purporting to be the la.»t
will and testament of Mary Ann Ross, late of
Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

A

At a Probate Cour held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1901.

OftAS, P. Hazeltixe ^Register.

|

certain instrument, purporting to be an authenticated copy of the la-t will and testament
and the probate thereof of .Jennie L. Carpenter,
late of Providence, Rhode Island, deceased, having been presented with a petition praying that
the same may be allowed and recorded in the
Probate Court of said County of Waldo, and tliat
letters testamentary be issued to the executor
therein named.

A

ITT ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belm
fast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
Frederick L Palmer, administrator on the estate
of Jane Palmer, late of Monroe, in said county,
deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested mav attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in of January next, and show
cause, if any they
terested by causing a copy of this order to be pubhave,
why th said account should not be allowed,
lished three weeks successively in The Republican
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
s
at
that
Belfast,
Journal, publishe
they miy apA true copy. Attest:
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
Chah. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before At a
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
the County of Waldo, on the 10th
same should not be allowed and letters testamenday of December, A. D. 1901.
tary issued, as prayed for.
GEO- E. JOHNSON, Judge.
G. PAINE, guardian of Elizabeth
1 a me of Searsport. in said Com.tv of
A ture copy. Attest:
Waldo,
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
g presented a petition praying that he may
he licensed to sell at private sale and
convey certain real estate of said ward, as described in his
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
for purpose therein n med.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of petition,
A.
D.
1901.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
December,
to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament and codicil thereto order to be published three weeks successively in
of William S. Dodge, late of Islesboro, m said the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate
County of Waldo, deceased, having been present Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said
ed for probate with a petition praying that Lin
coin N. Gilkey may be appointed administrator of County, on the 14th day of January,A. D. 1902,
:it ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause,
the estate of ‘said deceased with the will annexed.
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionOrdered, Ihat notice be given to all persons in er should not be granted.
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy
published three weeks successively in the RepubAttest:
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
t i. as. P. Hazeltine, Register.
at
a
Probate
to
be
held
at
BelCourt,
may appear
fast, within and for said County, on the second
NOTICE. The subscribe!
Tuesday of January uext, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
hertby gives notice that he has been duly
why the same should not be proved, approved appointed administrator of the estate of
and allowed.
HARRIET H, MASON, late ot Monroe,
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands at ainst the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for indebted thereto are
requested to make payment
the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of De- immediately.
JOSEPH H. PATTEE.
cember, A. D. 1901.
Monroe, Dec. 10 1901.
S. MULLIN, administrator of the estate of Horace N. Monroe, late of LincolnINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
ville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
presented a petitio praying for a license to sell
at public or private sale arid convey certain real
appointed administrator of the estate of
estate of said deceased, which is particularly deHANNAH T. NICHOLS, late of Searsport,
scribed in said petition.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
That
the
said
Ordered,
petitioner give notice to bonds as the law directs. All persons having deall persons interested by causing a copj of this j mands against the estate of said deceased
are deorder to be published three weeks successively in sired to present the same for settlement, and all
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published I indebted thereto are requested to make
payment
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
immediately.
Court* to be held at Belfast, within and for said
JOHN W. McGILVERY.
County, on the 14th day of January, A. D. 1902,
Searsport, Dec. 10, 1901.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
it any they have, why the prayer of said petition
should not be granted.
NOTICE. The subscriber
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
hereby gives notice that she lias been duly apA true copy. Attest:
pointed administratrix of the estate of
Char. P. Hazeltint, Register.
LEVI MATHEWS, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
At a Probate Court bold at Belfast, within and for { bonds as the law directs. All
persons having
the County of Wa'ido, on the 10th day of De- demands against the estate of said
deceased are
cember, A. D. 1901.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
W. McGILVERY, administrator of the all indebted thereto are requested to make payestate of James tfcGilvery, late of Searsport, i ment immediately.
RACHEL A. MATHEWS.
In said County of Waldo, deceased, having preSearsmont, Dec. 10, 1901.
sented a petition praying that the actual market
value of the estate of said deceased now in his
NOTICE. The subscriber
bands which is subject to the tax imposed by
hereby gives notice that he has been dulv a«>Chapter 146 of the public laws of 1893, and acts
administratrix
oi
the estate of
puinted
thereof
and
additional
amendatory
thereto, may
be determined by the Judge of Probate, the perALBERT J. BROWN, late of Monroe,
sons interested in the succession thereto, and the
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
tax thereon.
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having deOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to mands against the estate of said deceased are
all persons interested by causing a copy of this desired to present the same for
settlement, and
order to be published three weeks successively all indebted thereto are
requested to make payin the Republican Journal, a newspaper published ment immediately.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
ESTELLE E. BOWEN.
]
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
Monroe, Dec. 10. 1901.
County, on the 14th day of January. A. D. 1902,
at ten of the clock before noon ana show cause,
NOTICE.
The subscribers hereif any they have, why the prayer of said petitionby give notice that they have been duly aper should not he granted.
pointed Executors of the last will and testameut
GEO.E JOHNSON, Judge.
of
A true copy. Attest:
ORISON A. PENNEY, late of Freedom,
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
in the County ol Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for demands against the estate of said deceased are
the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of De- desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make paycember, A. D. 1901.
DELI A MONROE, widow of Horace N. Mon- ment immediately.
M ARGIE S. PENNEY,
roe, late of Lincolnville, in said County of
FRANK W. PENNEY.
Waldo, deceased, having presented a- petition
1901.
10,
Fieedom,
Dec,
for
an
allowance out of the personal espray ing
tate of said deceased.
NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
give notice that they have been duly appointall persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in ed Executors of the last will and testament of
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
LEMUEL GREER, late of Morrill,
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
County, on the 14th day of January, A. D. 1902 bonds as the law directs. All persons having deat ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if mands against the estate of said deceased are
same for settlement, and
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner 'desired to
should not be granted.
| all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
LAWRIN GREER,
FRANK W. WOODBURY.
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
Morrill, Dec. 10,1901.
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EXECUTOR’S

A

EXECUTORS’

present-the

NOTICE

The

subscribers hereNOTICE. The subscriber
EXECUTORS’
by give notice that they have been duly apgives notice that he has been duly appointed executors of the last will and testament ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby
administrator of
of

HANNAH McGRAY, late of Freedom,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
LAFOUEST McGRAY,
immediately.
ADRIANA KELLEY.

Freedom, Dec. 10,1901.

pointed

the estate of

JULIA

KANE, late of Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given

bonds as the law directs. All persons haviug demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to inal-e payment immediately.
P. H. KANE.
Frandfort, Dec. 10,1901.*

booker; sch. M. B. Stetson, Sonrls, P. E. I.
Portland, Me., Deo. 13. Ar, sobs. Alioia
B. Crosby, Norfolk: Wm. B. Palmer, Newport News: C. B. Clark, St. Leon and Charlotte L. Morgan, Bangor for Boston; Andrew Nebinger, and John Douglas, do. for
New Tork; H. S. Collins, Deer Isle for
Boston: Ned P. Walker, bound west.
Savannah, Dec. 10. Passed out by Tybec,
sch. Florence Leland for Northern port; 12,
old, brig Havilah, Richardson, Rio Janeiro.
New Haven, Dec. 11. Ar, schs Daylight
and Henry R» Tilton, Norfolk.
Apalachicola, Dec. 13. Cld, sch. Nimbus,

ROYAL
Baking Powder

MARINE MISCEI.LANY.

The Lighthouse Board gives notice that
the Roaring Bull spindle, Isle au Ilaut
buoy, has been carried away and will be re-

placed as soon as possible.
Victoria, B. C., Dec. 5. Ship
Potter, Laurison, from Kehei, was
port this A. M. She was recently
ed by R. Dunsmuir Sons Co., who

Powder there is no
mixing with the hands, no sweat of the
Perfect cleanliness, greatest facility,
brow.
healthful food.
clean,
sweet,

Royal Baking

A lum is used in some baking powders and
in most of the so-called phosphate powders. because it is cheap, and makes a
cheaper powder. But alum is a corrosive
poison which, taken in food, acts injuriously upon the stomach, liver and kidneys.

cooking receipts—free to every
Sen'd postal card
patron.
frith your full address.

ROYAL RAKINE POWDER CO.. 100 WILLIAM ET

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Set. Helen is to load edgings for Rockland.
Miss Alice Kane has gone to Boston for
the winter.

Missionary reading

Friday

Sell. Belle Bartlett has discharged
of grain for Pike’s Grain Co.

cargo

Givers and Gleaners will meet Saturday
afternoon with Mrs. J. T. Erskine.

HEW YORK.

Mrs. Loomis Eames, who has been visiting friends in Boston and vicinity, returned
home Thursday.
Herbert Colcord, who has been employed
at C. C. Homer’s store in Bueksport, returned home Monday.
Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols left Monday by
steamer for Northampton, Mass., to visit
her son, I)r. P. I’. Nichols.
Frank Smart went to Boston last week,
which is

hoping to secure a situation
partially-promised him there.

The annual parish meeting of the Congregational society will be held at the Conference room next Saturday at2p. m.

A. 0. Spaulding is

Miss Addie Crockett began the school in
District No. 9, Dec. Kith.
Wallace Harmon has gone to Bangor,
where he has employment.
barn

teaching

Miss Lettie Nickerson is at home from

Searsport village, sick with the mumps.

The contribution which was to have been
taken last Sunday morning in behalf of the
Maine Missionary Society was postponed
on account of the storm to next
Sunday

Stephen Larrabee has taken a contract to
get out 100 cords of wood for E. C. Pike.

One of the happiest men in town is Geo.
A. iiowen, who lias secured his season’s ice,
completing the job late Saturday afternoon
just before the storm that broke up all the
ice in the pond.

F. J. Dow is at home from Bangor, where
he has been at work on the new Court
House.

morning.

Miss Lavinia A. Whitcomb, assisted by
Mr. C.
Allen, recently gave the second of
Mr. Wilder’s series of pupils recitals at
355 Boylston street, Boston.
The affair
passed off very successfully.
Next Sunday evening at a Union service
at the Congregational church the OratorioCantata entitled the Prophet of Nazareth
will be given by a large chorus under the
direction of Rev. T. P. Williams.
The recent storm has, to the present
writing, served us about as badly in relation to the mails as did the great snow
storm last February. No mails except local
have been received since Saturday night.
After keeping several passengers in
suspense Saturday night by information
that the steamer would remain over at Belfast, she quietly passed up by here Sunday morning. We don’t know whose duty
it is, but it seems as though some one iu
authority should inform the agent when
the boat is to pass our landing.
The New Yorker in speaking of theatres
and their stars mentions the play of Eben
llolden at the Savoy, New York, in which
cur townsman, R. P. Smith, is
assigned the
part of the blind fiddler, “Nick Goodall,”
and says his rendition of the part is worthy
cf mention. He is a pathetic figure, and
his violin certainly speaks for him at times
Next week we shall tell
very eloquently.
how “Dick” got deceived in studying chara
blind
acter of
paper vender.
The high sea running Sunday caused bv
the strong southeaster created some excitement along the wharves. Two schooners at
Nickerson’s wharf—one loaded with grain
for Pike, the other light—were held with
considerable difficulty. At the steamboat
wharf agent Hlack with a crew got up barricades in front of the doors of the freight
rooms and piled fifty bags of spools which
there on temporary stages,
were stored
thereby saving them. The roads and bridges
in town are b.,dly washed—several of them
undermined—and will require extensive re-

Asa Moody is at home from Mt. Waldo,
where he lias been employed at stone work.

road, says: “I had itching piles for twelve years
1

and I doctored more or less with every doctor in
town and used no end of salves and ointments,
but

they did me little or no good. I saw Doan’s
Ointment advertised and I got a box at Edmund
Wilson’s drug store. I got more relief from it
than anything I ever tried. It is without exception the best ointment for what it is advertised
that I ever used.”
Sold for

fifty cents per box by all dealers. FosCo., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the

Mrs. A. E. Brown of Swanville has been
in town of late doing dressmaking for
Miss Blanche Nickerson.
Mrs. Ruth Smart has gone to Everett,
Mass., where she will spend the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. A. H. Iloimes.
There will be a grand ball in Marden's
hall Tuesday, Christmas Eve. The best of
music will be furnished. Come one, come
all.
The heaviest rainstorm for the season
last Sunday. It was much needed as
the w ells and cisterns in this locality were
was

the

IS THERE NO WAY OF
ESCAPE FROM THEM?
Pe-ru-na Never Fails to Cure
Catarrh Wherever
Located.
There are

things which are as
can be relied on to occur
to at least one-half of the human family
onless means are taken to prevent.
First, the climate of winter is sure to
bring colds.
Second, colds not promptly cured are
Bure to cause catarrh.
Third, catarrh improperly treated is
Bure to make life short and miserable.
Catarrh spares no organ or function of
the body. It is capable of destroying
euro

as

some

fate, and

Bight, taste, Smell, hearing, digestion,
secretion, assimilation and excretion.
It pervades every part of the human
body, head, throat, stomach, bowels,
bronchial tubes, lungs, liver, kidneys,
bladder and other pelvic organs.
That Peruna cures catarrh wherever
located is attested by the following testimonials sent entirely unsolicited to
Dr. Hartman by grateful men and women who have been cured by Peruna:
Catarrh of The Head.

Mr. D. R. Ramsey writes in a recent
letter from Pine Bluff, Ark., the fol-

lowing :

My son, Leon Ramsey, four years of
age, suffered with catarrh of the head
for eighteen or twenty months. He took
one bottle of your Peruna and could
hear as good as ever.”—D. R. RAMSEY.

A TEN STROKE FOR PERUNA.
Catarrh of The

Lungs.
Mrs. Emilie Kirckhoff, Ada, Minn.,

Catarrh of The Kidneys.
Peter J. Unger, Hawley, Pa., writes :
writes:
I think that I am perfectly eurod of
“Through a violent cold contracted catarrh of the kidneys by Pernna, as I
last winter, I became afflicted with ca- have no trouble of
any kind.”—Peter
tarrh of the nose, which in a short time J.
Unger.
affected my lungs. I took Pernna which
Catarrh of The Stomach.
cured me thoroughly. I now feel better
than I have for forty years.”—Mrs.
A. W. Graves, of Hammond, Ind.,
Emilie Kirckhoff.
writing to Dr. Hartman, says:

name—DOAN’S—and take

no

substitute.

100

dozen,'“Tfi,

Prices

Ic. to $5.

Bissett. In Bluehill, December 9, William P.
Bissett, aged about 60 years.
Coombs. In Islesboro, December 12, Bertha E.
(Thurston) Coombs, formerly of Belfast.
Douglass. In North Brooksville, December
2,
David L. Douglass, aged 19 years and 10 months.
In
Deer Isle, November ll, Mrs.
^t***™**.
Nellie M. Eaton, aged 23 years, 2 months, 27
days.
Rockland, December 8, Paulina
Kelley..
A. (Woodbridge), widow of JLohn
Kelley, a native
of Bucksport, aged 66 years, 4 mouths and 4
days.
Burial at Acliorn
cemetery.
Kimball. In Boston, December 7, William A.
Kimball of Rockland, a native of West
Rumney
N. II., aged 62 years, 9 months and 5
days. Burial
»

at Achorn
Moore.

cemetery.

In Belfast, December 12, Hannah E.
Moore, aged 90years, 9 months and l day.
Moody. In Camden, December 9, Willard R.
Moody, aged 68 years. Burial at Lincolnville.
Wade, in Waldoboro, December
7, Captain
Thomas F. Wade, aged 84 years.
Williams. In Islesboro, December 16, Capt.
Thomas R. Willian.s, aged 82 years and 9
days.;

—

*.

EVERYTHING IN TOYS.
MECHANICAL TOYS,
IRON TOYS,
WOOD TOYS,

DRUMS,
DOLL BOUSES,
DOLL CARTS,

EF“Everything for the little ones.

cents.

MONROE.

Misses Gertrude and Viola Conant gave
a party at their home in West Winterport
Dec. 7th, from 2 until 7 p. M., to the young
ladies of this village. The afternoon was
pleasantly spent in playing games. Supper
was served, and the Jguests went to their
FOR THE CHILDREN.
pairs.
homes feeling that they had spent an afterObituary. Died in Searsport Dec. 14th, noon long to be remembered. The Misses
Capt. Nelson Smart, aged 80 years, 2 mouths Conant were presented with a handsome
and :i days. Capt. Smart was the son of volume of Longfellow’s poems_Mr. NelJonathan and Meliitable (Wood ward) Smart son Curtis and Mr. Jerry Clark are quite
OPEN EVERY EVENING.
and was born in Swanville Oct. 11, 1821. sick—Mrs. Evie Nye has bought the milliHis parents moved to Searsport and occu- nery department of Mrs. Nellie Staples
pied the Mosman house, which stood just Kenney, who was recently married and
west of the Goodell block.
When eleven moved to Winterport, and one side of the
years old Capt. Smart shipped as cook of a furniture store has been prettily fitted up
and
followed
the
sea
for many for the millinery and fancy goods.
coaster,
years. His father was a soldier in the war
of 1812, and is mentioned in “A Reminiscence of An Old Soldier,” written by Joseph
Warden, extracts from w hich were "published in the Searsport news several years ago.
Capt. Smart was the last survivor of a
large family of children, lie married This signature is on every box of the genuine
Marian Curtis, who died Sept. 4, 1884. Of
Tablets
Laxative
their four children three survive: Charles
|
the remedy that cares a cold In one day
L., who is night watchman at the Searsport I
GO TO....
National Hank; Henry Nelson, who re-1
1
SHIP NEWS.
sides in Medford, Mass.; and Lizzie Allen,;
with whom her father made his home in
searsport. i_apt. smart commanded sevFORT OF BELFAST.
eral vessels that weie quite noted in
their day; among them the schooners MaARRIVED.
jestic, Mexican, Corinthian, William ButDec.
13.
Sch.
Minnie Chace, Haugh,
man and
The
hrig Benjamin Carver.
Mexican in her day was a noted packet run- Islesboro.
ning between Penobscot bay and Boston,
SAILED.
and had a record for speed almost equaling
Dec. 11.
Sch. Minnie Chace, Haugh,
the best steamboat time. Capt. Smart was
NICE LINK OFRockland and Islesboro.
very highly esteemed by all, was honorable
Dec. 12. Sch. Maria Webster, Mt. Desert.
in all his dealings; a kind neighbor, and
Dec. 17. Sch. Norman, Dunbar, Brunsever ready to give a helping hand.
He
joined Mariner’s Lodge, F. & A M., in 1856, wick, Ga.
and retained his membership until his
AMERICAN PORTS.
In Bulk and In Fancy Boxes.
death. The lodge attended at his funeral
New York, Dec. 11. Ar, Schs. Melissa Aand performed the masonic burial service.
The funeral was conducted by Kev. H. W. Willey, Brunswick; 12, sld, sch. Susie P.
Norton. The interment was in the Gordon Oliver, Cienfuegos;
Cemetery—Mrs. Rachel J. Knowles, who Boston, Dec. 11. Ar, sch. Jacob M. Hasdied at the residence of her daughter, Mrs. kell, Newport News; sld, schs. Senator
AND
Willis Downs, Dec. 12th, was born in Jack- Sullivan, Fernandina; Theoline, Brunsson April 24, 1829. She was the wife of wick; 13, ar, bark Thos. A. Goddard, RoDarius S. Knowles, who with his brothers, sario; schs. Young Brothers, Philadelphia;
William and Benjamin, were members of James W. Paul, Jr., Bucksport, to load for
Co. 1. 4th Regt. Maine Infantry. Darius Rosario.
Eto
was killed instantly as the three were in
Philadelphia, Dec. 10. Ar, schs. Humaline on the railroad at the battle of Fair rock. Charleston: James Slater, Havana; 12,
Oaks. Just after his brother was killed ar, bark Shetland, Turks Island.
William saw the Confederates advancing
Baltimore, Dec. 12. Ar, bark Adolph
*
on the flank and swinging his gun around Obrig, Amsbury, Hong Kong.
he rested it over the shoulder of his dead
Bnoksport, Dec. 11. Sld, soh. James W.
rUsonlc Temple, Belfast.
brother and with the line fired so rapidly | Paul, Jr., new, Boston, in tow tug Knioker-

BOOKS

CARLE &

JONES.

FOR_

ANDIES
CHRISTMAS

Si k Paul’s.
Fancy Chocolates

Broken Candies

mixtures,
nixed Nuts,

SWIFT

PAUL,

Pelvic Catarrh.

Miss Katie Lochman, Lafayette, Ind.,
writes:
“ I
had pelvic catarrh, pain in the
abdomen, back, had stomach trouble

and headache caused by catarrh. I followed your directions; took Peruna and
Manalin according to directions, and
how happy I feel that I am relieved of
such a distressing ailment.”—Miss Katie
Lochman.
A book on the cure of la grippe and
catarrh in all stages and phases sent free
to any address by The Peruna Medicine
Co., Columbus, Ohio.

HOWES THIS?
’Tis said that when the cat’s away
The mice are most inclined to play,
•So “Asa,” being out of town,

The

Ilis store came near to
burning down.
But thanks to firemen, she weathered the
gale
And the stock was saved and is now for sale
At prices within the reach of all,
Whether rich or poor, or great or small,
For coffees and teas and
things to be eaten,
x ou can
buy them at prices that never were beaten.
At this great smoke sale it is the intent
fo.cutfrom 20 to 30 per cent!
The goods that are hurt are very few,
And nearly all are good as new.
Go see for yourself, go take
your wife,
You can’t help buying to save your life.
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cans

corn

GROCERIES.
low ’twill make you “holler,”
They’re selling 20 pounds for a dollar!
Sanborn’s coffees, elegant teas,
Flour by the barrel, lard and cheese,
Raisins, citron, prunes and crackers,
so

Fine cigars and chewing tobaccoes.
All these goods they are closing out,
Why, its cheaper to buy than go without.

DRUG DEPARTMENT.
On the “thumb hand side” as you go’in
Everything’s less than it’s ever been,
And if by chance you’re feeling sick,
Start for Howes’ and get there quick.
There are plasters and pellets, wafers and pills,
For liver and kidney and other ills.
Stuff for the blood and stuff for the head;
Stuff that will almost raise the dead.
Swamp Root Bitters, Greene’s Nervura;
Lydia Pinkham’s “sure to cure her.”

Sarsaparillas,

sure cure

:
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STOCK

Has
Come,

ready for inspection,

Judgment

Will Tell Ycu What to Do

Watches, Clocks, Solid Gold
Brooches, Scarf Pins, Ladies

of tongue and cans of peas,
and cans of cheese,
shrimps and cans of beans,
And cans of dandelion greens.
Canned tomatoes, beef and lamb.
And oysters and the festive clam,
Cans of salmon, cans of veal
It’s cheaper to buy than it is to steal.
All marked down to the lowest extent
By a discount of 25 per cent.

Sugar

Up=to=Date

HOLIDAY

CANNED GOODS.

B®~See 6ur
Dressed Dolls.

“ I
am well of catarrh of the stomach
after suffering two years. I have taken
live bottles of Peruna and one of Manal in
and I feel like a new man now.”—A. W.
Graves.

Catarrh of The Bladder.

Mr. John Smith, 311 S. Third street,
Atchison, Kan., writes:
Mr. Herman Ehlke, 952 Orchard street,
I was troubled with catarrh of the
Milwaukee, Wis., writes:
urethra and bladder for two years. At
I am entirely oured of my catarrh of
the time I wrote to you I was under the
the nose by your Peruna. My case was care of
my home doctor, and had been
a severe one.”—Herman Ehlke.
for four months.
I followed your directions but two
Catarrh of The Throat.
months, and can say Peruna cured me
B. H. Runyan, Salesville, O., writes:
I suffered with catarrh of the throat of that trouble.—’’John Smith.
Catarrh of The Bowels.
for five years. I was induced to try
Mr. Henry Entzion, South Bend, Ind.,
Peruna. I have used five bottles and am
writes:
perfectly well.”—B. H. Runyan.
The doctor said X had catarrh of the
Catarrh of The Ear.
bowels and I took his medicine, bnt
Mr. Archie Godin, 188 Beech street, with no relief. I was
getting worse all
the time.
Fitchburg, Mass., writes:
“Peruna has cured me of catarrh of
Before I had taken a half bottle of
the middle ear. I feel better than I have Peruna I felt like a new
.man.”—Henry
for several years.”—Archie Godin.
Entzion.

Our

Remember the

Cough

Bromo-Quinine

ILNATURE.

United States.

The many friends of Berton Parsons,
whose sudden death took place at his home
in Swanville last Friday, extend their sympathy to his mourning relatives in their
affliction.

and works oft the Cold.
laxative bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a cold
in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 26

’atarrh.

ter-Milburn

nearly dry.

One of our young ladies, who is attending
school in Massachusetts, writes to a friend
here to tell your North Searsport correspondent not to forget to send a good lot of
locals every week as The Journal did not
seem like home without seeing something
from North Searsport. Many of our town’s
young folks have gone away from home,
some are in the far West, and what would
be a more welcome Christmas present
to them from their friends than a year’s
subscription to The Journal.

Knocks AH Forms of

Catarrh of The Nose.

DIED.

A. T. Rich of New Haven, Ct., was in
town recently to attend the funeral of his
uncle, Albert Massure.

Stops

Arky. In Belfast, December ll, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter E. a rey, a daughter.
Berkeley. In Searsmont, December 14, to
Bev. and Mrs. William Berkeley, a son.
Churchill. In Orland, December 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard E. Churchill, a son.
Dorr. In Orland, December 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Everett E. Dorr, a sou.
,In Penobscot, December 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. David M. Dodge, a daughter.
In Appleton, December 10, to Mr. and
..Hall.
Mrs. Willie C. Hall, a daughter.
Higgins. In Lamoine, December 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Higgins, twin sons.
Hobbs. In Searsmont, December 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Miller B. Hobbs, a son.

are

But Doan’s Ointment relieves at once and cures
all itchiness of the skin.
A blessing to a suffering public.
Here’s Belfast proof to back our statement:
Mr. L. C. Putnam of Searsport avenue, shore

Snow all gone; lake broken up; how is
this for winter?

is

Readers

Belfast

a blessing it is.
Sought after by thousands.
Many a miserable man is happy now.
Nights of unrest, days of trouble.
An itching skin disease means this.
Itching piles means it.
Eczema just as bad, and just as hard to cure,

Leon Moody was in Bucksport last week
business.

Miss Winnifred Matthews
the second term in Frankfort.

BOHN.

to Appreciate.

What
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Learning

repairing her

Mr. Gross of Prospect is moving
from this place to Prospect.

of

Many

A. H. Ellis is building a slaughter house.
Mrs.

Retail Market.

Beef, corned, 9 lb, 8®10 Lime p bbl.,
90@1.00
Butter Salt, 14 lb, 18to20 Oat Meal p lb,
4,26
Corn 9 bu.,
82 Onions p lb,
2 J a4
B
Cracked Corn
bu., 82 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,13214
Corn Meal |f bu.,
8- Pollock p lb,
4@4i
Cheese IP lb,
i5toi6 Pork p lb,
12
Cotton Seed ^cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
Codfish, dry, |> lb. 5@8 Rye Meal P lb,
3
Cranberries 9 qt„ 8tol0 Shorts p cwt.,
1.30
Clover Seed,
t3®15 Sugar p tb,
6to64
Flour IP bbl., 4.50to5.00 Salt, T. I.. p bu.,
33
2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
3
H.G.Seedipbu.,
Lard ip lb.
13 Wheat Meal.
5

Bluehill.

NORTH SEARSPOllT ITEMS.

buildings.

13(214

PE-RU-NA

Catarrhal Diseases are Most
Prevalent in Winter.

■

Our town schools began Monday.
a

purchas-

'•

,,

that they repelled the attack. Mrs. Knowles
early received a pension, her certificate
being numbered 180. Of three children two
survive: Mrs. Silas Young, who was six
years old when her father died, and Mrs.
Willis Downs, with whom she made her
home.

afternoon

•with Mrs. A. J. Nickerson.

John C.
towed to

Chicken 9 m.
10tol2 Tallow p lb,
ll a;i
Calf Skins, per lb. Paio Veal p lb,
6@7
Duck 9 lb,
14S15 Wool, unwashed,
18
32 Wood, hard,
.,
3.00B4.00
8215 Wood, soft,
3.60.24.00
Retail Price

IF OUR ILLS
ARE CATARRHAL

CURRENT

[Corrected Weekly for Tlie Journal.[
Produet Market.
PriceeiPaid Producer.

will dismantle her and convert her into a hulk.
(The Potter was built at Searsport in 1869.)
Nassau, December 12. The three-masted
American schooner E. I. White of Harring- ..Doi^ge-.
ton, Me., Capt. Mitchell from Philadelphia,
November 26, for Cardenas, was wrecked on
Gingerbread grounds, a dangerous reef of
the Bahama islands, December 7, and beTwo of the crew were
came a total loss.
drowned. The survivors have arrived here.
Thomaston, Me Dec. 12. The lack of information front Beaver Harbor, N. S., as to
MAKttiKD.
the arrival tiiere of schooner Racehorse
from Rockland leads to the belief that she
has been blown off the coast and was lost in
Iu Rockport, December
l\KO
the recent gales. On board were eight ship 11, William D. Bartlett and Miss Bertha J. Brown.
Bennktt-Phipps.
In
Orland, December 9.
carpenters who had worked all the season Itoscoe P. Bennett and
Mrs. Rose D. Phipps,
both
in Thomaston ship yards and were return- of Orland.
*
ing in the vessel. The Racehorse sailed on
Eaton-Colby. In Stonington, December 9,
2.
Dec.
Emery Eaton and Miss Sadie Colby, both of Stonington.
Fifield-Joyce. In Oceanville, December 7,
Sylvanus Fifield of Stonington and Miss Leona
Joyce of Oceanville.
In North Penobscot,
Wardweri^Bowden.
December
6, Percy Albert Wardwell of Penob•
scot and Miss Sarah Frances Bowden of North

Mackes Cleecn Brea^d

—

BELFAST PRICE

Brunswick, Ga., Deo. 11. Ar, sch. Georgia
40 to75 Hay p ton,
Apples 9 bu.,
10.00(212.00
Gilkey, Gilkey, St. Pierre, Mart.
6
dried, 9 It., s®6 Hides p lb,
Gloucester, Ga., Dec. 11. Ar, sch. Lucy
Lamb p lb,
2.ooto2.25
Beans,
12
pea,
E. Friend, Philadelphia.
'•
2.25 Lamb Skins,
60.al.00
medium,
12.
Deo.
Mobile,
Ar, bark.Olive Thurlow,
7
Yel’eyes, 2.3Sto2.50 Mutton p lb,
Hayes, Guanica, P. R.
Butter p &,
18to20 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
40
66
Beef, sides, 4P fb,
6@7I Potatoes pbu.,
Beef fore .quarters,
FOREIGN PORTS.
6J Round Hog,
7}
a
10.011
Barley 9 bu.,
40@45 Btraw p ton,
Curacoa, Not. 40. Sid. sch. Estelle, Ship Cheese
12 Turkey p lb,
9 lb,
16@17
Hong Kong, Dec. 8. Ar, ship Dirigo, New
York.
Buenos Ayres, Not. 28. Sid. bark J. H.
Bowers, Boston.
Carthagena, Dec. 11. In port sch. Wesley
M. Oler, Harriman, for a southern port, to
sail 4th.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Dec. 11. Ar. preTiouslv, ship Luzon, Park, Manila.
Rio Janeiro, Dec. 10.
Ar. bark Frances,
Baltimore.
Dec.
11.
P.
Sid. steamer
R.,
Mayaguez,
California, Dyer .New York.
Sydney, N. S. W., Dec. 11. Sid. ship A.
J. Fuller, Honolulu.

The Royal Baker any Tastry
Cook”
containing over 800
most
practical and valuable

—

Boston.

Island.

With

SEAHSMONT.
W. H. Arnold of Belfast waa in town Deo.
I3th.Mis* Kellie Thomas has returned
from Boston, where she has been employed.
Leroy Marriner is now rushing business
in his saw mill and has a large amount of
lumber to saw, but there is always room for
more and Leroy is ever ready to accommodate—There is considerable sickness in
this section.
EAST

Watch Chains,

Rings, Etc.,

JEF“IS LARGER THAN LSI

We would call SPECIAL ATTElNTION|
to our new and choice line of.
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Chafing Dishes
at

You will see hundreds of

OI IP

„,,,

our

Window;

things

have not space

we

enough

to mention In

st0ck is TII0R0UGIILY UP WITH |TIIE TIMES in variety a
novelty in every department. Come in and get our prices, la'.
our stock all over.
No trouble to show goods.

for colds,

Reliefs from bunions, corns and moles,
And everything for afflicted souls.
The toilet goods are clean and nice,
And selling off at about half price.
Brushes and combs are as good as new,
For the price of one you can most get two.
Perfumes, saciiet and toilet goods,

From Colgate’s, Lunborg’s, Langham’s, Hood’s,
And the finest line of soaps in town;
And all these goods are marked way down!
Soaps imported by Roger & Gallet,
While not exactly given away,
You’ll find them sold at Howes’ store
Much cheaper than ever sold before.
You know as long as there’s life there’s hope,
And as long as there’s dirt there’s always soap.
On all these goods, and others in store,
They discount 20 per cent and more.
Walk right in, don’t stop to knock,

REPAIR DEPARTHENT.

We shall endeavor to

Jewelry

repair Watches

all through

the

COME IN, WE ARE OPEN FOR BUSINESS.

23P“OPEN EVENINGS BEGINNING SATURDAY, DECEMBER

14th.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,
National Bank

Building, Be fast, Me.

NEW FURNITURE STOREI
Christmas^

FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY
For the next

We extend to all THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE
SEASON and announce we have a beautiful stock of goods for your inspection.

ELEGANT WATCHES,
BEAUTIFUL JEWELRY,
ARTISTIC SILVER.

CLOCKS,-CUTLERY,--CAMERAS
Y0UR8TRULY’

CHASE & DOAK.

a

holiday-

We have tirst-class help for this dept.

Howes & Company, Odd Fellows’ Block.

-^75th

P

THIRTY DAYS,

“*

C°°MBS *

SON. 70 MAIN STREET.

COMMENCING NOVEMBER 14th,
nuiktMi

GREAT REDUCTION
NO OLD

ln0P"cumy FURNITURE.

STOCK, EVERYTHING FRESH

AND NEW.

I make this liberal reduction In order to move my goods
quick and
make room tor more. Those intending to purchase will make no

calling and examining
purchasing.

mistake in

H. E.

McDonald,

my stock and

getting prices before

70 Main Street.

!

